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Abstract
This thesis describes the use of a semilinear phase conjugate mirror (SLPCM), which is 
a form of photorefractive oscillator, to convert multi-mode radiation into a single spatial 
mode field. This technique was demonstrated experimentally by converting the output 
from a multi-mode optical fibre into a field that has a gaussian intensity profile. Using 
cw radiation, provided by an argon ion laser (514.5nm), 23% of the multi-mode output 
that emerged from an optical fibre with a 50|im core diameter was converted into a 
single mode. In the pulsed regime the conversion efficiency was 20% when the lOkW 
20ns pulses emitted by a Q switched, frequency doubled Nd:YAG (532nm) laser were 
coupled into a multi-mode fibre with a 0.6mm core diameter. A one dimensional plane 
wave analysis of the SLPCM indicates that in optimum conditions, conversion 
efficiencies of the order of 80-90% can be obtained. This analysis shows that the 
observed conversion efficiency is limited by the absorption and coupling strength of the 
photorefractive medium which was barium titanate. Experiments show that the coupling 
strength and absorption of the barium titanate crystal depend on the geometry of the 
interaction and on the laser radiation used.
The theoretical model also predicted the bistable behaviour of the SLPCM that had been 
observed in the experiments. An unfortunate consequence of the bistability was that the 
oscillations in the SLPCM would not start from noise if the SLPCM was configured to 
provide the single mode output required for this application. This was overcome by 
using a technique that caused the radiation within the external resonator of a self 
starting SLPCM to collapse dynamically into a single mode. A model based on 
competition between gratings in one interaction volume was developed to explain the 
observed dynamic behaviour. The model showed that once the SLPCM reached steady 
state, two gratings, whose amplitudes varied throughout space in proportion to one 
another, formed. As a result, steady state analytic solutions were obtained by a new 
interpretation of four wave mixing in terms of two wave mixing. This general
interpretation can be used in both the transmission and the reflection geometries for real 
or complex coupling with no absorption.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Since its first demonstration in the early 1960's, the laser has evolved to become an 
irreplaceable tool in industry and in the research laboratory. This rapid evolution was 
due to the vast range of phenomena whose investigation the laser has made possible. 
Each of these different investigations places its own requirements on the properties of 
the laser radiation such as frequency, linewidth, power and the spatial profile of the 
field. For example, in spectroscopic measurements it is the frequency and the 
linewidth of the radiation that are critical. While, in the large number of the 
applications where high intensities are desired, it is the power and the spatial mode 
structure of the beam that are important
The intensity, or power density, of a laser beam is defined to be the power per unit 
cross sectional area of the beam ^ Obviously then larger intensities can be achieved by 
reducing the beam diameter with simple techniques like focussing the beam with a 
positive lens. However the diameter that a beam can be focussed down to depends on 
the spatial profile of the electric field of the beam. If the beam has an approximately 
planar wavefront, then it can be focussed to a diameter that is only limited by 
aberrations in the focussing optics and the diffraction effects these components 
produce. Therefore with optical components that are free of aberrations, it is possible 
to focus a TEMqo mode gaussian beam to a diameter that is of the order of the 
wavelength of the radiation that is used. However such small spot sizes cannot be 
obtained if the radiation consists of more than one Hermite-Gaussian mode because 
the non uniform phase profile of the total field causes a "spreading out" of the beam 
energy. Consequently for applications that require high intensities it is important for 
the laser radiation to consist of a single mode gaussian beam.
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A problem that is often encountered with high intensity laser radiation is in actually 
transporting the beam to the "target". In most cases this can be achieved with common 
optical components such as lenses, mirrors and diffraction gratings. However in some 
applications, such as laser surgery, this is not always possible. In these situations the 
radiation is transported to the target by a waveguide, and in the example of laser 
surgery this waveguide is often an optical fibre. Unfortunately a problem with using 
waveguides is that the spatial field distribution of the output beam is, in general, not 
the same as that of the input beam. So if a single mode field enters the waveguide then 
usually the field that leaves will consist of a superposition of higher order waveguide 
modes.
A waveguide is characterised by the spatial modes that can propagate along it. The 
number of propagation modes that exist for any particular waveguide depends on the 
wavelength of the radiation and the refractive index profile and dimensions of the 
waveguide. By making the dimensions small enough it is possible to construct a 
waveguide that allows only a single spatial mode to propagate along it. An example of 
this is the single mode optical fibre where only one propagation mode, the HE^ 
mode, exists if the core diameter is of the order of 3-8 |im and the radiation used is in 
the visible to near infra-red part of the spectrum.
Single mode fibres have proven useful in many applications where it is important to 
transport single mode radiation. However these fibres are limited in the amount of 
power that can propagate through them. This is because the core size is so small that
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even moderately low laser powers (~kW) result in large intensities (~ 10 GW/cm ) 
inside the fibre. Therefore, as the damage threshold for the fibre is of the order of 1- 
10 GW/cm2 for 20 ns pulses [92], single mode fibres cannot be used to transport 
powers greater than about a kilowatt in 20 ns pulses. To transport higher powers 
multi-mode fibres must be used because of their large core diameter (~ 50-500(im), 
which results in a large reduction of intensity inside the fibre compared to that in the
2
single mode fibre. Unfortunately the use of multi-mode fibres results in a loss of 
brightness. In other words the energy that enters the fibre as a single mode field is 
shared among the many (-1000) waveguide modes that can propagate in the multi- 
mode fibre, resulting in an output beam that consists of many higher order modes. 
This mode scrambling, which is actually a kind of phase distortion introduced by the 
fibre, can occur during propagation even over very small fibre lengths ( -  cm).
Clearly a problem exists in propagating high power (> kW) single mode fields 
through optical fibres. If a single mode fibre is used then severe limits are placed on 
the power of the laser radiation that can enter the fibre. On the other hand if multi- 
mode fibres are used then brightness is sacrificed which prohibits the possibility of 
focussing the output to the diffraction limit. Either way it is not possible, by using an 
optical fibre alone, to obtain high power single mode output from a fibre.
In the last twenty years it has been proposed and demonstrated that the mode 
scrambling that occurs in multi-mode fibres can be corrected by using optical phase 
conjugation (see Yariv 1976 [84], Dunning et al 1982 [15], Luther-Davies et al 1990 
[57]). As will be explained in chapter 2 of this thesis, this can be achieved by 
reflecting the radiation that exits the fibre back into the fibre with a phase conjugate 
mirror. As a result the "reflected" field that returns to the input end of the fibre will 
have the same spatial profile as the input beam. Therefore, if a single mode beam 
enters the fibre then the field that is reflected will also be single mode when it leaves 
the fibre. Obviously a problem with this system is that the single mode output exits 
the fibre at the same point as it enters. However Luther-Davies et al 1990 [57] 
demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining single mode radiation from a multi-mode 
fibre at the output end of the fibre. This was achieved by placing the fibre in a 
photorefractive oscillator bounded by a phase conjugate mirror and an ordinary 
mirror. The single mode output was obtained from this oscillator by making the 
ordinary mirror partially transmitting. With this system around 2% of the single mode
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cw argon ion radiation (514.5nm) was transferred from the input to the output 
through a 350mm length of multi-mode fibre (50fim core diameter). This system was 
somewhat limited by the small amount of power that could be transferred from the 
input to the output and by the lengths of fibre that could be used.
In this thesis a technique will be described that allows more than 20% of a single 
mode field to be transferred through a multi-mode fibre without loss in brightness. 
This is achieved by using the multi-mode fibre in conjunction with an oscillator 
formed between a phase conjugate mirror and an ordinary mirror. The possibility of 
using the system in the more general role as a converter of narrow band laser radiation 
which consists of many spatial modes, into a single mode field will also be discussed.
In chapter two of this thesis optical phase conjugation is defined and the manner in 
which it can be used to correct for phase distortions will be discussed. There are a 
variety of different ways that phase conjugate fields can be obtained, all of which 
utilize the nonlinear properties of some gas, liquid or solid. However only phase 
conjugation via four wave mixing (FWM) in photorefractive materials is reviewed in 
any detail in this thesis. Finally the way in which FWM in photorefractive materials is 
used to produce a phase conjugate mirror known as the semilinear phase conjugate 
mirror (SLPCM) and how this photorefractive oscillator is adapted for use in my 
particular application is outlined in chapter two.
A theoretical model of the SLPCM is described in chapter three from which the 
maximum output power possible for my application is predicted. These values 
predicted by the model are then compared to the observed values. The theoretical 
analysis identifies key parameters of the photorefractive material, such as coupling 
strength and absorption, that ultimately control the output power. Results of 
experiments that measure these parameters for the photorefractive material I have 
used, barium titanate, are also presented in this chapter.
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The output power for my application was found to depend on the geometry of the 
FWM interaction inside the photorefractive material as well as on the properties of the 
material. This dependence of the output power on the angles, sizes and shapes of 
fields that interact inside the photorefractive material is discussed in chapter four. The 
conditions that lead to optimised output power will be stated.
In chapter five results of experiments that demonstrate the bistable nature of the 
SLPCM are presented along with thfe behaviour predicted by the model. 
Consequences of this bistability are discussed, especially the problem it caused in the 
initiation of oscillations in the SLPCM. It was found that the SLPCM, as is, could 
only deliver single mode output if oscillations were artificially induced in it. However 
this problem was overcome by introducing a competitive process inside the SLPCM 
that allowed oscillations to be self initiated whilst still delivering the output in a single 
spatial mode. The details of this phenomenon are outlined in chapter five.
\
Descriptions of the two configurations of SLPCM that have been employed to obtain 
single mode output from a multi-mode fibre are given in chapter six. The results of 
experiments show that these systems can deliver around 20% of the input power 
through a multi-mode fibre while still maintaining a single mode output. This was 
demonstrated for three different laser sources; a cw argon ion (~W/cm ); a cw 
pumped, Q switched, frequency doubled Nd:YLF (~kW/cm ); and a pulsed, 
frequency doubled Nd:YAG (~MW/cm ). In the final part of this chapter the use of 
the system as a converter of narrow band, multi-mode spatial fields to a single mode 
field is discussed.
Finally, in chapter seven, a summary of the major points to come from the thesis will 
be made. Possible areas of further research which are related to the system described 
in this thesis will also be discussed.
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Chapter 2
Optical Phase Conjugation in 
Photorefractive Materials
2.1 Introduction
It is well known that optical phase conjugation can be used to remove phase distortions 
introduced into an optical field [34, 45, 64, 68]. One of the earliest demonstrations of 
this phenomena was made in 1972 when Zel'dovich et al [88] corrected the phase 
aberration that was introduced into a laser field by a frosted glass plate. Since then 
optical phase conjugation has been used in many different ways to nullify the effects of 
phase aberrating elements that exist in various optical systems. Of particular interest are 
those systems in which the phase distorting effects of a multi-mode optical fibre are 
removed [15, 38, 57, 84]. In this case, therefore, it proves possible to propagate laser 
fields through multi-mode optical fibres without losing brightness.
In this chapter a brief review of optical phase conjugation and the way in which it can 
be used to remove phase aberrations will be given. There are several methods by which 
phase conjugate fields can be produced, however, only the generation of phase 
conjugate fields via four wave mixing (FWM) in photorefractive media will be 
discussed in this thesis [90, 91]. This is the process that we have used to produce phase 
conjugates experimentally. At the heart of this non-linear process is the photorefractive 
effect, where the refractive index of a material is varied by the radiation passing 
through it. The way in which the photorefractive effect is used in FWM interactions and 
the related two wave mixing (TWM) interactions will be described in this chapter.
A short review of the theoretical analysis of FWM in photorefractive media will be 
given, and a new interpretation of FWM [39] will be described in this chapter. This 
interpretation allows the FWM interaction to be explained in terms of an analogous
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TWM interaction. Since TWM is much simpler to understand theoretically, this 
approach allows complex FWM behaviour to be explained. Using this theoretical 
treatment it will be shown that it is possible to construct an oscillator comprising of a 
FWM interaction known as a double phase conjugate mirror (DPCM) [12, 25, 82] and 
an ordinary mirror. The way in which this photorefractive oscillator [12], which is 
known as the semilinear phase conjugate mirror (SLPCM), is used in our application 
will be discussed.
2.2 Optical Phase Conjugation
The phase conjugate of an optical field is defined to be a counter-propagating field, 
that has identical wavefronts at every point in space as the original. This can be 
visualised by considering the example of a point source (see figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1. The shape and direction o f propagation of the field emitted by a point 
source (continuous line) and the phase conjugate of that field (dashed line).
A point source emits spherically diverging wavefronts, while the phase conjugate of 
this field has spherical wavefronts that converge back to the source. A device that 
produces the phase conjugate of a field can be considered, therefore to be a type of 
mirror, which produces a "reflection" that returns to the source of the incident field. 
This mirror is often referred to as a phase conjugate mirror.
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Mathematically a field and its phase conjugate can be expressed by the following 
equations.
Eff) =A s(r)e
-i(k.r-cot) * i(k.r-cot) 
- + As(r) e 2.1a
Epc^ = As(?)e
-i(ic.f+(Ot) * i(k .r+ on)
+ As(r)e 2.1b
The only difference between the two is that the sign of the time dependent term is 
changed. A phase conjugate field is sometimes referred to as the "time reversed" replica 
of the original field (Hellwarth 1977 [34]). Obviously time is not actually reversed, the 
reference to time reversal simply indicates the counter-propagation of the phase 
conjugate relative to the original field.
One important use of phase conjugation is to cancel phase distortions introduced into a 
field that has propagated through a phase aberrating object. By passing the phase 
conjugate of the field back through the same object these distortions are cancelled. An 
example of this is shown in figure 2.2. Here a source emits plane waves that propagate 
towards a phase conjugate mirror. A glass block is placed in between the source and the 
phase conjugate mirror and this causes part of the phase front to lag. The mirror 
produces a phase conjugate reflection of the incident field and hence the "reflected" 
wave will have exactly the same phase fronts as the incident field but will counter- 
propagate with respect to it. Thus those regions of the phase front which lagged before 
reflection will now lead after reflection. Consequently as the reflected wave propagates 
back through the glass block, the phase distortion the block introduced into the incident 
wave is cancelled. Thus when the reflected wave reaches the source of the incident field 
it is again a plane wave. Using this double pass geometry, the phase distorting effects of 
the glass block have been nullified. On the other hand if the phase conjugate mirror
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were replaced by a conventional mirror, any phase distortion introduced into the 
incident wave would be increased by reflecting the wave back through the phase 
aberrating object.
incident phase fronts
phase distorting object
Reflected phase fronts
phase front after reflection
from ordinary mirror
Figure 2.2. A schematic representation o f the use of phase conjugate mirrors to 
remove phase distortions that have been introduced into afield.
This example demonstrates an important feature of using a phase conjugate mirror to 
remove phase distortions from optical fields. That is, the distortion is only removed 
from the phase conjugate field by passing it through the aberrating object. 
Consequently the undistorted reflected field appears only at the source of the incident 
field. If the phase distortion introduced by the object varies in the time from when the 
incident field leaves the object to when the phase conjugate field passes back through, 
then the phase distortion will not be cancelled from the phase conjugate field. This is 
important because, if the process used to generate phase conjugates is slow, then it may 
not be able to follow rapidly varying phase aberrations.
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There are several processes where the non-linear behaviour of solids, liquids and gases 
are used to produce phase conjugate fields. Of these Stimulated Brillioun Scattering 
[63, 88] and FWM [34, 90, 91] are the most common. However only the generation of 
phase conjugate fields using FWM in photorefractive materials will be discussed in this 
thesis. With this method the phase conjugate fields are generated using a form of the 
third order non-linear susceptibility of the material, which involves using the 
photorefractive effect.
2.3 The Photorefractive Effect
The photorefractive effect is a consequence of a three step charge migration process 
that is produced in a photorefractive material when optical radiation of a suitable 
wavelength propagates through it [8, 39, 71, 91]. In these materials charges are photo- 
excited by the radiation, and these charges then migrate throughout the material. 
Migration occurs either by thermal diffusion or by drift that is induced by an electric 
field. Which mechanism dominates depends on the properties of the particular 
photorefractive material that is used [91]. Eventually the charges are retrapped such that 
a static charge distribution will be produced in the photorefractive material. This static 
charge distribution, which will be related to the optical intensity distribution, will 
produce a space-charge electric field. It is this field that causes the refractive index 
variation of the photorefractive material via the linear electro-optic effect.
When the photorefractive effect was first observed, it was considered to be a hindrance 
because of the scattering of light fields that these photo-induced refractive index 
changes produced. In fact early on, the effect was given the name of "optical damage" 
(Ashkin et al 1966 [3]) because this form of scatter ultimately limited the usefulness of 
materials like lithium niobate as optical modulators or as frequency doublers. However 
very soon the potential of the effect as a means of holographic storage was realized 
(Chen et al 1968 [8]) and the photorefractive effect was viewed in a more favourable 
light. Of particular interest were the real time applications of the effect (for example see
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[20, 47, 54]), which ultimately led to a new type of holography known as "real time" or 
"dynamic" holography (Glass 1978 [28] and Yariv 1978 [85]). This field is novel in that 
the holograms that are written can also be read simultaneously.
Following on from the work of others [1, 2, 9, 27, 72, 78], Kukhtarev et al 1976 [52], 
proposed a band transport model to explain the photorefractive effect. In this model 
carriers are photo-ionized from a donor level, that exists in the band gap of the material. 
After migrating by drift or diffusion they are trapped by recombination into an acceptor 
level (shown in figure 2.3). With this single carrier, single donor-acceptor model, the 
fundamental Fourier component of the steady state space charge field was derived for 
the case when the photorefractive material was illuminated by a field whose intensity 
varied sinusoidally throughout the material. Using this component the variation in the 
refractive index could be found. The following is a brief outline of how the band model 
is used to evaluate the change in refractive index.
CONDUCTION BAND 
—  N +
VALENCE BAND
Figure 2.3. The energy level diagram of possible charge movement for the single 
donor-acceptor model. Even though routes for both charge carriers are shown, only 
one of these is used in the single carrier model.
As a result of the light intensity inside the photorefractive material varying sinusoidally 
(see equation 2.2a), the electric field and the charge carrier concentration will also have 
Fourier components that vary at the fundamental frequency. Therefore ignoring all the
electrons
f 1
J
holes
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higher order components, the charge carrier concentration, p, and the electric field, E, 
can be expressed as shown in equations 2.2b and 2.2c.
I(x) = I + I sin (Kx) 2.2a
p(x) = pQ + p i sin (Kx + <{>p) 2.2b
E(x) = Eq + Ej sin (Kx + (j)^ ) 2 .2c
In these equations, the terms <J>£ and <J>p are phase shifts between the intensity pattern 
and the electric field and the charge concentration respectively. The fundamental 
Fourier component of the electric field, E j, can then be determined by substituting these 
expressions for I, E and p into the rate equation of the charge carrier (2.3a); the 
equation of continuity (2.3b); the current equation of the charge carrier (2.3c); and 
Poisson's equation (2.3d).
3p
at
3N
T .j 2.3a
(si + PKNd - N+) - yrpN ^ 2.3b
J = epp (E - Vlog p) + ksN* I 2.3c
T .(e£o£ )  = e(NA + p - N ^ ) 2.3d
Here ND+ is the concentration of ionized traps; ND is the total number of traps; NA is 
the number density of acceptors that compensate for the number density of ionized 
dopants in the absence of illumination; e is the charge of the carrier; s is the cross
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section for ionization; ß is the generation rate of carriers in the absence of illumination; 
(i is the carrier mobility; kB is the Boltzmann constant; T is the temperature; k is the 
Glass photovoltaic constant; yr is the recombination coefficient; and ee0 is the
dielectric tensor.
Ej is found by evaluating the mean charge carrier density, pB, and substituting this into 
equations 2.3a-d and then equating terms with the same spatial frequency. All the 
calculations are performed assuming steady state so there are no currents in the 
photorefractive material and so all the time derivatives in equations 2.3a-d are zero. 
When there are no applied electric fields or photovoltaic fields (k = 0), charges migrate 
via diffusion alone and can be expressed as:
E
1
iEDm 2.4
where
Here Ej) is the diffusion field and Eq is the limiting space charge field that can be 
obtained with photorefractive charges. Of particular importance in this example is 
that the space charge field is purely imaginary. This means that it is shifted in phase by 
90° with respect to the intensity pattern in diffusion dominated photorefractive 
materials. Barium Titanate (BaTi03) is an example of a photorefractive material where 
the charge migration is dominated by diffusion in the absence of applied electric fields.
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Using the expression for the space charge electric field given by equation 2.4 the 
variation in refractive index can be deduced. The electric field that arises through the 
photorefractive effect varies the refractive index of the material via the linear electro­
optic effect. In this effect a low temporal frequency electric field applied across a 
material produces a change in refractive index according to equation 2.5
i
Here Ej is the "jth" component of the space charge field, Ej, and r  ^ are the electro-optic 
coefficients of the material. In the case of BaTi03, one of the electro-optic coefficients 
is very large (r42), which means that it is possible to produce very large variations in the 
refractive index. It is for this reason that BaTi03 is one of the most popular 
photorefractive materials.
This band transport model has been used to accurately describe a vast range of steady 
state photorefractive behaviour and is still used as the basis of most of the later models. 
Some modifications have been made to account for both electrons and holes acting as 
charge carriers (Ducharme et al 1986 [14], Valley et al 1986 [76], Strohkendl et al 1986
[73] ) and to a two level donor-acceptor system (Brost et al 1988 [7], Tayebati et al 1991
[74] , Cudney et al 1991 [13]). These developments to the model were necessary to 
explain transient photorefractive effects. Currently most steady state and transient 
FWM and TWM phenomena can be explained using the band transport model of 
photorefractive materials.
2.4 Two Wave Mixing in Photorefractive Barium Titanate
Two wave mixing (TWM) is the process by which phase and energy are exchanged 
between two optical fields that interact via the photorefractive effect in some material 
(Staebler et al 1972 [72], Kukhtarev et al 1979 [54]). Using this process small signal
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gains of the order of 1000 have been observed (Laeri et al 1983 [37]). In the simplest 
example of TWM, two temporally coherent plane waves of the same frequency interact 
in a material to produce a sinusoidally varying interference pattern, as depicted in figure 
2.4a and 2.4b.
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Figure 2.4. a) The manner in which two temporally coherent optical fields interact via 
a transmission geometry TWM process. The dark bands in the diagram represents the 
interference pattern of the two fields, b) The variation in intensity, I; space charge 
electric field, E; the static space charge, p; and the refractive index, An; through the 
photorefractive material.
The presence of the light in the material photo-excites charges into the valence or 
conduction bands and these are then free to migrate throughout the material. In BaTi03
the carriers migrate under the influence of thermal diffusion, which results in them 
moving away from the bright regions into the regions of darkness, where they can be 
retrapped. As a result, the steady state charge distribution that is produced will be of the 
same form as the interference pattern, and in or out of phase with it, depending on the
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sign of the dominant charge carrier [20]. Consequently the DC electric field that is 
produced, will be 90° out of phase with the interference pattern, as can be easily 
verified using Poisson's equation. Therefore the resulting refractive index modulation 
will be of the same form as the interference pattern but will be shifted in phase by 90° 
relative to it. The importance of this phase shift will be discussed later.
In the case of two temporally coherent plane waves that interact in a photorefractive 
material the form of the variations in the refractive index in the material can be 
expressed by equation 2.6. This is obtained by substituting equation 2.4 into equation 
2.5.
n T12
-kb * 
a A 
1 z
I
-i k.re + c.c 2.6
Here n0 is the unperturbed refractive index of the material; r) is a constant that depends
on the properties of the photorefractive material; <J)g is the shift in phase between the
*
refractive index pattern and the interference pattern, AjA2 /I0 is the modulation ratio of 
the interference pattern; and k is the spatial frequency of the interference pattern. The 
effect this spatially varying refractive index profile has on the optical fields can then be 
found by substituting equation 2.6 into the wave equation (equation 2.7).
j  2
- V E  = ^ -n 2E 2.7
c
Using this relationship the steady state differential equations that govern the change in 
amplitude of the two incident plane waves as they propagate through the material can 
be found ( Kukhtarev 1979 [54]). These are given below in equations 2.8a and 2.8b.
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A key approximation used in obtaining these equations is that the fields that interact are 
plane waves of infinite transverse extent. Consequences of this are that each field can 
be characterised by a single wave vector and the amplitudes of the two fields only vary 
in one direction. As a result the equations contain only one dimensional variable, z, that 
being the distance the beam has propagated through the material. Another important 
assumption made in obtaining these equations is that the change in field amplitude that 
is caused by TWM, is small over lengths comparable to the wavelength of the field. 
This slowly varying amplitude approximation can be expressed mathematically as:
d2A.i
. 2
dA.
kid z ‘«dz
This approximation allows terms such as the second derivative of the amplitude to be 
ignored. Consequently the differential equations are only of first order.
From equations 2.8a and 2.8b it can be seen that both phase and intensity can be 
exchanged between the two beams depending on the phase shift of the grating with 
respect to the interference pattern. In the case of BaTi03 the phase shift is generally
assumed to be 90° in the absence of external fields (even though McMichael et al 1987 
[59] demonstrated that it is not exactly 90° in all cases), so intensity but no phase 
information is exchanged between the two beams. A simple interpretation exists for this 
phenomenon. Here we have a diffraction grating written in a material by two beams. 
However because of the non-local response of the material this grating is shifted by 90° 
with respect to the interference pattern between the beams. Each beam, as well as 
contributing to writing the grating, will also be diffracted by it into the direction of the 
other beam. As a result each diffracted beam will acquire a phase shift of 90° via the
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normal diffraction process. One will receive an additional 90° and the other -90° due to 
the phase shift between diffraction grating and interference pattern. Therefore the 
diffraction of the reference beam off the grating produces a component that adds 
constructively to the amplitude of the signal beam, while the diffraction of the signal 
beam off the grating produces a component that adds destructively to the amplitude of 
the reference beam. In other words energy is exchanged between the two beams. If the 
phase shift between the diffraction grating and interference pattern is not exactly 90° 
then phase information will also be exchanged.
Equations 2.8a and 2.8b can be solved to determine exactly how much phase and 
energy are transferred between the beams. These solutions, which appear in equations 
2.9a-d, are relatively straight-forward to obtain if the equations are split into separate 
phase and intensity components [86].
1,(0)+ I (0)
2.9a
1/ 0) +1/ 0)
2.9b
2.9c
H sf-)\  m e + 1 / 2.9d
where
1/ 0)
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and
Y =  Re 
ß = Im
i r|noe
> TIV
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c cos (<i>2)
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The quantity y is commonly referred to as the coupling strength per unit length, and 
gives a measure of the photorefractive materials ability to exchange energy via TWM. 
Clearly it will depend on the dielectric and optical properties of the photorefractive 
material as was shown in section 2.3.
The equations given above, correspond to a geometry where both beam s enter the 
photorefractive material at the same boundary, as shown in figure 2.4a. This particular 
configuration is known as the transm ission geom etry, how ever, it is not the only 
configuration as an alternative known as the reflection geom etry exists. Figure 2.5 
shows a TW M interaction in the reflection geometry. The two geometries differ in that 
in the reflection geom etry the two beam s enter the photorefractive m aterial from 
opposite boundaries. A result of this is that the differential equations that govern the 
change in intensity and phase o f the beam s are slightly different. To obtain the 
differential equations for the reflection geometry all that is required is a change in sign 
of the right hand side of equation 2.8a. A consequence of this simple change is that a 
different approach is needed to solve the equations describing the reflection geometry 
from that used for the transmission geometry (Ja 1982 [37]). However, even though the 
m athem atical approach required to solve the differential equations for the two 
geom etries is different, the physics o f the photorefractive effect is the sam e in both of 
them. Consequently only the transmission geometry will be discussed in any detail in 
this thesis.
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yFigure 2.5. This diagram indicates the manner in which two temporally coherent 
optical fields interact via TWM in the reflection geometry. The dark bands indicate the 
interference pattern that is produced by the two fields.
2. 5 Four Wave Mixing and Phase Conjugation
Two wave mixing is a technique that can be used to amplify the intensity of a signal 
beam. However, in the vast majority of cases the phase conjugate of a signal beam 
cannot be produced via a TWM process. The exception occurs in a particular TWM 
arrangement where mixing occurs between counter propagating beams. In most other 
cases at least one more optical field is required to produce a phase conjugate. The 
subsequent interaction that occurs between the three beams and the photorefractive 
material produces a fourth beam, thereby changing the interaction from a TWM process 
to a four wave mixing (FWM) process (Hellwarth 1977 [34], Feinberg et al 1980 [20]). 
If the frequencies of all the optical Fields are the same then the four wave mixing 
process is degenerate. Only the degenerate four wave mixing processes will be 
discussed in this thesis.
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Figure 2.6 indicates one possible FWM transmission geometry that can be used to 
produce the phase conjugate of some signal beam. Here a grating is produced by the 
interference between a signal beam and a reference beam. The interaction of the two 
beams with this grating leads to the amplification of the signal beam. A third beam 
(read beam in figure 2.6), that has the same frequency as the other two beams, counter- 
propagates with respect to the reference beam and will be diffracted by the grating.
E2 — A2 e* *r "IL Z   r\L C  +  C C PR 
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Figure 2.6. A schematic representation of a transmission geometry FWM interaction in 
a photorefractive material.
The diffraction of the read beam off the grating produces a fourth beam that counter- 
propagates with respect to the signal beam. In other words the fourth beam is simply the 
zeroth order maximum of the diffraction of the read beam off the grating. The direction 
of this maximum is given by Bragg's Law as shown in figure 2.7 for this particular 
situation.
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Figure 2.7. A vector diagram showing the direction, K4, in which the read beam 
(characterised by the wave vector Kj ) is diffracted off a grating with a grating vector 
ofK.
This diagram shows that the fourth beam counter-propagates with respect to the signal 
beam, however it does not demonstrate that the fourth beam is the phase conjugate of 
the signal beam. This can be proven using equation 2.6, which describes the form of the 
grating that is initially produced. Since the fourth beam is produced by diffraction of 
the third beam off the grating, the fourth beam will be initially of the form:
-Y
*
V 2
I
-i
V
f  k^.r + cot)
+  C.C
As a result of the reference and read beams both being plane waves this can be 
expressed as:
A, IT - i f  k~*.r+ cot)
+  C .C
Clearly the fourth beam contains the same phase information as the signal beam. Thus 
because it counter-propagates relative to the signal beam, it must therefore be the phase 
conjugate of the signal beam.
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The production of phase conjugate fields via FWM in photorefractive materials is 
analogous to reading a hologram. In holography a signal beam and a reference beam 
write a hologram by interfering in a photographic material which is then developed. 
Consequently all the phase information of the two beams is recorded and stored in the 
hologram. The phase information of the signal beam is then retrieved by passing a 
beam, that counter-propagates with respect to the reference beam, through the 
hologram. Exactly the same process occurs in FWM except the grating is read 
simultaneously as it is written. It is because of this that FWM is occasionally referred to 
as "dynamic" holography [28, 85].
Thus by utilising FWM in photorefractive materials it is possible to construct a phase 
conjugate mirror. However one important difference exists between a phase conjugate 
mirror and a conventional mirror, namely it is possible to make the reflected beam more 
intense than the signal beam using the phase conjugate mirror (Feinberg et al 1980 
[21]). This is implied in figure 2.6, which indicates that the intensity of the reflected 
beam is determined by the fraction of a reading beam diffracted off the grating. Hence 
if the read beam is more intense than the signal beam it is possible that the phase 
conjugate beam is also more intense than the signal beam. Therefore as well as 
providing a reflection a phase conjugate mirror can also provide gain. This feature is 
important as it allows oscillators to be constructed using a phase conjugate mirror, 
which provides the gain, and a conventional mirror. This will be discussed more fully in 
section 2.7.
An important parameter that is used to compare the performance of phase conjugate 
mirrors is the phase conjugate reflectivity. The phase conjugate reflectivity is the ratio 
of the intensity of the phase conjugate to that of the signal beam, and as discussed this 
ratio can be greater than unity. In order to calculate the phase conjugate reflectivity it is 
necessary to formulate equations that govern the change in amplitude of each of the 
four beams as they propagate through the photorefractive material. These are obtained
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using a similar approach to that used for TWM, however now the extra two beams must 
be taken into account. Equations 2.10a-d list the resulting equations [12, 25].
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Here the coupling strength per unit length, y, is a complex constant. In the case of 
BaTi03, where the phase shift between the grating and the interference pattern is 90°, y
becomes real. In that case the phases of the four beams remain constant throughout the 
interaction and only their intensities change.
These equations were obtained assuming that only the one grating is written in the 
material. Note the grating term now contains a contribution due to the interference of 
the read beam with the phase conjugate beam. So as well as producing the phase 
conjugate of the signal beam, diffraction of the third beam off the grating can also 
enhance the grating.
In order to calculate the phase conjugate reflectivity, which is given by IA4 (0)/A1(0)l 
this system of equations must be solved.
2.6 Solving the FWM Equations: A New Interpretation
There are numerous ways in which these equations can be solved (Cronin-Golomb et al 
1984 [12], Belie et al 1985 [5], Kwong et al 1986 [55], He 1988 [32], Krolikowski et al
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[48], Bledowski et al 1988 [6]). However all involve transforming the variables to such 
an extent that is very difficult to visualize the functional dependence of the amplitudes 
on the variable z, which corresponds to the distance through the photorefractive 
material. Presented here is a new interpretation that allows the amplitudes of the four 
fields involved in a FWM process to be expressed as a linear combination of the much 
simpler solutions of an analogous TWM process (equations 2.9a-d ) [39].
A photorefractive material, such as BaTi03, has no way of telling how many beams are 
involved or the way in which they combine, during a wave mixing process. All it 
"knows" is the resultant grating formed by the beams. Therefore, if a grating produced 
by a FWM process has the same mathematical form as one produced by a TWM 
process, then it is impossible to determine from the grating alone which process 
produced it. If this is the case, then for any FWM process there will exist a TWM 
process that produces exactly the same grating. We will show that this is indeed the 
case by considering the standard transmission geometry four wave mixer, in the 
idealised situation where there is no absorption, as described by equations 2.10a-d.
These equations yield four constants of integration:
AA+A2A2=K1 2 .11a
V * 3 + A 4A 4 = K 2
2.11b
AlV A 2A 3 = E 1 2 .1 1 c
AlV A 2A 4 = E 2 2. l i d
Using these constants, it is possible to express the field amplitudes A3 and A4 as a
3|g
linear combination of the other two field amplitudes Aj and A2 .
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Consequently the grating strength can then be expressed solely in terms of A \  and A2 .
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However the field amplitudes Bj and B2 given by equations 2 .14a and 2 .14b:
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produce exactly the same grating if Qj and Q2 are given by equations 2.15a and 2.15b:
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By simple substitution of equations 2.14a and 2.14b into equations 2.10a and 2.10b it
i f
can be seen that Bj and B2 satisfy the following differential equations
where
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These are, however, the well known expressions for TWM in the transmission 
geometry, equations 2.8a and 2.8b. Simple mathematics shows that Qj and Q2 can be 
expressed in terms of Kj, K2, E  ^ and E2. Therefore, as any FWM process is uniquely 
defined by its boundary conditions (ie Kj, K2, Ej and E2), the FWM field variables for 
any FWM process can be expressed as a linear combination of the two TWM field 
variables.
Then by substitution of equation 2.17 into equations 2.11a-d, the system of equations 
can be solved uniquely. In the case of real y, all phases remain constant, so they can be 
ignored. Consequently all the field amplitudes can be treated as real quantities. This 
allows the system of equations to be solved using the boundary condition given in 
equation 2.18.
By using equations 2.15a, 2.15b and 2.11a-d all unknowns in equation 2.18 (Qj, Q2, 
K3, B^O) and B2(0)) can be expressed in terms of one variable, Ej. Therefore a 
solution can be found by finding the roots of equation 2.18. This method of solving 
equations 2.10a-d can now be used to evaluate the phase conjugate reflectivity of a 
phase conjugate mirror. However the unique feature of this method is not in providing
Aj(z)= DüB^z) + Di2B2*(z) i=l or 3 
Aj*(z)= DüB^z) + Di2B2*(z) i=2 or 4 2.17
where
Djj and are constants
2.18
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the exact solution for a FWM interaction, but the general interpretation of FWM in 
terms of the much simpler TWM. This duality between the two processes allows 
complicated FWM behaviour to be understood by relating to TWM. An example of this 
will be discussed in section 5.4 where a competitive FWM process is explained by 
solving the problem in terms of an analogous TWM system.
Although the treatment given above demonstrated the case of the transmission 
geometry FWM interaction, a similar method can be used for FWM in the reflection 
geometry. With this approach, solutions to the FWM equations in the reflection 
geometry in terms of TWM solutions in the reflection geometry, can also be found. 
Thus, in the ideal case where there is no absorption it is possible to express any FWM 
process in terms of an equivalent TWM process. Therefore any type of phase conjugate 
mirror can be analysed using this interpretation.
2.7 Photorefractive Phase Conjugate Mirrors
2.7.1 Introduction
A photorefractive material like BaTiC^, can be used in many different configurations to 
operate as a phase conjugate mirror. The difference between the configurations is the 
way in which the beams are brought together to produce the FWM interaction and the 
temporal coherence relationships between them (Cronin-Golomb et al 1984 [12], 
Fischer et al 1989 [25]). The configuration which is used will simply depend on the 
constraints determined by the application of the phase conjugate mirror. In our 
application a form of double phase conjugate mirror (DPCM) [82], known as the 
semilinear phase conjugate mirror (SLPCM) [11], has proven to be the most suitable. 
The reasons for this will be discussed in chapter six of this thesis.
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2.7.2 The Double Phase Conjugate Mirror
The DPCM is one the easier photorefractive phase conjugate mirrors to realize 
experimentally (Wiess et al 1987 [82]). In this phase conjugate mirror, two temporally 
incoherent input beams enter the photorefractive material, and the phase conjugate of 
each input beam is produced. A schematic diagram of this phase conjugate mirror is 
shown in figure 2.8.
Barium Titanate Crystal
Figure 2.8. A schematic diagram of the DPCM. The thick arrows represent the two 
input beams, while the thin arrows represents the scatter of each beam.
As the two input beams are temporally incoherent with respect to one another a grating 
cannot be formed between them. However, a weak grating can form between an input 
beam and that part of the same input beam scattered off crystal imperfections as it 
enters the photorefractive material. If the light scattered by one of the input beams 
counter-propagates with respect to the other input beam and vice versa, then two 
gratings are formed which exactly overlap. As a result the two gratings reinforce one 
another producing an overall grating which has an amplitude greater than each of the 
constituent gratings. This reinforcement leads to an increase in the amount of energy 
diffracted from each input beam because of the increased diffraction efficiency of the
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grating. Therefore, as the diffraction of one input beam off the grating produces the 
phase conjugate of the other input beam, and vice versa, substantial phase conjugate 
reflectivities for each input beam are obtained.
The exact value of the phase conjugate reflectivity for each input beam of the DPCM 
can be evaluated using the solution to the FWM interaction as described in section 2.6. 
From those equations it is evident that the phase conjugate reflectivity will depend on y, 
which is the coupling strength per unit length of the photorefractive material, and the 
boundary conditions that apply. In the case of the DPCM these boundary conditions can 
be expressed as;
I1(0)=1.0; I2(0) = I4(d) = 0.0; I3(d) = x
Using these conditions the phase conjugate reflectivity for the second input beam, 
which is defined as I2(d)/I3(d) from the notation of figure 2.8, can be evaluated as a
function of the ratio of input beam intensities, x. Figure 2.9 shows the phase conjugate 
reflectivity for the second input beam as a function of x for various coupling strengths 
(this is the product of the coupling strength per unit length and the interaction length).
This diagram shows that for a range of input beam ratios that the phase conjugate 
reflectivity for the second input beam is greater than unity. In this regime the phase 
conjugate mirror is acting as a combination of a mirror and a source of gain for that 
input beam. Therefore it is possible to remove the source of the second input beam and 
replace it by an ordinary mirror. Oscillations will then be initiated by a noise field that 
exists in this oscillator. This photorefractive oscillator has been experimentally realized 
and is known as the semilinear phase conjugate mirror (SLPCM) (Cronin-Golomb et al 
1982 [11]).
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INPUT BEAM INTENSITY RATIO (x)
Figure 2.9. Phase conjugate reflectivity (PCR) as a function of the input beam intensity 
ratio, x, for three different values of coupling strength a) yd =  3.0; b) yd =  3.5; c) yd =
4.0. The dark solid line indicates the region above which the PCR is greater than unity.
2.7.3 The Semilinear Phase Conjugate Mirror
A schematic diagram of the FWM interaction that occurs in a SLPCM is shown in 
figure 2.10. Essentially the SLPCM comprises an oscillator formed between the 
phase conjugate mirror and a conventional mirror. Unlike a conventional oscillator 
though, the counter-propagating beams that oscillate in the cavity, are always phase 
conjugates of one another, regardless of what phase aberrating object is placed in the 
cavity. Therefore, if the radiation at the ordinary mirror side of the oscillator is 
constrained to some particular spatial distribution, then the beam 'reflected' by the phase
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Barium Titanate Crystal
Input Beam
Ordinary Mirror
Phase conjugate of beam 1
Figure 2.10. A schematic diagram of the semilinear phase conjugate mirror
conjugate mirror will always have that same spatial distribution when it reaches the 
ordinary mirror. This will occur regardless of what phase distortion is produced in the 
rest of the cavity. Consequently it is possible to place a multi-mode optic fibre in the 
cavity of a SLPCM and maintain oscillations with the radiation constrained to a single 
transverse mode at the ordinary mirror. A diagram of this is shown in figure 2.11.
Multimode fibre
Figure 2.11. A diagram of one o f the possible ways that the SLPCM is to be employed 
to obtain single mode output from multi-mode fibres.
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If the ordinary mirror is chosen such that it is partially transmitting, then some of this 
single mode radiation can leave the system. In this way single mode radiation can be 
obtained from the output end of a multi-mode fibre. The exact amount of power that 
can be transferred from the input to the output of the system will depend on the 
reflectivity of the ordinary mirror and the properties of the photorefractive material. 
Importantly though, it will be independent of the amount of phase distortion introduced 
by the multi-mode fibre.
We have experimentally realised this system [38], the details of which will be described 
in the following chapters, as will the behaviour of the system.
2.8 Conclusion
This chapter outlined the way we have used optical phase conjugation in 
photorefractive materials to obtain single mode output from multi-mode optical fibres. 
This was achieved by placing the fibre inside an oscillator which was bounded by an 
ordinary mirror and a photorefractive phase conjugate mirror. The phase distortions 
introduced by the fibre do not affect the output power of the system because the beams 
that counter-propagate in the oscillator are always phase conjugates of one another.
The phase conjugate mirror used in the system utilised the photorefractive effect to 
produce phase conjugate fields. This effect was discussed as was its role in two and 
four wave mixing interactions. A new interpretation of FWM in terms of TWM was 
described, as was the use of this theoretical approach to predict the phase conjugate 
reflectivity of phase conjugate mirrors. These predictions revealed, as expected, that it 
was possible for a phase conjugate mirror to provide gain [63,85], which meant that it is 
possible to form a linear oscillator between a phase conjugate mirror and an ordinary 
mirror.
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Chapter 3
The Semilinear Phase Conjugate Mirror
3.1 Introduction
The semilinear phase conjugate mirror (SLPCM) is one of the more well known 
configurations of a photorefractive oscillator and in most applications it is used simply 
to generate a phase conjugate reflection [12, 25]. For this application it is usual to 
choose the geometry of the SLPCM to maximize the phase conjugate reflectivity. In 
contrast, the aim of our particular application of the SLPCM is to transmit as much of 
the power from the external resonator as possible, through the ordinary mirror at the 
output of the SLPCM. The amount of radiation that is present in the resonator will 
depend on the strength of the four wave mixing (FWM) interaction that takes place in 
the photorefractive material. Consequently the amount of power that appears as output 
in our geometry will depend on the photorefractive properties of the material in which 
the FWM interaction occurs and on the feedback provided by the resonator of the 
SLPCM. The optimum output from the resonator will not necessarily correspond to the 
highest phase conjugate reflectivity. To fully appreciate what factors influence the 
amount of power transferred by the system, it is useful to review the way in which a self 
starting SLPCM works.
Upon entering the photorefractive crystal a small fraction of the input beam is scattered
*
by imperfections that exist in the crystal. This scattered light is temporally coherent 
with the input beam and it, therefore, can be amplified via two wave mixing (TWM) 
with the input beam. In other words the input beam and the scattered light interfere to 
write a refractive index grating in the photorefractive material. This refractive index 
grating diffracts energy from the input beam coherently into the direction of the 
scattered light, thereby amplifying that light beam. However, because the ratio of
scattered light intensity to the input intensity is very small (typically < 10' ), the
* The term “scattered light” refers to the radiation that is scattered into the solid angle subtended by the 
external resonator of the SLPCM. ^
+ At the input boundary of the crystal
coupling between the two beams and, therefore, the amplitude of the grating, is small. 
The grating can be enhanced, however, if the amplified scattered light is reflected back 
through the photorefractive crystal such that it counter-propagates relative to the 
scattered light. Grating enhancement occurs when the reflected scattered light is 
diffracted off the grating to produce a fourth beam which is the phase conjugate of the 
input beam. The resulting interference of the phase conjugate beam and the reflected 
scattered light beam is able to reinforce the grating. A consequence of the reinforcement 
of the grating is that more of the input beam is diffracted into the resonator, which in 
turn increases the amount of radiation reflected back to the crystal. Clearly this 
feedback results in a further increase in the power diffracted into the resonator until 
eventually the system will be left in a state where a large proportion of the pump power 
is diffracted into the resonator.
As the scenario described above suggests, there are two major factors that determine 
how much power can be diffracted into the resonator of a SLPCM. One of these is the 
change in refractive index produced in the photorefractive material by the introduced 
light fields; while the second is the level of feedback provided by the external resonator. 
The magnitude of the change in refractive index that can be produced in a 
photorefractive material by a two or four wave mixing process is determined by a 
parameter known as the coupling strength per unit length. This parameter depends on 
the linear and nonlinear optical properties of the material; the geometry of the 
interaction; and on the properties of the light fields involved in the interaction.
Thus, the fraction of the input power that is available at the output of the resonator, 
which we will define as the conversion efficiency, will depend primarily on the 
coupling strength per unit length and on the feedback provided by the resonator. In 
addition any losses that exist such as absorption and Fresnel reflection losses will also 
effect the efficiency. In this chapter the quantities that dictate the conversion efficiency 
will be discussed. Descriptions and results of experiments that determine the coupling
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strength per unit length and the absorption coefficient will be presented. These 
quantities will then be used in a theoretical model which will be compared to the 
observed behaviour of the system. Finally this model will be used to predict what the 
ultimate limits to conversion efficiency might be.
3.2 Obtaining Output from the SLPCM
As explained in section 2.7 our device is designed to transfer power through a multi- 
mode optical fibre in the external resonator of a SLPCM to appear as single mode light 
transmitted through the ordinary mirror. Clearly an ordinary mirror with a high 
reflectivity will not provide the maximum output power as most of the resonator 
radiation will be reflected back to the crystal and will be lost as the phase conjugate of 
the input beam. However, if the reflectivity of the mirror is too small, then the feedback 
will be too small to provide a sufficient grating enhancement to couple a large fraction 
of the input beam into the resonator. So obviously an optimum will exist between these 
two limits. That is, a reflectivity that maximizes the diffraction efficiency of the grating, 
as well as transmitting a large fraction of the radiation. From now on this transmitted 
power will be referred to as the output power from the system.
An experiment was performed to measure the output power and the phase conjugate 
reflectivity of the SLPCM as a function of ordinary mirror reflectivity. A poled, single 
crystal of barium titanate (BaTiC^) that was not specifically doped, was used as the
' l
photorefractive medium. This crystal was 5x5x5.5 mm in size and was cut so that the c 
axis of the crystal was parallel to the surface of the faces with the largest area and 
orthogonal to all other faces. A diagram of the experimental layout is shown in figure 
3.1. As this diagram shows, a Faraday rotator was used to isolate the argon ion laser 
from reflections to eliminate the possibility of the laser becoming unstable due to the 
feedback from the SLPCM. It was found, however, that generally the laser remained 
stable even with the Faraday rotator removed and hence it was included only as a 
precaution. This laser provided about 80mW of cw multi-longitudinal mode power in a
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TEMqo mode, at the 514.5nm wavelength. The beam was extra-ordinarily polarized and 
was transformed by a pair of 100mm focal length cylindrical lenses into an elliptical 
beam with dimensions 0.4mm (vertical) by 0.8mm (horizontal) at the entrance face to 
the crystal. These dimensions were determined at the e'2 points of the beam by scanning 
the profile of the beam reflected off the input face of the crystal with a 250fim slit in 
both the horizontal and vertical directions. This was achieved by magnifying the beam 
with a positive lens and performing the beam profile scan at the image plane of the 
input face of the crystal. The input beam entered the crystal at 70° to the c axis of the 
crystal and exited through an adjacent face at about 20° to that axis.
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Figure 3.1. The experimental layout of the SLPCM.
As figure 3.1 indicates the external resonator of the SLPCM comprised a convex lens, a 
variable loss and an ordinary mirror with a reflectivity of 90%. A variable neutral 
density attenuator was used as the variable loss and it controlled the fraction of radiation 
that was returned to the crystal from the resonator. The output was determined by 
measuring the power transmitted through the ordinary mirror and correcting the value to 
take into account the additional loss introduced by the attenuator.
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Figures 3.2a and 3.2b show the observed output power and phase conjugate reflectivity 
as functions of the ordinary mirror reflectivity. The results show an increase in output 
power as the reflectivity was reduced until a critical reflectivity, of around 25%, was 
reached where a maximum of 23% of the input power was transferred to the output. At 
reflectivities lower than this critical value the SLPCM switched off. This occurred 
because there was no longer enough feedback to sustain the strong grating that diffracts 
the input power into the resonator. At these low reflectivities the grating strength is of 
the magnitude of the weak two wave mixing grating that would exist if no ordinary 
mirror was in the system.
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Figure 3.2. a) The observed output power, as a fraction o f input power, o f the SLPCM 
as a function of ordinary mirror reflectivity.
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Figure 3.2. b) The observed phase conjugate reflectivity o f the SLPCM as a function of 
ordinary mirror reflectivity.
As indicated in figure 3.2b the phase conjugate reflectivity, as a function of ordinary 
mirror reflectivity, exhibited a different trend from that of the output power. The phase 
conjugate reflectivity started at a maximum value of 22% and steadily decreased as the 
ordinary mirror reflectivity was reduced. At maximum output power, which occurs at an 
ordinary mirror reflectivity of 25%, the phase conjugate reflectivity was only about 2%. 
This low level of phase conjugate reflectivity is desirable because, as mentioned 
previously, it represents a loss in our application.
Measurements were performed at various ordinary mirror reflectivities for input beam 
powers in the range between 2mW and 80mW. However both the output power and the 
phase conjugate reflectivity exhibited the same behaviour for all input powers in this 
range as was observed for 80mW. The output power and phase conjugate reflectivity
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did however depend on other input beam properties such as beam angle, size and shape. 
These will be discussed in the next chapter.
In order to optimize the output power it is essential that the steady state behaviour of the 
SLPCM is theoretically understood because parameters critical for this optimization can 
then be identified and controlled.
3.3 Modelling the System
3.3.1 Introduction
A simple plane wave analysis was used to model this system. This one dimensional 
approach has successfully been used to explain many phenomena observed in 
photorefractive phase conjugate mirrors (for examples and reviews see [6, 12, 20, 25, 
32, 35, 49, 54, 55, 59, 69, 82]). One example of this is the prediction of optical 
bistability in SLPCM's which will be discussed later [38, 50, 60]. The model we use for 
the SLPCM assumes a single interaction region and takes the material absorption into 
account. The geometry of this interaction is shown in figure 3.3.
Interaction Region
Mirror with 
Reflectivity R
Figure 3.3. The geometry o f four wave mixing interaction that occurs in a SLPCM
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To avoid confusion over the labelling of the four beams in the SLPCM, the convention 
shown in figure 3.3 will be maintained throughout this thesis. Specifically these are; 
beam 1 will represent the input beam; beam 2 is produced by scattering of beam 1 as it 
enters the crystal; beam 3 is the beam reflected by the ordinary mirror; and beam 4 will 
represent the phase conjugate of the input beam. Equations 3.1a to 3 .Id list the 
differential equations that govern how the amplitudes of these beams vary as they pass 
through the interaction region.
M i =  - ^(A !A 2 + A3A4)A2 - a A t 3.1a
dz I0
dA2 -  y(A jA 2 + A3A4)Aj -ocA2 3.1b
dz I0
dÄ3 = ¥(A ]A 2 + A3A4)A4 -kxA3 3.1c
dz Iq
dA/j — - y (AjA2 + A3A4)A3 +aA4 3 .Id
dz Iq
In these equations y is the coupling strength per unit length; a  is the bulk absorption 
coefficient of the photorefractive material; and Iq is the total intensity. The boundary 
conditions for this system of equations are given by equation 3.2
Aj(0) = 1.0; A2(0) = eAj(O); A3(d) =V? A2(d); A4(d) = 0 3.2
Here r is the reflectivity of the ordinary mirror and £ is the fraction of the input beam 
power that is scattered as it enters the crystal. If all the parameters are known then the 
system of equations can be solved uniquely. As discussed in section 2.5 there are many 
ways in which this set of equations can be solved [5, 12, 32, 48]. We have chosen to 
follow the approach of Belie et al 1985 [5]. Using this approach solutions can be found
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by a numerical technique in the general case of non-zero absorption while in the special 
case of no absorption the solutions become analytic.
Figures 3.4a and 3.4b show the output power and phase conjugate reflectivity as 
functions of reflectivity as predicted by this model for a coupling strength per unit 
length of 1.25 mm'1, an absorption coefficient of 0.055 mm'1 and an interaction length 
of 3mm. As will be shown later these values are appropriate for the particular BaTiC^ 
crystal used in these experiments. Clearly from these curves, the model shows similar 
behaviour to that observed. However in order to accurately model the system it is 
necessary to take into account differences that exist between the theoretical model and 
an experimental SLPCM FWM interaction.
ORDINARY MIRROR REFLECTIVITY (%)
Figure 3.4. a) The output power, as a fraction of input power, as a function of ordinary 
mirror reflectivity as predicted by the one dimensional model. The parameters used in 
the model were: yd -3.75; ctd-0.17; e2 = 2 x 10
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ORDINARY MIRROR REFLECTIVITY (%)
Figure 3.4. b) The phase conjugate reflectivity as a function o f ordinary mirror 
reflectivity as predicted by the one dimensional model. The parameters used in the 
model were: yd -3.75; ad=0.17; e2 =  2 x 10'5.
3.3.2 Modelling the Interaction in the Barium Titanate Crystal
In the model described in section 3.3.1 the interaction region is determined by the width 
of the photorefractive material. However as indicated in figure 3.5 this is not the case in 
the actual SLPCM we employ. The interaction length is approximately only half of the 
overall beam path length through the crystal. Consequently there are regions along the 
beam path where FWM does not occur but where the beams are still attenuated by 
absorption. Of these the most significant is the beam that leaves the crystal and is then 
reflected back to it by the ordinary mirror. This is of importance because any loss that 
occurs in this double pass varies the feedback to the crystal.
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Figure 3.5. A photograph o f the beam path through the barium titanate crystal.
This level of feedback is also effected by the reflection loss that occurs at the boundary. 
The result of this and the absorption loss is that the level of feedback or the resonator 
reflectivity, R, is given by equation 3.3.
R = Ta2 Tf2 r 3.3
Where Ta is the fraction of the beam that is not absorbed as the beam propagates from 
the interaction region to the crystal face, Tf is the fraction of the beam that is 
transmitted as it crosses the boundary and r is the reflectivity of the ordinary mirror. 
This quantity, which will be referred to as the resonator reflectivity, will then be used in 
the boundary condition given in equation 3.2 in modelling the system, instead of just 
the ordinary mirror reflectivity. Figure 3.6 shows, diagrammatically, the model that has 
been used for the interaction region. Specifically this diagram shows an interaction 
region approximately 3mm in length and a distance of 1mm between the boundary of 
the interaction region and the exit crystal face.
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Figure 3.6. A diagram showing the position of the interaction region inside the barium 
titanate crystal that is assumed in the theoretical model.
Using the expression for the resonator reflectivity given in equation 3.3, a theoretical fit 
to the observed behaviour shown in figure 3.2a and 3.2b was obtained. This theoretical 
prediction along with the observations is shown in figure 3.7a and 3.7b.
To obtain this fit a value of 1.25 mm'1 was used for the coupling strength per unit 
length and a value of 0.055 mm'1 for the absorption coefficient. The values for these 
two values were obtained by measuring the optical properties of the BaTiC^ crystal. 
The procedure used to obtain these values will be discussed in sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
Clearly though, with these values for coupling strength and absorption, the model is in 
good agreement with the observed behaviour in that 23% of the input power is 
transferred to the output of the system [38]. This value is limited by several factors but 
the major influences are the absorption and the coupling strength.
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Figure 3.7. a) The observed and predicted output power, as a fraction of input power, 
as a function of resonator reflectivity. The parameters used in the model were: yd 
=3.75; ctd=0.17; e2 = 2 x 10'5;and T 2T 2=0.6. b) The observed and predicted phase 
conjugate reflectivity as a function o f resonator reflectivity. The parameters used in the 
model were the same as those in a).
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3.3.3 Effect of Absorption on Output Power
The value used in the model of the SLPCM for the absorption coefficient is 0.055mm"1. 
With this level of absorption even after propagating only a few millimetres through the 
crystal a substantial attenuation occurs. Consequently if this loss could be reduced then 
there should be large gains in output power. Figure 3.8 shows the theoretically 
determined output power that is possible if there were no absorption in the crystal. This 
diagram indicates an increase of a factor of two in the output power would result from 
reducing the absorption.
RESONATOR REFLECTIVITY
Figure 3.8. The predicted output power, as a fraction of input power, as a function of 
resonator reflectivity for different values of absorption: a) ad -  0; Ta Tj -0.76: b) ad 
= 0.77; Ta2T 2=0.6. The other parameters used are; yd =3.75; e2 = 2 x 10 '5.
Hence a reduction in the absorption will increase the output power from the SLPCM by 
reducing the undesirable losses of the system. Another way in which the output power
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can be enhanced is by increasing the coupling strength per unit length of the 
photorefractive material.
3.3.4 Effect of Coupling Strength on Output Power
The coupling strength is indicative of the size of the change in refractive index that is 
possible. If this change in refractive index can be increased then the output of the 
SLPCM would also be increased.
Figure 3.9 shows the effect of increasing the coupling strength per unit length on the 
output power of the system for the case of no absorption. Evidently even a modest 
increase of a factor of two results in the maximum output power increasing from 50% to 
90%. As the maximum coupling strength per unit length is dependent on the material 
properties of the particular BaTiC>3 crystal used and, as will be discussed in section 3.4, 
the cut of the crystal, this value of 90% will not be achievable with our crystal. 
However with all the efforts that have gone into producing crystals with larger coupling 
strengths (Rytz et al 1990 [65], Klein 1989 [44], Garrett et al 1992 [26]) it is possible, 
to obtain a crystal with a sufficiently large coupling strength per unit length to achieve 
these high output powers. For example Garrett et al 1992 [26] recently reported a 
coupling strength per unit length of 4.3 mm"1 in cobalt doped sample of BaTiC^.
Another trend is also apparent in figure 3.9, that being the increase in cut off reflectivity 
as the coupling strength per unit length is reduced. This cut off reflectivity depends on 
three things, the resonator feedback, the coupling strength and the light scattered in the 
crystal.
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Figure 3.9. The predicted normalized output power as a function of resonator 
reflectivity for different coupling strengths: a) yd = 3.0: b) yd = 4.0: c) yd -  5.0: d) 
yd = 6.0. The other parameters were; ad =0.0; £? = 2x 1 0  "■*; Ta2T 2=1.0.
3.3.5 Effect of Scattered Light on Output Power
In section 3.1 it was mentioned that at the z=0 boundary of the interaction the resonator 
beam is produced by the scattering of the pump beam at the crystal face. The intensity 
of this scattered light will be referred to as the scattered intensity throughout the 
remainder of this thesis. In order to accurately model the SLPCM some small value, 
which will be much less than the input beam intensity, has to be given to the scattered 
intensity. Figure 3.10 shows the effect of different scattered intensities on the output 
power. As indicated in this figure, the scattered intensity has negligible effect at large 
resonator reflectivities. However its value does have a small effect at low resonator 
reflectivities where the SLPCM turns on. This turn on occurs when the resonator 
reflectivity becomes large enough to produce a sufficient enhancement of the weak 
TWM grating that initially exists. Since the TWM grating depends on the ratio of the 
scattered intensity to the input beam intensity as well as on the coupling strength (see
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section 2.4), it follows then that the "turn on" resonator reflectivity will also depend on 
these parameters.
RESONATOR REFLECTIVITY
Figure 3.10. The predicted normalized output power as a function of resonator 
reflectivity for different values of scattered intensity: a) e2 = 1 x 10'4: b) e2 = 1 x 10' 
5: c) e2 = 1 x 10 '6. The other parameters were; yd =  3.75; ad =0.17; Ta2Ty=1.0.
This turn on reflectivity and its dependence on the coupling strength per unit length and 
the scattered intensity will be discussed more fully in section 5.2. However it is worth 
noting that by matching the observed cut off behaviour to that theoretically predicted it 
is possible to find the range of scattered intensities applicable to the system. From these 
it was found that the scattered intensity was somewhere in the range 1 x 10'6 to 1 x 10‘4 
as seen in figure 3.10.
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3.3.6 Conclusion
The output power of the SLPCM is dependent on the coupling strength, the absorption 
and the resonator reflectivity. Large output powers are possible if the photorefractive 
material used has a large coupling strength while possessing a low absorption. 
Therefore it is necessary to determine the size of these two quantities for the particular 
BaTiC>3 crystal used.
3.4 Determination of the Coupling Strength per Unit Length 
of Barium Titanate
A common feature of two and four wave mixing is that energy is transferred between 
the beams during the mixing process. The amount of energy that can be transferred 
depends on the diffraction efficiency and the phase of the grating that is written 
(Kukhtarev et al 1979 [54]). The diffraction efficiency, in turn, will depend on the 
magnitude of the change in the refractive index that can be produced in the 
photorefractive material. A quantity which is known as the coupling strength per unit 
length, indicates the size of the refractive index change that can be produced in a 
particular material. Consequently this quantity, which depends on the linear and 
nonlinear properties of the photorefractive material (as discussed in section 2.4), is 
commonly used as a measure of a material's ability to couple various beams in a mixing 
process. With larger coupling strengths per unit length resulting in an increased 
diffraction efficiency of the grating and therefore larger energy transfer between the 
beams.
In a material like BaTiC^ coupling strengths per unit length of the order of 2mm*1 in 
the visible and near infra-red have been reported [26, 35, 58]. A coupling strength per 
unit length of this size corresponds to a refractive index change of the order of 0.005 in 
the material. It is for this reason that BaTiC^ is one of the more popular photorefractive 
materials.
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As previously mentioned in section 2.4, the coupling strength per unit length depends 
on many material properties. Most of these like the refractive index, electro-optic 
coefficients and the DC dielectric constants, are usually taken to be constant (Feinberg 
et al 1980 [20], Kwong et al 1986 [55], Klein 1989 [44]). Each of these quantities have 
been measured in many different BaTiC>3 crystals with the results documented in 
numerous references [10, 44, 80, 81, 83]. This leaves one material property, the charge 
density, to determine the magnitude of the coupling strength per unit length.
3.4.1 Evaluating the Charge Density
The charge density is the density of charges that are available to be used in the 
photorefractive process with larger charge densities producing larger coupling strengths 
per unit length. Currently a lot of work is underway to identify the origin of these 
charges in the hope of increasing their density [26, 29, 30, 43, 65, 66]. At the time of 
writing there has been a reasonable degree of success in increasing the coupling 
strength per unit length by varying the concentration of various dopants introduced into 
the material (Rtyz et al 1990 [65], Garrett et al 1992 [26]), however, the origin of the 
charges is still not yet fully understood. The question of the origin of the charges is 
beyond the scope of the work reported here, but the charge density is an important 
quantity that has to be determined in order to estimate the coupling strength per unit 
length for the BaTiC^ crystal used in this work.
An experimental technique that measures the beam coupling gain as a function of 
grating period has been used by several authors to measure the charge density [14, 20, 
35, 42]. With this process the amount of energy transferred between two beams in a two 
wave mixing experiment is measured as a function of beam crossing angle. Then, as all 
other quantities are known or can be directly measured, the charge density and the sign 
of the charge carrier can be determined using the following relationships in equations 
3.4 and 3.5 (Feinberg et al 1980 [20], Macdonald et al 1983 [58]).
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3.4yd = y  ln
Where y is the coupling strength per unit length; d is the interaction length; Itwm(d) is 
the intensity of the beam amplified by TWM; and where Iref(d) is the intensity of the 
beam with the amplifying beam blocked.
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Here co is the optical frequency; kßT is the thermal energy; q is the charge; k is the 
magnitude of the grating wave vector; £Eo is the static dielectric constant in the grating 
wave vector direction; cpi and <p2 the angles the beams make with the crystals c axis; 
and reff is the effective electro-optic coefficient for either beam polarization in BaTiC^.
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Equation 3.4 is the expression in the case of undepleted pumps
A diagram of the experimental layout is shown in figure 3.11. One unusual feature of 
this arrangement is that we have used relay imaging (Hunt et al 1978 [36]) to provide 
steep sided bounded beams in the crystal, which allowed a better estimate to be made of 
the interaction length. In this technique the two gaussian beams used in the experiment 
were clipped by an aperture at the half maximum intensity points and then transformed, 
by an inverting telescope, onto the crystal which was placed at the image plane of the 
aperture. This ensured that the two wave mixing occurred between beams with well 
defined widths and consequently found to give a significantly improved fit to equation 
3.4.
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Figure 3.11. The experimental two wave mixing geometry that was used to measure the 
photorefractive charge density.
The two beams used were provided by a single longitudinal, single transverse mode 
argon ion laser which was operating at 514.5nm. At the entrance face of the crystal 
these beams were each 1.7mm in diameter with the pump beam about 20mW and the 
signal beam 5mW. Both beams were ordinarily polarized and the grating normal was
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always parallel to the optical axis of the crystal, the c axis. As a consequence of these 
two conditions, the coupling strength per unit length depended only on one electro-optic 
coefficient, r13. The small magnitude of this coefficient ensured that no adverse effects
such as the amplification of scattered light via TWM, or beam fanning [19, 22, 62], 
were encountered.
With the TWM arrangement shown in figure 3.11 it was found that the beam that made 
an acute angle with the c axis of the crystal was always amplified at the expense of the 
other beam. Using this result and equations 3.4 and 3.5 it can be seen that this is only 
possible if the sign of the charge carrier involved in the photorefractive process is 
positive. However, this is only true for the intensity range provided by the argon ion 
laser and as will be discussed in section 6.3.3 the dominant charge carrier is not 
necessarily the same at all intensities.
The graph in figure 3.12 shows the experimentally measured variation of the beam 
coupling gain as a function of beam crossing angle. The continuous curve fitted to the 
data was obtained by a least squares technique using the relationship in equation 3.5. 
This fitted curve indicates a charge density of 7.3 ± 0.2 x 1016 cm'3 if the following 
'typical' values are used for the other material properties; n0 = 2.488; r i3 = 8 x 10'12 
m/V; ea = 4300 (the DC dielectric constant perpendicular to the c axis); ec = 106 ( the 
DC dielectric constant parallel to the c axis) [20]. This value is in the range of values 
0.1 x 1016 cm"3 to 20 x 1016 cm'3 that have been reported elsewhere [20, 26, 42, 41, 
44]. The accuracy of this calculated value of the charge density depends on the accuracy 
of the values of the other material properties and, as pointed out by Klein 1989 [44], 
there is some variation in these reported values. However the value obtained for the 
charge density of the BaTiC>3 crystal used here is reasonable as it leads to a coupling 
strength that is in good agreement with the coupling strength deduced from FWM 
experiments. This will be discussed in section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.12. The beam coupling as a function o f normalized grating period. The solid 
line indicates the least square fit that was obtained to the data using equations 3.4 and 
3.5.
As the photorefractive effect in BaTiOg relies on charges being photoexcited into the 
conduction band from traps in the bandgap, it is expected that the charge density will 
vary as a function of wavelength. This is because the photoionization cross section of 
the traps is wavelength dependent. As a consequence the charge density was measured 
at various wavelengths, using the same procedure as that used in the measurement at 
514.5 nm, to determine how significant this variation is. Figure 3.13 shows the 
measured charge density as a function of wavelength. Evidently the charge density falls 
away for increasing wavelength and, as will be discussed in section 3.5, this is expected 
as the absorption of BaTiC>3 decreases as the wavelength increases from the visible into 
the infra-red. Most other reported results also support this trend [20, 89].
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Figure 3.13. The photorefractive charge density as a function of wavelength.
As equation 3.5 indicates, with the value for the charge density known, the coupling 
strength per unit length depends only on factors such as the orientation of the beams 
with respect to the c axis and the wavelength of the radiation used. Therefore by varying 
the angles of the beams involved there is some limited control over the coupling 
strength.
3.4.2 Variation of Coupling Strength per Unit Length with the Beam 
Angles
The graph in figure 3.14 shows the coupling strength per unit length for a range of beam 
angles for 514.5nm radiation. These curves were obtained by evaluating equation 3.5 
over the angle ranges listed for the case of extra-ordinarily polarized radiation. This 
polarization was used in order to utilize the largest electro-optic coefficient of BaTiÜ3 
(r42) and therefore maximize the coupling strength per unit length. From these curves it
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is clear that the coupling strength per unit length is very dependent on the beam angles. 
Specifically the coupling strength per unit length maximum occurs for input beam angles 
of around 60° and 52° to the crystals c axis. At these particular angles the coupling 
strength per unit length for this particular BaTiC^ crystal has a value of 3.2 mm'1.
0 15 30 45 60 75 90
BEAM ANGLE (degrees)
Figure 3.14. The coupling strength per unit length as a function o f one input beam 
angle, while holding the second input beam angle constant, for nine different second 
input beam angles. These curves were calculated from equation 3.5 using the 
parameters discussed in section 3.4.1 for a photorefractive charge density of 7.3 x 1016 
cm 3.
Unfortunately the maximum coupling strength per unit length cannot be accessed in our 
crystal because of the very large refractive index of BaTi03 (n~2.4) and the cut of the 
crystal. As the crystal used is cut with the c axis either parallel or perpendicular to all 
the crystal faces, beams cannot enter the crystal at angles that are less than 65° and
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greater than 25° (relative to the c axis) without the use of an index matching fluid. 
Consequently, if no index matching fluid is used, the maximum coupling strength per 
unit length achievable with our crystal is around 2.0 mm"1, which occurs for input beam 
angles of 82° and 67°. Other researchers have been able to access the region of 
maximum coupling strength per unit length by having their BaTi03 crystal cut so that 
the c axis is at 45° to one of the crystal faces (for example Youden et al 1992 [87]).
With an interaction length of 3mm as was determined in section 3.3.2, the maximum 
coupling strength possible with our BaTi03 crystal in air is 6.0. However, in the 
SLPCM, the angles of the beams were measured to be at 70° and 20° to the c axis of the 
crystal. This leads to a coupling strength of 3.9 for an interaction length of 3mm. This 
value is in good agreement with the coupling strength deduced from the behaviour of 
the output power and phase conjugate reflectivity of the SLPCM as a function of 
resonator reflectivity (yd=3.75).
As mentioned in section 3.1 the coupling strength per unit length together with the 
resonator feedback control the eventual output of our system. In the ideal lossless case 
this feedback would depend only on the ordinary mirror reflectivity. However any 
losses that exist also have to be taken into account.
3.5 Losses
In the system described in this report two major undesirable loss mechanisms were 
encountered. They were the bulk absorption of the BaTi03 crystal and the reflections 
off the crystal faces.
3.5.1 Bulk Absorption in Barium Titanate
The BaTi03 crystal used throughout this work typically has significant absorption 
across the visible and near infra-red regions of the spectrum. A small amount of 
absorption is necessary for the photorefractive effect to occur, however hopefully it is
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not so large that the majority of the input beam energy is absorbed in the crystal. Since 
this would be detrimental in our application.
The bulk absorption coefficient for our BaTiC>3 crystal was obtained by measuring the 
transmission of a beam as it passed through the crystal. A cw argon ion laser operating 
at 514.5 nm, provided the 2mm diameter gaussian beam used in this experiment. As a 
result of the beam being extra-ordinarily polarized the crystal had to be vibrated during 
the measurements to avoid beam fanning complications. The measurements were 
performed over a range of beam intensities and the fraction of the beam absorbed was 
observed to be independent of beam intensity. Two measurements were made of the 
absorption coefficient at each input beam intensity used. One was taken with the beam 
propagating parallel to the crystal's c axis and the second when the beam was 
perpendicular. Two measurements were required because of the absorption coefficient's 
anisotropic behaviour which is a result of the BaTiÜ3 uniaxial symmetry at room 
temperature.
Figure 3.15 shows the results of this experiment with the anisotropic behaviour of
*
BaTiÜ3 clearly visible. The average of the values in figure 3.15 was found to be 0.115 
mm-1 and this will now be used as the value for the intensity absorption coefficient for 
the BaTiC>3 crystal used in this work at 514.5nm. Comparing this with the value 
obtained for the maximum coupling strength per unit length it is evident that the 
absorption is more than 40 times smaller in this particular crystal. Even so, the loss due 
to absorption after propagating 5mm through this crystal is a relatively large 42% at 
514.5nm.
* Note however, the absorption dependence on intensity reported by Motes and Kim JOSA B4 pl379  
(1987) was not observed.
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Figure 3.15. The measured absorption coefficient o f the barium titanate crystal as a 
function o f input beam intensity at 514.5nm. The square data points indicate the 
measured absorption coefficient when the beam propagates in a direction parallel to 
the c axis, while the dots indicate the absorption coefficient when the beam propagates 
in a direction perpendicular to the c axis.
As absorption is wavelength dependent, the absorption may be considerably smaller at 
other wavelengths. To investigate this the absorption coefficient was measured using a 
UV-Visible-IR Spectro-Photometer, with the results shown in figure 3.16a. The 
absorption coefficient was also measured with laser radiation at various wavelengths. In 
these measurements the same procedure was used as in the measurement of absorption 
coefficient at 514.5nm. The measurements in the 457nm-515nm wavelength range were 
obtained using an argon ion laser while a tunable dye laser was used for those in the 
560nm-690nm range. Figure 3.16b shows the results of these measurements.
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Figure 3.16. a) The absorption coefficient of the barium titanate crystal as a function of 
wavelength as measured by a spectro-photometer. b) The absorption coefficient of the 
barium titanate crystal as a function of wavelength as measured by a laser. Note each 
data point in b) is actually the average of the absorption coefficient measured in two 
directions. One measurement for when the beam propagated parallel to the c axis, 
while the second was performed when the beam propagated perpendiculary to the c 
axis.
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Both figures 3.16a and 3.16b show the featureless drop in absorption with increasing 
wavelength that has been measured in many BaTiÜ3 crystals (Klein 1989 [44]). This 
drop is quite rapid with the value of the absorption coefficient at 660nm being half that 
at 515nm. Consequently wavelengths other than 514.5nm may prove more efficient for 
our system because of this lower loss.
Another loss that significantly effects the output power of the system are the reflection 
losses off the crystal faces, or the Fresnel losses.
3.5.2 Fresnel Reflections
The amount of radiation that is reflected at the boundary between two materials depends 
on the refractive indices of the the two materials. Therefore a considerable portion of a 
beam entering or leaving a BaTiOj crystal may be reflected at the interface because of 
the very large refractive index of BaTiC^, n=2.4. This is an even bigger problem in the 
system described in this thesis because the radiation in the resonator has to make a 
double pass of the boundary.
Using the well known Fresnel reflection equations the proportion of a beam that is 
transmitted and that is reflected was calculated for extra-ordinarily polarized radiation 
and is shown in figure 3.17. These curves indicate an angular range of 59° to 74° where 
the double pass reflection loss is less than 5%. If possible then this angular range will be 
used in setting up the system. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.17. The a) transmitted and b) reflected portions of a beam that crosses a 
barium titanate - air interface, as a function of the beam angle. These curves were 
calculated using the Fresnel equations for extra- ordinarily polarized beams.
3.6 Output Power of the SLPCM as a Function of Wavelength
In section 3.3 it was shown that the output power of the SLPCM could be increased if 
the coupling strength were increased or the absorption reduced. As both of these 
quantities are wavelength dependent, it is possible to use this dependence to find an 
optimum wavelength that provides a maximum output power. Figure 3.18 shows the 
output power of the SLPCM as a function of wavelength for three different resonator 
resonator reflectivities. Both the observed and predicted behaviour show that as the 
wavelength is decreased from 514.5 nm, that the output power decreases even though 
the coupling strength increases. However the increase in coupling strength is small over 
this range ( yd = 3.6 at 488 nm and yd = 3.5 at 514.5nm, calculated using the measured 
charge densities in section 3.4.2) while the increase in absorption is large ( a  = 0.093 
m m '1 at 454.5 nm and a  = 0.055 mm'1 at 514.5 nm). Consequently the decreasing
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output power that is observed at wavelengths shorter than 514.5 nm, must be a result of 
the larger absorption at those wavelengths.
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Figure 3.18. The observed and predicted normalized output power as a function of 
wavelength for three different resonator reflectivities: a) R =  0.96: b) R = 0.89: c) R = 
0.82. The predicted output power was calculated using the absorption coefficients that 
were measured for each wavelength (section 3.5) and the following parameters; yd 
=3.5; e2 = 2 x l 0 '5.
On the other hand if the wavelength is increased from 514.5nm the absorption should 
drop and therefore increase the output power. However it was observed that the SLPCM 
would not operate for wavelengths at 582 nm or greater. This occurs because the charge 
density is small at these wavelengths and therefore cannot provide a sufficient coupling 
strength to allow the SLPCM to operate. This can be seen in figure 3.19 which shows 
the output power of the SLPCM as a function of coupling strength for three different 
resonator reflectivities. Clearly as the coupling strength is reduced below 3.0 the output
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power of the SLPCM drops off very rapidly, until a threshold coupling strength is 
reached below which the SLPCM does not operate. Unfortunately the coupling 
strengths for wavelengths greater than 582 nm will be less than this threshold. 
Therefore radiation of wavelengths 582 nm or greater cannot be used to operate the 
SLPCM with the aim of obtaining appreciable output powers with our particular 
BaTiC>3 crystal.
COUPLING STRENGTH
Figure 3.19. The predicted normalized output power as a function of coupling strength 
for three different resonator reflectivities: a) R =  0.3: b) R -  0.5: c) R = 0.7. The other 
parameters used were; ad =0.0; e2 = 2 x 10'^. The vertical solid lines indicate the 
coupling strengths expected at 514.5 nm, 582 nm and 780nm as calculated from 
equation 3.5 and using the measured charge densities at those wavelengths (see section 
3.4.1).
For wavelengths smaller than 514.5 nm the output power is, therefore, limited by the 
increasing absorption, while for wavelengths greater than 582 nm it is limited by the
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decreasing coupling strength. Therefore the optimum output power occurs for radiation 
between 514.5 nm and 582 nm for our particular BaTiC^ crystal. Since this optimum 
depends on the material properties of the specific crystal, the maximum output may 
occur at different wavelengths for other crystals.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter the factors that control the output power of the SLPCM were discussed. 
Of these it was found that the coupling strength per unit length, the crystal absorption 
and the reflectivity were the most important. The coupling strength per unit length for 
the BaTiC^ crystal used in this work is in the range of 1-3 mm"1, while the absorption 
coefficient (intensity) is 0.115 mm"1 at 514.5 nm. With this crystal it was found that 
nearly 25% of the input power could be transferred to the output with an ordinary 
mirror reflectivity of 25%.
The single interaction, plane wave analysis used to model this system indicates that 
significant gains in output power can be achieved by either reducing the absorption or 
increasing the coupling strength per unit length. Specifically if the absorption could be 
removed then an increase of a factor of two would occur in the output power. While 
doubling the coupling strength per unit length would, in the case of no absorption, result 
in output powers of around 90%.
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Chapter 4
Optimization of the Output Power 
of the Semilinear Phase Conjugate
Mirror
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3 it was shown that the output power of the semilinear phase conjugate mirror 
(SLPCM) could be increased by either increasing the coupling strength or by reducing the 
absorption and Fresnel reflection losses in the crystal. One way of achieving this is by 
manipulating the material properties of the barium titanate (BaTi03) crystal [14, 26, 65], 
as was discussed in sections 3.5 and 3.6. However this involves either growing a new 
crystal or putting an existing crystal through complex treatments where the potential for 
crystal damage is large. An alternative approach is to use the dependence of the coupling 
strength and losses on the geometry of the SLPCM. In other words use the sensitivity of 
the coupling strength and losses on parameters such as the angles [20, 23, 40, 44, 58, 
89] and positions [40, 89] that the fields involved in the four wave mixing (FWM) 
interaction enter the crystal.
This chapter describes the results of an experimental investigation to optimize the output 
power of the SLPCM. Figure 4.1 shows the experimental arrangement of the SLPCM 
and from this some of the parameters that control the output power are evident. Clearly 
the angles that the beams enter and leave the crystal, and therefore make with the c axis, 
will affect the coupling strength, Fresnel losses and anisotropic absorption. In addition 
the coupling strength and absorption will also depend on the length of the beam path 
through the crystal. However, the beam path depends on less obvious parameters such as 
the beam entry positions and the size [22] and shape of the beams used. As a result these 
parameters will also contribute in determining the output power from the SLPCM.
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Figure 4.1. The geometry o f the interaction that comprises the SLPCM inside the
barium titanate crystal.
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For the SLPCM application discussed in this thesis, the path that the beams follow 
through the crystal is determined by beam fanning [19, 22, 62, 77]. In this process a 
beam that is propagating through the barium titanate (BaTi03) crystal at an acute angle to 
the c axis of the crystal, is "bent" towards the c axis, as was shown in figure 3.5. This 
bending or fanning causes the beam to exit the crystal with a very large divergence ( 
typically > 20°). This phenomena has been explained as the asymmetric self defocussing 
that occurs when a beam with a non-uniform transverse intensity profile, such as a 
gaussian beam, propagates through a photorefractive material like BaTiOß (Feinberg 1982 
[22]). Essentially what occurs is that the transverse intensity profile of the beam causes a 
change in refractive index in the material which in turn scatters the beam. Since this 
refractive index variation is proportional to the gradient of the intensity, then it and the 
scattering it produces, will both be asymmetric. Another interpretation of the beam 
fanning phenomena is that the fanning is due to the amplification of scattered light via two 
wave mixing (TWM) with the input beam (Odoulov et al 1985 [62], Valley 1987 [77], 
Ewbank et al 1991 [19]). Only light scattered in a direction between the direction of 
propagation of the input beam and the c axis will be amplified due to the angular 
dependence of the coupling strength (see section 3.4.2 and figure 3.14).
The extent that a beam is bent and the angle at which it exits the crystal depend on 
properties of the input beam such as the angle it makes to the c axis of the crystal, the 
position that it enters the crystal and its size and shape. As a result the beam path through 
the crystal and therefore the output power of the SLPCM will also depend on these 
experimental parameters. In this chapter the dependence of the output power of the 
SLPCM on these various experimental parameters will be discussed. Particular conditions 
that lead to increased SLPCM output power will be identified.
One effect that limited the output power of the SLPCM for some range of experimental 
parameters, was competition that occurred between the SLPCM and another 
photorefractive oscillator known as the two internal reflection phase conjugate mirror or
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the "cat" mirror (Feinberg 1982 [23], Macdonald et al 1983 [58], Feinberg et al 1989 
[24]). A result of this competition was that the output power from the SLPCM was 
reduced because the input beam power was shared between the two oscillators. Therefore 
the experimental conditions that allow the SLPCM to operate alone and free from cat 
mirror competition will be discussed.
4.2 Effect of the Cat Mirror on the SLPCM
The cat mirror along with the SLPCM belong to a class of phase conjugate mirror known 
as self pumped phase conjugate mirrors [12, 24, 25]. This class is unique in that only a 
single beam, whose phase conjugate is generated, is needed to provide all the beams 
necessary for a FWM interaction to occur. Each self pumped phase conjugate mirror is 
characterised by the way in which the interacting beams are obtained from the single input 
beam and the orientation in which the photorefractive crystal is used. For the cat mirror 
one possible orientation has the input beam entering the crystal through a face parallel to 
the c axis at an acute angle to that axis. Beam fanning then forces this beam to bend 
towards the c axis. If one of the corners of the photorefractive crystal intercepts the 
fanned radiation some of it will be totally internally reflected back to the interaction 
region, thereby providing the three beams necessary for FWM to occur.
One unusual feature of the cat mirror is that no external reflectors are needed to direct 
beams into the interaction region, which makes it very robust and easy to align. The beam 
simply enters the crystal at an acute angle to the c axis and a phase conjugate will be 
produced if the fanned radiation strikes a crystal corner. With the particular BaTi03 
crystal we used the cat mirror operated for any input angle of incidence between 20° to 
70° which corresponds to an angular range of 9° to 23° with respect to the c axis inside 
the crystal. This was observed to be the case regardless of the position along the input 
face that the input beam entered the crystal. The phase conjugate reflectivity on the other 
hand depends critically on the beam angle and entry position to the crystal (James et al 
1991 [40], Zhang et al 1992 [89]). However maximizing the phase conjugate reflectivity
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of the cat mirror is beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be discussed any further 
here.
The ease at which the cat mirror operates can be a problem because any beam that 
propagates through the crystal at an acute angle to the c axis will undergo beam fanning 
and could potentially form a cat mirror FWM interaction which competes with the 
SLPCM. Therefore special care is needed to stop fanned radiation from finding crystal 
corners. As will be discussed later in this chapter this can be done by controlling 
parameters such as the beam angles and entry positions to the crystal. By carefully 
varying these parameters the fanned radiation could be steered away from the crystal 
corner. Such care would not be required in larger crystals or in crystals that are cut such 
that the faces are at 45° to the c axis of the crystal.
The cat mirror is a particular nuisance for the SLPCM because the same crystal orientation 
is used for both of them. In each the input beam enters the crystal through a face that is 
parallel to the c axis and at an acute angle to that axis. Therefore depending on beam 
fanning, three different outcomes can occur when attempting to operate the SLPCM. 
Either the SLPCM or the cat mirror operate alone, or the two phase conjugate mirror s 
coexist and share the input beam power.
When the two processes coexist the average output power of the SLPCM was observed 
to be reduced from that when it operated alone. The reduction in output power was 
observed to depend on the exact experimental set up, however in general it was greater 
than 25%. This dependence on the experimental conditions is probably due to the 
sensitivity of the cat mirror to the beam angles and entry positions. As well as a reduced 
SLPCM output power the competition between cat mirror and SLPCM caused the output 
to fluctuate in some instances.
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In summary, the cat mirror should be suppressed in attempting to maximize the SLPCM 
output power. This is done by steering the fanned radiation away from the corners of the 
BaTiC>3 crystal. Control of the direction of beam fanning is achieved through 
experimental parameters such as the size and shape of the input beam and its angle and 
position of entry into the crystal. The role that these parameters play in suppressing the 
cat mirror will be discussed in the following sections.
4.3 Dependence of Output Power on Beam Angles
4.3.1 Introduction
It is well known that the amount of energy transferred during a two or four wave mixing 
process in BaTiC>3 depends on the angles that the beams involved in the mixing process 
make with the c axis of the BaTiC>3 crystal [20, 23, 44, 49, 58]. This is a result of the 
dependence of several quantities on the beam angles. The more important of these 
quantities were discussed in chapter 3 where the angular dependence of the coupling 
strength per unit length, Fresnel reflection losses and the anisotropic absorption were 
discussed.
For the particular SLPCM application discussed in this thesis the aim is to diffract as 
much energy from the input beam to the resonator beam (see figure 4.1) and then transmit 
as much of this through the ordinary mirror. Therefore by varying the angles of these two 
beams the output power of the SLPCM can be optimized. However as a result of two 
independent effects, not all angles with respect to the c axis can be used inside the BaTiÜ3 
crystal. The first is the competition that exists between the cat mirror and the SLPCM and 
the second arises because of the large refractive index of BaTiC>3 (n~2.4). This high 
refractive index means that only angles less than 25° to the normal of the crystal face can 
be accessed inside the crystal.
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4.3.2 Output Power as a Function of Input Beam Angle
The input beam angle is defined to be the angle that the input beam makes to the normal of 
the entrance face of the crystal on the air side of the boundary, as shown in figure 4.1. In 
order to obtain a large SLPCM output power an input beam angle that produces a large 
coupling strength and has a low Fresnel reflection loss is desired. A further requirement 
of this input angle is that it is such that the cat mirror cannot operate.
To find the input angle range where the selection criteria described above are satisfied, the 
SLPCM output power was measured as a function of the input angle. During the course 
of this investigation the other experimental properties were held constant. The input beam 
was elliptical with dimensions 0.8mm x 0.4mm (horizontal diameter x vertical diameter as 
measured at the e '2 intensity points) and it entered the crystal about 3mm from the exit 
face of the crystal ( see figure 4.1). To ensure that the same entry point was maintained 
for all input angles, the crystal was mounted on a rotation stage such that the entry point 
to the crystal was on the axis of rotation. For all input angles used the resonator beam 
angle was kept fixed at 50°.
Figure 4.2 shows the observed output power of the SLPCM under these experimental 
conditions. It was observed that the cat mirror alone would operate for input angles less 
than 59°. In the angle range between 59° and 70°, the SLPCM was observed to start up 
first but soon after the cat mirror would also start and the two would coexist in the steady 
state. The output varied significantly throughout this range and in some instances it would 
fluctuate, as indicated by the error bars in figure 4.2. However for input angles greater 
than 70°, the output was stable as only the SLPCM would operate. In this range the 
output power was observed to decrease rapidly as the angle increased. This behaviour is 
due to the rapid increase in Fresnel reflection losses as the input angle is increased past 
the Brewster angle (see figure 3.17 and section 3.5.2). The solid line in figure 4.2 shows 
the output predicted when the change in Fresnel reflection loss encountered by the input 
beam is taken into account. Clearly it shows the same trend as that observed and the slight
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discrepancy that exists is probably due to the combined effect of the other quantities that 
depend on the input angle, such as the coupling strength and absorption.
INPUT BEAM ANGLE (degrees)
Figure 4.2. The observed normalized output power as a function of input beam angle. 
The error bars on some of the data points indicate the extent of fluctuations that were 
observed for that angle. The solid line indicates the predicted output when the change in 
Fresnel reflection loss is taken into account for the input beam.
As shown in figure 4.2, an input angle of incidence as close to 70° as possible is 
desirable. This angle of incidence corresponds to an angle of 67° with respect to the c 
axis inside the BaTiC>3 crystal and as figure 3.14 shows this angle can provide a large 
coupling strength per unit length. Another consequence of this input angle is the low 
Fresnel reflection loss as it is only 2° beyond the Brewster angle. Therefore from the
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point of view of both coupling strength and losses, 70° would be expected to give a large 
SLPCM output power.
Another important result of this investigation is the identification of an input angle 
'window' where the cat mirror does not operate. For the particular beam parameters 
described previously the cat mirror does not operate for input angles greater than 70°. 
This is because for these parameters the fanned radiation misses the corners of the 
BaTiC>3 crystal. However, in general the angular range where the cat mirror does not 
operate will depend on the beam properties such as shape and size. The effect that these 
two properties have on the SLPCM will be discussed in section 4.5.
For input angles greater than 70°, the steady state output power was found to be 
proportional to the input power in the input power range 200|_iW to lOOmW. This result 
is expected as the steady state behaviour of the photorefractive effect should be 
independent of the total intensity involved in the interaction (Kukhtarev et al 1979 [53]). 
However intensity dependent effects were observed in the input angle range between 59° 
and 70°. An example of this behaviour is shown in figure 4.3 which shows the output 
power as a function of input intensity for an input angle of 65°. In this case the system 
was observed to operate in two different states, depending on the input intensity and a 
threshold intensity which defined the boundary between the two states. Below the 
threshold intensity the output of the SLPCM was found to be stable and of a value similar 
to that observed at an input angle of 70°. At these intensities the cat mirror would not 
operate even with the ordinary mirror of the SLPCM removed. However above the 
threshold intensity the cat mirror would operate which consequently caused a reduction 
and fluctuations in the SLPCM output power. The reduction in output power and the 
magnitude of the fluctuations was found to be strongly dependent on the input beam angle 
and entry position to the crystal.
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Figure 4.3. The observed normalized output power of the SLPCM as a function of the 
logarithm of the input beam intensity. The error bars on some of the data points indicate 
the extent of fluctuations that were observed at those points.
This type of threshold intensity dependence of phase conjugate mirrors has been observed 
and reported previously by Feinberg 1982 [23] and James et al 1991 [40]. In the case of 
Feinberg 1982 [23] the cat mirror was observed to have a threshold intensity below 
which it would not operate. While James et al 1991 [40] reported that both the cat mirror 
and the bridge mutually pumped phase conjugator both displayed input beam threshold 
intensities below which they would not operate. Further in that work it was also observed 
that over a particular intensity range a competition existed between the bridge mutually 
pumped phase conjugate mirror and the cat mirror to establish their respective gratings in 
the photorefractive material. Below a particular threshold intensity the cat mirror was 
observed to dominate and in doing so prohibit the bridge mutually pumped phase 
conjugate mirror from operating, while above the threshold intensity the opposite 
occurred. In essence whichever phase conjugate mirror established its grating first
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dominated and prohibited the other phase conjugate mirror from forming a grating. The 
observed intensity dependence of this behaviour was a consequence of the different 
grating formation rates of the two phase conjugate mirrors and the intensity dependence 
of these formation rates (Sharp et al 1990 [67]). Thus for intensities below the threshold, 
the cat mirror had the faster grating formation rate while above the bridge mutually 
pumped phase conjugate mirror had the faster rate. For intensities close to the threshold, 
where the grating formation rates of the two phase conjugate mirrors were similar, the 
phase conjugate reflectivity was observed to fluctuate due to competition between the two 
phase conjugate mirrors. All the observed behaviour was found to depend critically on the 
beam entry position and angle to the crystal as was found in the SLPCM we investigated.
4.3.3 Output Power as a Function of Resonator Beam Angle
As well as depending on the input beam angle, the output power of the SLPCM will also 
depend on the angles of the other three beams involved in the FWM interaction. However 
as two of the beams counter-propagate with respect to the other two beams, only two 
angles exist. These are the input beam angle and the angle of the beam that is amplified by 
the input beam via FWM. This beam, which will be referred to as the resonator beam, is 
the beam that propagates along the resonator towards the ordinary mirror, as indicated in 
figure 4.1. The resonator beam angle will therefore be the angle that the resonator beam 
makes with the exit face normal on the air side of the boundary.
To investigate the dependence of the SLPCM output power on the resonator beam angle a 
procedure similar to that used in the previous section was adopted. Although in this case 
the crystal was kept fixed so that the input beam angle remained constant. All other 
parameters except the resonator beam angle were kept fixed and are the same as those 
described in section 4.3.2. Figure 4.4a and 4.4b shows the observed variation in the 
output power as a function of resonator beam angle for two different input beam angles. 
These figures also show the measured fanned radiation, captured by the 25 mm diameter
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lens in the resonator as a function resonator beam angle when the ordinary mirror was
removed.
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Figure 4.4. The dots indicate the observed normalized output power as a function of 
resonator beam angle. While the triangles indicate the measured fanned radiation, as a 
fraction of input beam power, as a function of resonator beam angle. In the case of a) the 
input angle is 75°, while in b) it is 71°.
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Clearly in both cases the output power appears to be almost constant over a wide range of 
angles, which is in stark contrast to the fanned radiation which has a distinct peak. There 
does not appear to be any correspondence in the behaviour of the steady state output 
power and that of the fanned radiation. The only observed correlation between the two 
was in the start up time of the SLPCM. The start up time or the time taken for the output 
to reach 90% of its steady state value [40], was observed to be shorter for resonator beam 
angles closer to the peak of the fanned radiation. This result is expected as the start up 
behaviour for the SLPCM is dependent on the level of "noise" from which the oscillations 
begin as shown by Mamaev et al 1990 [60],
Therefore, in order to get a fast start up time for the SLPCM, a resonator beam angle that 
is near to the peak of the fanned radiation should be used. However this peak and the 
angular distribution of the fanned radiation depend on the input angle and the entry 
position of the input beam. Hence the resonator beam angle that is ultimately chosen will 
depend on these two parameters.
4.4 Dependence of the Output Power on the Input Beam 
Entry Position
The angular distribution of the fanned radiation was observed to depend on the distance 
from the exit face that the input beam entered the crystal (see figure 4.1). Consequently 
the overall beam path through the crystal and the output power of the SLPCM will also 
depend on the input beam entry position. To investigate this dependence the crystal was 
mounted on a translation stage that allowed it to be moved perpendicularly to the direction 
of propagation of the input beam. This arrangement allowed the entry position of the 
beam to be varied without changing the input and resonator beam angles. An input beam 
angle of 76° and a resonator beam angle of 51° were used throughout this investigation. 
The input beam was an elliptical gaussian with dimensions 0.8mm x 0.4mm (horizontal 
diameter x vertical diameter defined at the e '2 intensity points of the beams), at the entry
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point to the crystal. These experimental parameters ensured that the cat mirror was 
prohibited from operating over the entire range of input beam entry positions.
Figure 4.5 shows the observed angular distribution of the fanned radiation for various 
input beam entry positions. These curves show the shift of the fanned peak towards the c 
axis, which corresponds to a resonator beam angle of 0°, as the input entry position is 
moved away from the exit face of the crystal. This observation cannot be explained by the 
single interaction region model used to analyse the SLPCM in chapter 3. In that model the 
only interaction that exists is between the input beam and the scattered light. Therefore 
once the scattered light leaves the region of beam overlap with the input beam, no further 
amplification via TWM should occur. Consequently the angular distribution of the fanned 
radiation should remain the same regardless of the entry position of the input beam as 
long as the region of beam overlap is wholly contained within the crystal. However as 
shown in figure 4.5 this was not the case, as in all three examples the entire beam overlap 
region existed inside the crystal, yet each example displays a different angular distribution 
of fanned radiation. This suggests that the fanned radiation undergoes further TWM after 
leaving the interaction region formed by it and the input beam.
This dependence of the fanned radiation on the entry position and the curved nature of the 
beam path through the crystal (see figure 3.5) therefore both suggest that more than one 
interaction region exist in the crystal. It has been speculated that the beam path through 
the crystal is comprised of a series of interconnected interaction regions where the output 
of one region becomes the input for the following region (Wang et al 1989 [79], Eliseev 
et al 1991 [17], Eliseev et al 1992 [18]). This approach has been used to explain the 
curved beam path that appears in a form of the double phase conjugate mirror known as a 
bridge conjugator [18]. However this model can only explain the shape of the path and in 
its present form cannot be used to give quantitative estimates of the steady state behaviour 
of phase conjugate mirrors.
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Figure 4.5. The observed angular distribution of the fanned radiation as a function of 
resonator beam angle for three different input entry positions; a) x =  4.5mm; b) x =  
3.0mm; c) x= 1.5mm.
As previously discussed a change in input beam entry position will cause a variation in 
the overall path length through the crystal. This change in path length will in turn, 
produce a change in output power of the SLPCM due to the varying interaction length. 
Figure 4.6 shows the observed output power as a function of beam path length, for two 
different input beam angles. Due to the curved beam path through the crystal (figure 3.5) 
the path length was calculated assuming an elliptical beam path.
As figure 4.6 indicates there appears to be an optimum beam path length that produces the 
maximum output power. This peak exists because of the combined effect of depletion of 
the input beam energy and absorption. To understand the effects of these processes first
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consider the simpler situation when no absorption exists in the photorefractive material. 
In this case, when the beam path length is small, the SLPCM output power will be low 
because the coupling strength, which is a product of coupling strength per unit length and 
interaction length, is also small. Increasing the path length will produce a corresponding 
increase in output power due to diffraction of a larger fraction of input beam power into 
the resonator. Eventually coupling strengths will be reached which are large enough to 
cause the diffraction of the majority of the input beam power into the resonator. Therefore 
any further increase in path length can only produce a small increase in the amount of 
power diffracted. Hence if the photorefractive material has no absorption the output 
power of the SLPCM will increase asymptotically towards a limiting value as a function 
of path length. An example of the expected behaviour of the SLPCM output power when 
there is no absorption is indicated by the dashed line in figure 4.6. However if the effects 
of the non zero absorption of BaTiC>3 are taken into account, then increasing the path 
length will increase the absorption losses. Therefore when path lengths are reached which 
cause depletion of the input beam, any subsequent increase in path length will reduce the 
output power because of the increased absorption losses.
The solid line in figure 4.6 indicates the theoretically predicted variation in the output 
power as a function of path length, assuming the whole path length to be the interaction 
length. This curve clearly shows the same features as those that were observed. 
Therefore, in order to obtain as large a SLPCM output power as possible, the position 
that the input beam enters the crystal is chosen as a compromise between the input beam 
depletion and the absorption loss.
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Figure 4.6. The dots and the triangles indicate the observed normalized output power 
as a function o f beam path length for input beam angles o f 72° (dots) and 75° (triangles). 
The asterisks indicate predicted behaviour when there is no absorption, while the 
continuous line indicates the predicted behaviour when absorption is taken into account.
4.5 Dependence of the Output Power on the Input Beam 
Size and Shape
One consequence of the dependence of the output power of the SLPCM on the beam path 
through the crystal, is the sensitivity of the output power to factors that affect the beam 
path. As discussed previously, the beam path depends on beam angles and entry 
positions. However it also depends on the sizes (Feinberg 1982 [22]) and shapes of the 
beams that are used in the FWM interaction.
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To investigate the dependence of the SLPCM output power on beam size a 150 mm focal 
length biconvex lens was mounted on a translation stage that allowed the lens to be 
moved parallel to the direction of propagation of the gaussian input beam. The radius of 
the beam (defined to be half the distance between the e '2 intensity points of the beam) that 
enters the crystal was then varied by changing the separation of the BaTiC>3 crystal and 
the lens. All other parameters such as beam angles and entry positions were kept 
constant.
Figure 4.7 shows the observed SLPCM output as a function of the radius of the input 
beam for two different input angles. Both curves show that as the beam radius is reduced 
that the output power increases slightly, until a radius is reached where the SLPCM shuts 
down. This turn off occurs because of the start up of the cat mirror and the subsequent 
competitive effects that are introduced.
The trend of increasing output power as the beam radius is reduced is not predicted by the 
single interaction, one dimensional model discussed in section 3.3. In fact this model 
predicts the opposite, that is, the output power should increase as the beam radius 
increases because the interaction length and, therefore, coupling strength both become 
larger. It appears then that the observed behaviour is a result of three dimensional effects 
(Tikhonchuk et al 1991 [75]). The appearance of three dimensional effects is not entirely 
unexpected because of the obvious three dimensional nature of beam fanning and as a 
result of the assumptions of the one dimensional model not being satisfied by our system. 
Specifically the beams used in our system are smaller, in transverse extent, than the width 
of the photorefractive material and gaussian beams are used rather than beams of uniform 
intensity profile.
Three dimensional effects have been observed previously by other researchers where the 
behaviour of a mutually pumped phase conjugate mirror, which is a type of DPCM, was 
found to depend on the ratio of the sizes of the pump beams (Mameav et al 1991 [61]).
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Figure 4.7. The observed normalized output power as a function o f input beam size. 
The dots indicate the behaviour when the input beam angle was 72°, while the squares 
indicate the behaviour for an input angle of 75°.
The behaviour observed in that system was predicted by a three dimensional model that 
applies in the undepleted pump approximation [16, 61, 75]. This approximation assumes 
that the beams that supply the energy to be transferred in the two or four wave mixing 
interaction, lose a negligible fraction of their initial power through the interaction. Clearly 
the undepleted pump approximation does not apply in the case discussed in this thesis, 
because of the large fraction of input energy that is diffracted into the resonator. As a 
consequence the three dimensional model that is given in references [16, 61, 75] cannot 
be used to analyse the SLPCM. Furthermore in order to do so, this model must also 
incorporate a description of the complicated phenomena of beam fanning. At the time of 
writing no such three dimensional description was known to us. However such a 
description would probably not provide significant information about the physics of our
SLPCM, that is not already provided by the one dimensional model. This is because the 
one dimensional model has been successfully used to predict the wide range of dynamic 
and steady state behaviour that was observed for the SLPCM. Evidence of the good 
agreement between the observed and predicted behaviour is provided throughout this 
thesis. Therefore any three dimensional effects appear to act as small perturbations to the 
one dimensional model for the particular SLPCM application discussed in this thesis.
Since the size of the input beam used in the SLPCM caused three dimensional effects that 
vary the output power of the SLPCM, then it follows that the shape of the input beam will 
also affect the output power. In order to investigate the dependence of the SLPCM output 
power on input beam shape two 100mm focal length cylindrical lenses were mounted on 
translation stages so that the axes of the lenses were orthogonal to one another. Both 
translation stages were arranged so that the lenses were able to move parallel to the 
direction of propagation of the input beam. This then allowed the shape of the beam to be 
varied from circular to elliptical without changing beam angles and beam entry positions 
to the crystal.
Figure 4.8 shows the typically observed output power of the SLPCM as a function of the 
ratio of the horizontal waist size to the vertical waist size. The triangular data points show 
the effect of varying the vertical size of the beam while keeping the horizontal dimension 
fixed, while the circular data points show the effect of varying the horizontal size of the 
beam while keeping the vertical size fixed. These curves show that as the input beam is 
made more elliptical, with the horizontal axis the major axis of the ellipse, that the output 
power increases. Qualitatively this occurs because as the beam is made more elliptical a 
large beam overlap in the horizontal plane and, therefore, a large interaction length are 
maintained while the beam becomes more intense. In order to examine this behaviour 
quantitatively a three dimensional approach will be needed.
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In summary, it is possible to increase the output power of the SLPCM by varying the size 
and shape of the input beam. The output power of the SLPCM increases as the beam size 
is reduced until a critical beam size is reached where any further reduction results in a 
dramatic reduction in output power. If the beam is made more elliptical, with the major 
axis of the ellipse horizontal, the output power increases. Qualitatively this occurs 
because of the larger coupling strengths that can be achieved with elliptical beams without 
a reduction in beam intensities. In order to explain the effect of size and shape of the input 
beam on the SLPCM output power quantitatively a three dimensional model of the 
interaction will be required.
O c
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Figure 4.8. The observed normalized output power as a function o f the ratio o f  the 
horizontal size o f the input beam to the vertical size o f  the input beam. The dots were 
obtained when the vertical dimension was kept constant, while the triangles were obtained 
when the horizontal dimension was kept constant.
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4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the experimental parameters that influence the output power of the SLPCM 
were discussed. These parameters are the beam angles used, the position of entry of the 
input beam and the size and shape of the input beam. Their control of the output power 
arises because of influence they exert over the coupling strength, Fresnel reflection 
losses, absorption and beam fanning. Therefore it is possible to optimize the output 
power of the SLPCM by following a 'recipe' where each of the parameters is varied one 
after another.
For optimized SLPCM output power an input beam angle of 70° (65° with respect to the 
c axis of the crystal) is used, as this leads to a large coupling strength and low Fresnel 
reflection losses. This choice of input angle also prohibits the cat mirror from operating. 
Once the input angle is selected, an input beam entry position is chosen so that a balance 
between pump depletion and absorption losses is maintained. For the particular system 
discussed in this thesis this occurs when the input beam enters the crystal about 3mm 
from the exit face. With this entry position the peak of the fanned radiation exits the 
crystal at about 50° to the normal of the exit face. Therefore a resonator beam angle of 
around 50° is used so as to allow a fast start up of the SLPCM. This criteria is the only 
one used in selecting the resonator beam angle as the output power is almost independent 
of the resonator beam angle. Once the resonator beam angle, input beam angle and the 
entry position of the input beam are chosen, further optimization of the output power can 
be achieved by varying the input beam size and shape. For the system discussed in this 
thesis optimum output occurred for an input beam that was around 0.8mm x 0.4mm, 
which is the horizontal diameter by the vertical diameter, defined at the e '2 intensity points 
of the beam.
The influence that the majority of the experimental parameters have on the output power 
of the SLPCM, can be explained qualitatively using the one dimensional single interaction
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region analysis. Quantities such as the coupling strength per unit length and the Fresnel 
reflection losses depend on the input beam angle, while the interaction length will depend 
on the input beam entry position and the shape of the input beam. However in order to 
obtain a quantitative explanation for the dependence of the output power on the 
experimental parameters, a more realistic three dimensional model is needed. With this 
model the effect that the beam size has on the output power and phenomena such as beam 
fanning can be explained.
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Chapter 5
Obtaining Single Mode Output from 
the Semilinear Phase Conjugate
Mirror
5.1 Introduction
In section 3.2 it was shown that the steady state output power of the semilinear phase 
conjugate mirror (SLPCM) increases as the resonator reflectivity decreases. This trend 
continues until a "cut off' reflectivity is reached, at which point the SLPCM output 
decreases dramatically. This occurs because the feedback provided by the resonator is 
insufficient to sustain the strong grating that diffracts the majority of the input beam into 
the resonator. Consequently for reflectivities less than the cut off value, only weak 
gratings exist so the output power of the SLPCM is virtually zero. Therefore, in order to 
obtain high SLPCM output powers, resonator reflectivities slightly greater than the cut off 
value are desired. However for a range of reflectivities in this region, the output power 
has been observed, in some instances [38], to be a bistable function of resonator 
reflectivity. An unfortunate consequence of this bistability is that it hinders the start up of 
the SLPCM at low resonator reflectivities.
Bistability arises because a threshold exists for oscillation of the SLPCM [50, 60]. 
Oscillation grows from a "noise" field produced by light scattered from the input beam 
being reflected back into the crystal from the ordinary mirror. Both the phase conjugate 
reflectivity and the field amplitudes in the external resonator switch from a low to high 
state as the intensity of this noise field is increased. The noise field intensity is determined 
by the fraction of the input radiation scattered into the external resonator; the resonator 
reflectivity; and the solid angle subtended by the external resonator. In a material like 
barium titanate (BaTiC^) the input beam is scattered anisotropically due to beam fanning 
and the angular spread of the fanned radiation is quite large (> 30°) when it leaves the
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crystal. The self-starting threshold will generally not be exceeded unless the resonator 
intercepts this fanned radiation, thereby increasing the noise field, and even then, if an 
attempt is made to constrain oscillation in the resonator to a single spatial mode, self 
starting will not occur. Therefore, the field in the external resonator of the SLPCM will 
normally be multi-mode for self starting. However, an essential requirement of the 
SLPCM application discussed in this thesis, is that it provides a single mode output 
beam. Consequently some method which allows the SLPCM to start up yet still constrain 
the resonator fields at the ordinary mirror to a single spatial mode must be used.
One way in which single mode output can be obtained is by using an external beam, or 
seed beam, to initiate oscillations in a SLPCM which has a single mode external 
resonator. It is able to do this by increasing the noise field in the resonator above the self 
starting threshold. Once the SLPCM is switched to the higher output state the seed beam 
can then be switched off, with the single mode output remaining in the upper state. An 
alternative approach is to start the SLPCM with its resonator configured to allow multi- 
mode oscillations and then force the radiation in the resonator to a single spatial mode. 
This can be achieved either by using a variable intra-cavity aperture, such as an iris 
diaphragm, or by adjusting the resonator length and ordinary mirror curvature.
In this chapter the inherent bistable behaviour of the SLPCM and the problems it causes 
in initiating oscillations in the SLPCM will be discussed. The two methods mentioned 
above that can be used to obtain single mode radiation from the SLPCM will also be 
demonstrated. A problem with these two methods is that some physical change must be 
made to the SLPCM in order to produce single mode output. This is potentially a problem 
if the output end of the SLPCM is inaccessible to the operator. Fortunately another 
procedure can be used that requires no external beams or any change to the cavity after 
start up.
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This procedure involves a self starting SLPCM which has the radiation in its resonator 
constrained to the fundamental mode by a transient, competitive process in the 
photorefractive crystal. This was achieved by placing a mode selecting device into the 
resonator that allows the SLPCM to start up as a multi-mode oscillator but then forces the 
oscillation into the fundamental mode. The mode selector is simply a transparent substrate 
with a small hole drilled through it. The hole diameter is chosen so that the mode selector 
has negligible loss for the fundamental mode, whilst it slightly attenuates all higher order 
modes. As a result of this differential loss, a competition for input power occurs between 
the modes which eventually allows the single mode to dominate.
Following a description of the experimental results, a numerical model will be described 
that predicts the evolution of both the multi-mode and single mode fields within the 
resonator. This model considers the field as having two components (multi-mode and 
single mode) each of which produces a corresponding grating. As these gratings exist in a 
common interaction volume, they compete for input beam power. It will be shown that 
the small differential loss introduced by the mode selector, causes the single mode grating 
to eventually dominate. Some discussion of the competitive effects already exists in the 
literature and it has been shown recently, for example, that they can explain the evolution 
of conical rings that have been observed in mutually pumped phase conjugators (He et al 
1992 [31]).
In the final section of this chapter, steady state analytic solutions to the model are 
discussed. Although these solutions are approximate, they show only a very small 
deviation from the behaviour predicted by the numerical model. The basis of these 
solutions is that the single mode and multi-mode components produce steady state 
gratings whose amplitudes are proportional to one another throughout the interaction 
region. Solutions can then be obtained by interpreting FWM as a form of TWM as was 
discussed in section 2.6.
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5.2 Bistable Behaviour of the SLPCM
Bistable behaviour in SLPCMs has been predicted previously by Mamaev et al 1990 [60] 
and Krolikowski et al 1991 [50]. In those reports the phase conjugate reflectivity of the 
SLPCM was predicted to be a bistable function of the coupling strength. One feature of 
this bistability is that if the coupling strength does not exceed a threshold value, which 
depends on the boundary conditions of the SLPCM FWM interaction, then the SLPCM 
will not self start and reach the higher phase conjugate reflectivity state. In practice this 
means that if the intensity of the noise field that is present in the SLPCM's external 
resonator at start up does not exceed some threshold intensity, then the oscillations in the 
resonator will never grow above the level of the noise field. This is a consequence of the 
dependence of the phase conjugate reflectivity of the double phase conjugate mirror 
(DPCM) on the ratio of the intensities of the two input beams.
The SLPCM and DPCM are equivalent if the beam reflected by the SLPCM ordinary 
mirror, which will be referred to as the reflected beam, is considered to be the second 
input beam of the DPCM. In section 2.7 it was shown that the phase conjugate reflectivity 
for the second input beam is greater than unity if the intensity of the second input beam is 
greater than some particular critical value. Therefore, if the intensity of the reflected beam 
of the SLPCM does not exceed this critical value, then the phase conjugate reflectivity 
seen by this beam will be less than unity. Consequently oscillations cannot be supported 
in the resonator, so the fields in the resonator will remain of the order of the noise field. 
However if the intensity of the reflected beam is increased so that it exceeds the critical 
value, then the phase conjugate reflectivity seen by the reflected beam will be greater than 
unity. As a result the resonator will support oscillations and the fields in the resonator will 
grow to a level much larger than that of the initial noise field. Once the steady state has 
been reached, the intensity of the resonator fields are virtually independent of the level of 
the noise field that initiated the oscillations.
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To investigate the bistable behaviour of the SLPCM, the output power of the SLPCM 
was measured as a function of coupling strength. The coupling strength was varied 
experimentally by illuminating the FWM interaction volume with an erasing beam. This 
3mm diameter beam was of the same wavelength (514.5nm) as the other beams but was 
temporally incoherent with respect to them. The erasing beam entered the barium titanate 
(BaTi03) crystal through the exit face (see figure 4.1) at an angle of incidence of 90°. All
other parameters that determine the SLPCM geometry were chosen so as to optimize the 
output power as was discussed in chapter 4. Therefore, although the erasing beam 
illuminated the whole interaction volume, it did not interact with any of the other beams. 
As a result its presence only varied the total intensity of the radiation in the interaction 
volume and therefore, effectively changed the coupling strength for the FWM interaction. 
The effective coupling strength of the FWM interaction under illumination from an 
erasing beam, is given by equation 5.1.
^r^T T Äo
5.1
Here y is the coupling strength of the interaction; IQ is the sum of the intensities of the 
four beams involved in the FWM interaction; and A is the intensity of the erasing beam. 
Figure 5.1 shows the observed behaviour of the SLPCM output power as a function of 
erasing beam intensity. The triangular points show the behaviour observed when the 
erasing beam was turned on at the same time as the SLPCM input beam, while the square 
data points show the behaviour when the erasing beam was turned on after the SLPCM 
had first reached steady state. As figure 5.1 shows, when the erasing beam intensity was 
zero, the SLPCM was in the high output state which indicates that the self starting 
threshold condition was exceeded. Either of the two states could be accessed depending 
on when the erasing beam was switched on with respect to the time the SLPCM input 
beam was turned on. If the input beam and erasing beam were turned on simultaneously, 
then only the lower output state could be reached in the bistable region. The upper
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bistable branch could be reached by turning the erasing beam on after the SLPCM first 
reached steady state. Figure 5.1 also shows the behaviour predicted by the steady state 
solutions to the one dimensional model that was discussed in section 3.3. In this model 
the erasing beam intensity, A, was assumed to vary proportionally to the intensity, I0. 
This approximation was made so that the effective coupling strength would not vary 
throughout the interaction volume (see equation 5.1). In spite of this there is reasonable 
agreement between the model and the observations. The discrepancies are probably due to 
the sensitivity of the bistable behaviour to the coupling strength and the intensity of the 
light scattered from the input beam (ie. e ). This sensitivity will be discussed later.
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Figure 5.1. The observed bistable behaviour o f the output power as a function of 
erasing beam intensity. The square data points indicate the behaviour when the erasing 
beam is turned on after the SLPCM first reaches steady state. While the triangular data 
show the behaviour when the erasing beam and SLPCM input beam are turned on 
simultaneously. The solid lines indicate the theoretically predicted behaviour with the 
following parameters yd -  3.5; a= 0.17; e^= 5 x 10'5; resonator reflectivity = 0.54.
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The bistable behaviour of the phase conjugate reflectivity and the output power from the 
SLPCM as a function of coupling strength are both interesting phenomena. However, 
from the point of view of the application of the SLPCM discussed in this thesis, the 
bistable behaviour of the output power of the SLPCM as a function of resonator 
reflectivity is of more significance. This is because large output powers are obtained at 
low resonator reflectivities and it is in this regime that the start up problems that affect our 
application are encountered.
In some instances it was observed that the SLPCM would not start over a range of low 
resonator reflectivities. This would occur if constraints were imposed on the spatial 
distribution of the oscillating fields in the resonator or if the resonator intercepted a weak 
part of the fanned beam, because in both cases the noise field in the resonator was weak. 
In this situation oscillations could be initiated however, by introducing an external beam 
into the resonator (as shown in figure 5.2). This had the effect of increasing the intensity 
of the light reflected back to the crystal from the ordinary mirror so that the SLPCM was 
above threshold. Once steady state had been reached the external beam, or seed beam, 
could then be removed without affecting the fraction of the input beam diffracted into the 
resonator and hence the output power from the SLPCM. Therefore, by using external 
seeding the SLPCM could be switched from the low to the high output state.
In order to investigate the bistable behaviour of the SLPCM the experimental arrangement 
shown in figure 5.2 was used. To ensure that the bistable behaviour was observed, the 
acceptance angle of the external resonator was reduced until the SLPCM no longer self 
started at low resonator reflectivities. As shown in this figure, the resonator reflectivity 
was varied by changing the loss in the resonator of the SLPCM. This loss was provided 
using a variable neutral density filter. Figure 5.2 also shows the position of the seed beam 
that was used to switch from the low to the high output state. The seed beam intensity 
was 30 mW/cm which was only a few percent of the input beam intensity.
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Figure 5.2. The arrangement used to inject a seed beam into the external resonator of 
the SLPCM.
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Using the experimental geometry described above, the output power from the SLPCM 
was measured as a function of the resonator reflectivity. Figure 5.3 shows the observed 
bistable behaviour of the output power of the SLPCM as a function of resonator 
reflectivity. Here the output power has been corrected to include the losses introduced by 
the neutral density filter. The circular data points in figure 5.3 indicate the higher state 
output, while the squares indicate the lower state. In the bistable region which is indicated 
in figure 5.3, the device could only reach the upper state if the seed beam was turned on. 
Once oscillations had occurred the seed beam could then be turned off with virtually no 
effect on the output power.
0.2 0.4 0.6
RESONATOR REFLECTIVITY
Figure 5.3. The observed and predicted bistable behaviour of the SLPCM output 
power as a function o f resonator reflectivity. The circular data points indicate the 
observed upper branch of the bistability, whilst the square data points indicate the 
observed lower branch. The two vertical lines indicate the observed region ofbistablility. 
The solid line shows the behaviour that is predicted by the model for the parameters; yd =  
3.75; ad =0.17; e ? = 2 x lff5.
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Figure 5.3 also shows the predicted behaviour of the output power of the SLPCM as a 
function of resonator reflectivity, using the steady state solutions to the one dimensional 
model discussed in chapter 3. In this example, for reflectivities greater than 26% only the 
upper state solution exists, while for reflectivities less than 18% only the lower state 
solution is possible. For reflectivities in between 18% and 26%, both solutions are 
possible.
Another way in which the bistable behaviour of the SLPCM can be observed is by 
measuring the output power as a function of seed beam intensity for a resonator 
reflectivity that does not support self starting. Therefore, the same resonator configuration 
as shown in figure 5.2 and a resonator reflectivity of 23%, was used to ensure that 
bistability would be observed. Figure 5.4 shows the observed and predicted behaviour of 
the output power as a function of seed intensity for seed beams which had diameters of 
0.5mm and 0.75mm. In both cases a definite transition occurred when the seed intensity 
was around 0.25% of the input beam intensity. However as the transition occurred at 
different values for the two different sized beams there are probably some three 
dimensional effects, that cause deviations from the predictions of the one dimensional 
model.
As has been already discussed, the self starting threshold of the SLPCM is dependent on 
the level of the noise field in the resonator of the SLPCM at start up. However this noise 
field is actually the scattered light from the input beam that has been amplified via TWM 
with the input beam. Consequently the threshold will depend on the fraction of scattered 
light, e; the coupling strength, yd; and the reflectivity of the resonator. This is illustrated
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Figure 5.4. Normalized output power from the resonator as a function of normalized 
seed beam intensity showing a transition for relative seed beam intensities around 0.5%. 
The solid curve was the calculated response for yd = 3.75; oud = 0.17; e^= 2 x 10'~*; and a
resonator reflectivity of 23%. The triangles were obtained for a seed beam radius of 0.5 
mm (e intensity points); the circles for a radius of 0.75 mm.
by figure 5.5, which shows the predicted bistable behaviour of the SLPCM output power 
as a function of resonator reflectivity for three different values of £, keeping yd constant at
3.75. As figure 5.5 demonstrates the width of the bistable region, and therefore the self 
starting threshold reflectivity, decreases as e increases. Eventually a value of £ (~ 10'3) is 
reached where no bistable behaviour will occur. On the other hand as £ decreases the 
width of the bistable region increases, until eventually (at £ ~ 10'3) the SLPCM will not 
self start for any resonator reflectivity.
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Figure 5.5. The theoretically predicted normalized output power as a function of 
resonator reflectivity for three different values of scatter; a) £ =  10 ; b) £ -  3 x 10 ; and 
c) £ = 1 0 '. In all three cases yd = 3.75 and ad = 0.17.
All three types of behaviour described above for the output power of the SLPCM have 
been observed experimentally. If the SLPCM external resonator was configured to 
intercept a large fraction of the fanned beam, then no bistable behaviour was observed 
because e was large. However if the resonator fields were constrained slightly, or if the 
resonator intercepted a weak part of the fanned beam, then bistability was observed for a 
limited range of resonator reflectivities. This is because the resonator now intercepts a 
smaller fraction of the input beam scatter, therefore e is reduced. If e is now dramatically 
reduced, as it is when the resonator is constrained to allow only single mode oscillations, 
then no oscillations can be initiated without external seeding.
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5.3 Controlling the Spatial Cavity Modes of the SLPCM
5.3.1 Introduction
An important requirement of the application of the SLPCM discussed in this thesis is that 
it provides single mode output. However due to the bistable behaviour of the SLPCM it is 
impossible for a SLPCM with a single mode resonator to self start. Therefore either the 
self starting requirement of the SLPCM, or the single mode constraint on the resonator 
radiation must be sacrificed. If the self starting condition is relaxed then oscillations can 
be initiated in a SLPCM with a single mode resonator by using an external seed beam. 
Alternatively, if the SLPCM is allowed to self start, then once steady state has been 
reached, the number of oscillating modes in the cavity can be reduced. This can be 
achieved by either varying the size of an intra cavity aperture, such as an iris diaphragm, 
or by varying the cavity length and ordinary mirror curvature.
5.3.2 External Seeding
Figure 5.2 shows one of the geometries that was used to seed the oscillations in a 
SLPCM with a single mode resonator. Only a single mode gaussian beam was found to 
propagate when the resonator length was chosen to be 1.5m and the intra cavity lens was 
removed. As figure 5.2 indicates the seed beam entered the cavity via an intra cavity beam 
splitter. Alternatively the seed beam could enter the cavity through the ordinary mirror. 
The intensity of the seed beam was chosen so that it was approximately 5% of the 
intensity of the input beam, to ensure that the starting threshold condition was exceeded. 
An argon ion laser provided the multi-longitudinal mode input and seed beams, both of 
which were gaussian. The geometry of the SLPCM was chosen so as to provide optimum 
SLPCM output power as was discussed in chapter 4.
With the experimental arrangement shown in figure 5.2 and an ordinary mirror reflectivity 
of 90%, it was found that the SLPCM would not self start, so the output power was 
virtually zero. However, after the seed beam was turned on, oscillations in the SLPCM
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were initiated and the output power grew to about 2% of the input beam power as 
predicted from the model discussed in chapter 3. Once steady state had been reached the 
seed beam was turned off and no change occurred in the output power. Using the same 
procedure, but with an ordinary mirror reflectivity of 25%, exactly the same behaviour as 
described above occurred. Except now, after steady state was reached the output power 
was 21% of the input beam power. For both ordinary mirror reflectivities tried the 
observed behaviour was independent of the temporal coherence between the seed beam 
and the resonator beams, which was varied by varying the path lengths travelled by the 
seed beam and the resonator beams to the beam splitter.
5.3.3 Reducing the Number of Cavity Modes After Start Up
Besides external seeding, single mode radiation can be obtained from the SLPCM by 
allowing the SLPCM to reach steady state with the external cavity in a multi-mode 
configuration and then reducing the cavity oscillation to a single mode. This was achieved 
experimentally by one of two methods. In the first of these, a single mode was selected 
by gradually closing an iris diaphragm in the cavity after the SLPCM with a multi-mode 
resonator had first reached steady state. In the second method the number of modes 
oscillating in the resonator was reduced by varying the separation between the lens and 
the ordinary mirror in the external cavity. Both methods discriminate between the 
transverse modes by increasing the losses of the higher order gaussian modes due to their 
larger sizes.
With the second method described above, the ordinary mirror was placed at the image 
plane of the exit face of the crystal. As a result many modes are captured by the lens and 
are allowed to oscillate in the resonator. However as the lens was moved towards the 
ordinary mirror the number of modes that oscillated was reduced until eventually a 
separation between the lens and mirror was reached where only a single mode oscillated. 
This occurred because of the diffraction effects introduced by the finite sized mirrors of 
the oscillator (Kogelnik et al 1966 [46]). At one end of the oscillator the diameter of the
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lens limits the number of modes, while at the other end it is the diameter of the phase 
conjugate mirror. In our case the phase conjugate mirror has a diameter of the order of a 
millimetre, as it depends on the size of the beams that take part in the FWM process, and 
it is the diffraction effects produced by this aperture that cause the behaviour described 
above.
When the ordinary mirror is placed at the image plane of the exit face of the crystal, the 
beam that is reflected will also have its waist at the exit face of the crystal. As a result all 
modes that are captured by the lens can oscillate because they experience negligible 
diffraction losses. If the lens is moved towards the mirror, the beam waist is no longer at 
the crystal face and, therefore, the width of the reflected beam at the crystal face 
increases. As a consequence the diffraction loss increases because a portion of the 
reflected beam is no longer intercepted by the phase conjugate mirror. However, the loss 
experienced by the higher order modes will be larger than the loss experienced by the 
fundamental mode because of the larger size of the higher order modes [46]. Therefore, 
for some higher order modes the diffraction loss will be sufficient to prohibit their 
oscillation. Consequently as the lens is moved towards the mirror the number of 
oscillating modes decreases until eventually only the fundamental mode has a low enough 
loss to oscillate.
This method of mode selection was demonstrated using a SLPCM that had a 290mm long 
resonator bounded by a plane mirror. A 25mm diameter biconvex lens that had a focal 
length of 75mm was placed 150mm from the BaTi03 crystal in the cavity. The geometry
of the SLPCM was the same as that described in section 5.3.2 except with the 
beamsplitter used to inject the seed beam removed. Initially the SLPCM would self start 
with the output beam consisting of many modes as shown in figure 5.6a. With this 
resonator geometry the output power was measured to be 2% of the input power. As the 
lens was slowly moved towards the ordinary mirror the number of modes was found to 
decrease but no change was observed in the output power. Eventually when the
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separation between the lens and mirror reached 30mm, only the single mode was found to 
oscillate as shown in figure 5.6b. Even with only one spatial mode oscillating the output 
power was still 2% of the input power.
Figure 5.6. Shows the CCD camera captured SLPCM output when the separation 
between the intra cavity lens and ordinary mirror is a) 150mm and b) 30mm.
A problem that was found with this method was that the changes made to the resonator 
had to be introduced slowly (the lens could only be moved at speeds of the order of a few 
mm/sec). This was necessary because any movement of the lens varies the shape of the 
phase fronts reflected back to the BaTiC^ crystal. Consequently in order for fields in the 
resonator to remain as phase conjugates of one another, each change to the resonator 
requires a change in the grating written in the BaTiC^ crystal. Therefore, because of the 
very long response time of BaTiOg (typically of the order of seconds for milliwatt beams 
at 514.5nm), these changes must be made slowly. If a change is made too quickly the 
grating cannot keep up, and the oscillations decay to zero. This behaviour was observed 
many, many times and when it occurs the start up procedure has to be repeated. The
maximum speed at which the lens could be moved can be increased by increasing the 
intensity of the input beam as this increases the rate of response of the BaTiC^ crystal.
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However even with a lOOmW input beam the lens could still only be moved at speeds of 
the order of centimetres per second.
5.3.4 Conclusion
Both the methods described in section 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 can be used to obtain single mode 
output from a SLPCM. However both are limited because some mechanical change must 
be made in order to achieve this. In the case of external seeding the beam must be 
switched on and off, while in mechanically constraining the cavity modes some physical 
rearrangement must be made to the cavity. The problem with this is that if the output port 
of the SLPCM is isolated from the operator then it could become difficult to make the 
required changes. This problem can be overcome by using an alternative approach. This 
approach allows the SLPCM to self start and then reduces the number of modes 
dynamically, via a competitive effect between the modes.
5.4 Dynamically Controlling the Cavity Modes
The only way in which a SLPCM will self start is if no significant restriction is made on 
the spatial distribution of the resonator fields. As a consequence many spatial modes will 
oscillate in such a SLPCM. The self starting nature of the SLPCM will not be affected if a 
transparent substrate with a transmission of around 95% is placed in the cavity, as this 
effectively only slightly reduces the resonator reflectivity. If a small hole is drilled at the 
centre of this transparency, then the resonator reflectivity of the SLPCM will be different 
for different modes. This is because if most of the energy of the mode passes through the 
hole then the transparency will have virtually no effect on the resonator reflectivity for that 
mode. However if most of the mode energy passes through the substrate then the 
resonator reflectivity, for that mode, will be reduced. Therefore the resonator reflectivity 
of a particular mode will depend on the size of the hole and the 'width' of the mode when 
it passes through the substrate. This differential resonator reflectivity then induces a 
competition between the modes because of the sensitivity of the FWM grating on the
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resonator reflectivity. With the result that the modes that 'see' the highest resonator 
reflectivity eventually dominate.
Therefore, if a hole size is choosen so that only the fundamental mode is unattenuatted by 
the transparency, then it is possible to cause the majority of the resonator power to switch 
dynamically from the multi-mode to the single mode oscillations.
5.4.1 Experiments
The experimental set up of the SLPCM with dynamic mode selection in the external 
resonator is shown in figure 5.7. A 5x5x5.5 mm3 crystal of BaTiC>3 was illuminated by a 
low power (<100mW), cw argon ion laser (514.5 nm) pump beam. The external 
resonator, comprising of a 25mm diameter, 75mm focal length convex lens with a plane 
mirror (reflectivity 90%) placed at the image plane of the crystal, was aligned at about 30° 
to the pump beam in the direction which corresponded approximately to that of maximum 
beam fanning. A transparent plastic film with a 1mm diameter hole drilled in it was used 
as the mode selector. The film had a transmission of around 94% for the multi-mode and 
=100% for the single mode fields. The single mode power was measured by splitting off 
a fraction of the radiation transmitted through the ordinary mirror and passing it through a 
small aperture. Simultaneously, the multi-mode power was measured by passing the 
output through a screen that blocked the single mode component.
Without the mode selector the SLPCM would start up with the radiation in the external 
resonator distributed amongst many spatial modes, as shown in figure 5.8a. The number 
of oscillating modes could be reduced by increasing the distance between the lens and the 
crystal but if this distance was made too large oscillation no longer occurred because the 
solid angle subtended by the external resonator was reduced to the point where too little 
of the scattered laser power was collected and the threshold for oscillation was not 
exceeded. Even at the largest lens-crystal separation that allowed oscillations to build up, 
the output radiation was still highly multi-mode.
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Multimode Detector
Single Mode Blocker
Plane Mirror Convex Lens 
^  Beam Splitter
Single Mode Aperture
Convex Lens
Cylindrical Lenses Transparency
Single Mode DetectorArgon Laser
Barium Titanate Crystal'
Fig. 5.7. The experimental set up of the self starting, mode selecting SLPCM
When the transparency was placed inside the resonator, the dynamics of the device 
changed dramatically. Initially multi-mode oscillations would build up, however, before 
the multi-mode radiation could reach its previous steady-state level, the power in the 
single mode field began to grow rapidly. The growth of the single mode power occurred 
at the expense of the multi-mode field which decayed away as the single mode "robbed" 
power from the input beam. Finally a steady state was reached where the single mode 
contained the majority of the power in the resonator, as shown in figure 5.8b. By 
overlaying several transparencies, the differential loss between the single mode and multi- 
mode components could be increased. Increasing the differential loss in this manner 
caused the single mode oscillations to start earlier and resulted in a larger fraction of the 
steady-state power in the single mode.
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Figures 5.9a-c shows the evolution of the single mode and multi-mode powers for three 
different values of differential loss. Changing the ordinary mirror reflectivity between 
30% and 90% did not produce any significant variation to the behaviour outlined above.
Fig. 5.8. The ordinary mirror output as captured by a CCD camera for the cases: a) 
without the mode selector in the cavity; b) with the mode selector in the resonator.
Note in all cases shown in figure 5.9 the sum of the single mode and multi-mode outputs 
equalled the total multi-mode power in the absence of the mode-selector, and the growth 
of single mode power only occurred after the onset of the multi-mode oscillation.
In a different experiment the SLPCM was first allowed to reach steady-state before the 
mode-selector was placed inside the resonator. In this case the output collapsed rapidly 
into a single spatial mode. Alternatively, when the transparency was removed after 
steady-state single mode oscillations had been established, the single mode field decayed 
away and the multi-mode field grew to the level it would have attained if the system had 
started without the mode selector. This behaviour is shown in figure 5.9d.
It is clear from these experiments that a transition from multi-mode to single mode 
oscillation can be induced by a small differential loss between the fields inside the external
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Fig. 5.9. The observed evolution o f the multi-mode (dots) and the single mode 
(squares) components o f the resonator radiation. The predictions o f the numerical model 
are indicated by the solid lines. In both the predicted and observed cases the output 
power o f the two components is expressed as a fraction o f the total output power. The 
parameters used in the model were yd = 3.5; ad = 0.165; £m2 = 50 x 10'6; £s2 = 4 x 10' 
6; rs2 = 0.74; p = 0.283 {For a definition o f parameters see equation52$. The multimode 
reflectivity for each o f the scenarios depicted in the diagrams is 
a) rm2 = 0.45 b) rm2 = 0.58 c) rm2 = 0.65
d) rm2 = 0.74 (First the system reached steady state with rm2 = 0.58)
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resonator. The system is not, however, bistable in the sense that the differential loss must 
remain once the steady state is reached for the system to maintain the same mode 
distribution.
5.4.2 The Model
In this section we describe a numerical model for the interaction within the phase 
conjugate mirror that uses a plane wave analysis and takes absorption into account. We 
consider that both the multi-mode and single mode radiation is scattered in the same 
direction by two independent gratings that exist in the same region of the crystal and 
interact with the same input beam. The geometry is sketched in figure 5.10. Even though 
the two components are temporally coherent, there is no direct coupling between them 
because they propagate in the same direction. If the two fields are now considered as 
being created by two independent SLPCMs, only the multi-mode SLPCM satisfies the 
threshold condition and can self start. In doing so it, of course, generates a phase 
conjugate of the input beam. However, as well as sharing a common input beam, the two 
SLPCMs must also share the phase conjugate of the input. Consequently, once oscillation 
of the multi-mode SLPCM starts, the condition for oscillation in the single mode changes 
qualitatively because it essentially sees a pair of counter-propagating pump beams and 
builds up in an ordinary four wave mixing geometry which, of course, has no threshold. 
Thus, a second grating appears in the interaction region and the two gratings compete for 
input power. The stronger grating eventually diffracts the majority of the input power 
because, as will be demonstrated, the relative amplitude of the two gratings is very 
sensitive to the differential loss between the oscillating modes in the external resonator.
The grating strength in a SLPCM depends on the coupling strength of the material; the 
ordinary mirror reflectivity; and the scattered power (the amount of pump beam scattered 
into the resonator). In the geometry discussed here, the coupling constant is in the range 3 
< yd < 4 and is the same for both SLPCMs because the input and oscillating beams 
propagate in the same direction. The scattered power depends on the particular crystal and
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in our case only very small ( c lO 4) scattered powers are used. Hence, the only 
controllable factors that can be used to vary the grating strengths are the reflectivities of 
the single mode and multi-mode fields. With the inclusion of the mode selector, the multi- 
mode SLPCM has, in effect, a lower reflectivity, and by varying this effective reflectivity 
the amount of power contained in the multi-mode field can be controlled.
Mirror Reflectivity rs for A2s 
and Reflectivity rm for A2m
Fig. 5.10. A diagram of the interaction showing the geometry of the beams involved. 
Here the subscript 's' denotes the single mode component; 'm' the multi-mode 
component; 'p' the pump or input beam; and Y  the phase conjugate of the pump.
5.4.3 The Dynamics of the System
We have used an iterative evolving grating approach (for examples see [31, 33, 50, 51, 
70]) to model the dynamics of this system, the equations for which are shown below in 
5.2a-h. With this approach the optical fields are assumed to respond instantaneously to
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any grating change. In a photorefractive material like BaTiC^, this assumption is valid 
because of the very slow response time of the material, particularly when illuminated with 
milliwatt cw laser fields. This assumption allows the spatial integration of the fields to be 
performed as the grating is assumed to be static at any point in time. These calculated 
fields can then be used to determine the grating at the next point in time. This process is 
then repeated until steady state is reached.
fiAp = " gm A2m ' gsA2s " aA p 
dz
= gm Ap “ a A 2m 
dz
M 2 s = gs Ap - a A 2s 
dz
^A3m = gm Ar + a A 3m 
dz
d£3s = Ss Ar + a A 3s 
dz
5.2e
fiAr = " gm A3m " gsA 3s + ^Ar 
dz
5.2f
 ^ = X( ApA2m + ArA3m ) " gm
dt Io
5.2g
T dgs = X ( ApA2s + ArA3s ) " gs 
dt Iq
5.2h
As mentioned previously there is no direct coupling between the multi-mode and single 
mode fields, however, the two are linked via the total intensity, Ip. The boundary 
conditions for this system are:
5.2a
5.2b
5.2c
5.2d
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Ap(0) = 1 ; A2m(0) = EmAptO); A2s(0) = esAp(0 ) ; Ar(d) = 0 ;
= rm^2m^) » ^3s(d) = rs^2s(^)+ P(rs " rm) ^2m(^) 5.2i
The last boundary condition describes bootstrapping of the single mode reflectivity to the 
multi-mode mode reflectivity. This bootstrapping arises because the multi-mode grating 
requires all of its constituent modes to be reflected by a mirror of reflectivity rm to sustain 
itself. However, the single mode component of the multi-mode radiation is unattenuated 
and is reflected by a mirror of reflectivity rs, thereby creating a residual field. This 
residual field then enhances the single mode reflected beam. The quantity p describes the 
fraction of the multi-mode radiation that is single mode.
This system of equations is solved iteratively to yield the evolution of the single mode and 
multi-mode fields in the oscillator. Figures 5.9a-d show the evolution of these fields for 
various parameter values. An estimate for the parameter p, was obtained by measuring 
the fraction of radiation that is transmitted through the transparency ( see figure 5.7) that 
also passes through the pin hole, before oscillations begin in the SLPCM. However in 
order to obtain better agreement between experiment and model a value approximately 
twice this estimate was used. The model, like the experiments, demonstrates the trend that 
increasing the differential loss causes a more rapid turn on of the single mode radiation. 
As well as predicting the transient behaviour of the system the model also gives 
reasonable agreement with the observed steady-state behaviour, particularly in showing 
the trend that increasing the differential loss increases the fraction of the power in the 
single mode component in the steady-state.
Importantly the model agrees with the observed behaviour in the case where the 
differential loss is zero (i.e. when there is no mode selector). For this case the model 
predicts that all modes receive an equal share of the diffracted pump power, and as the 
single mode is only one of a large number of modes that comprise the multi-mode 
radiation, it will receive a negligible amount of the total power. Another important area of
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agreement between the model and the observed behaviour, occurs for the case when the 
differential loss was removed after the steady-state had been reached (figure 5.9d). This 
result deserves particular mention as an alternative model, that is based on the interaction 
of one pump beam with two separated gratings, was proposed [51] to explain switching 
of power between two physically separated SLPCMs. In that particular model, once 
switching had occurred there was no way to switch the power back again. However, as 
figure 5.9d indicates, in the system described in this paper, the power can be switched at 
will between the multi-mode and single mode SLPCMs, simply by adding or removing 
the mode selector. This reversibility is a consequence of the fact that, in the present case, 
the two gratings exist in one region, i.e. they are not physically separated.
The quantity x in equations 5.2g and 5.2h, is an intensity dependent time constant 
characteristic of the photorefractive response of the material (Feinberg et al 1980 [20]). 
For all the cases shown in figures 5.9a-d the same input power was used, so it was 
appropriate to use the same time constant in the various simulations. This gave 
satisfactory results when comparing simulations of the growth of single mode power in 
the presence of different differential loss (figures 5.9a-c ). However, to obtain good 
agreement between the theoretical and observed behaviour for the case where the 
transparency was removed after steady-state had been reached (figure 5.9d), it was 
necessary to decrease the time constant by a factor of two below its previous value.
The effect of bootstrapping the single mode mirror reflectivity to the multi-mode 
reflectivity is not critical to the predicted mode selecting behaviour. Similar behaviour 
occurs without bootstrapping, except the turn on of the single mode field is delayed and 
the time taken to reach the steady state is increased. Figure 5.11 shows a typical 
behaviour of the system with and without bootstrapping.
Steady state solutions of equations 5.2a-h are needed to determine how much single mode 
power can be obtained as a function of differential loss. Unfortunately the complexity of
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the differential equations makes it unlikely that exact solutions can be found directly. 
However by linking four wave mixing (FWM) and two-wave mixing (TWM) processes 
and making use of the solutions of an "equivalent" TWM system, it has proved possible 
to find approximate solutions for the system described here.
W o
TIME (arb. units)
Fig. 5.11. The theoretically predicted evolution of the multi-mode and single mode 
components with (thick solid lines) and without (thin solid lines) bootstrapping. The 
parameters used in this model were yd = 3.75; a  = 0.0; £m2 = 20 x 10~6; £s2 =  lx  10'6; 
rs2 =  0.7; rm2 = 0.6
The duality between TWM and FWM processes, that was discussed in section 2.6, will 
now be used to clarify the complicated FWM behaviour of this system, by relating it to a 
TWM situation. The relationship between the various field amplitudes involved in the 
FWM process discussed in this section is far from obvious, and no clear solution 
presents itself. However the similar TWM situation where one pump beam (Ap) supplies 
energy to two signal beams (Aj and A2) in one interaction volume is, by comparison,
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relatively straight forward to solve and easy to understand. The differential equations for 
such a TWM process are given below.
M p = - ¥Ap(A1A1+A 2A2) 
dz Io
5.3a
M i  = ¥ A -AjA p
dz Io
5.3b
M 2  =
dz
y ApA2Ap
k)
5.3c
In this scenario it is obvious from equations 5.3a-c, that the ratio of the two signal field 
amplitudes is a constant throughout the interaction volume. This must be the case since 
the rate of change with respect to distance for both signals, depends on the same variable, 
the pump beam intensity. Which means that the ratio of the two grating strengths is also 
constant throughout the interaction volume. Thus, in the TWM case, the interaction of 
one pump beam with two non-interacting signal beams leads to the formation of two 
gratings with amplitudes which are proportional to one another throughout the interaction 
volume. Therefore, in the analogous FWM process, where one pump beam supplies 
energy to two non interacting SLPCMs, the formation of two gratings will be such that 
their grating strengths are also proportional to one another throughout the interaction 
volume.
5.4.4 Steady State Solutions
In the steady state the differential equations that describe the variation of the field 
variables as a function of distance are those given as equations 5.2a-g, with the two time 
independent grating strengths given by:
8m = 2 ( ApA2m + ArA3m )
io
5.4a
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5.4bgs -  ¥ ( ApA2s + ArA 3s )
io
As explained in the previous section, those solutions that lead to two gratings being 
formed such that the ratio of the grating strengths is constant will be sought.
gm(z) = ßgs(z) 5.5
Substitution of this expression into the differential equations leads to the following 
relationships between the field amplitudes.
A2m(z) = ßA2s(z) + C2 5.6a
A3m(z) = ßA3s(z) + C 3 5.6b
where
C2, ß and C3 are constants
The differential equations will reduce to the standard FWM equations in four variables 
(Ap, A2, A3 and Ar) using the substitutions
A22 = A 2s2 + A2m2 = A 2s2(! + ß 2) 5.7a
A32 = A 3s2 + A3m2 = A 3s2(! + ß 2) 5.7b
A 2s2(! + ß 2) »  ßA2sC2 » C22 5.7c
A 3s2(! + ß 2) »  ßA3sC3 ’ C32 5.7d
The boundary conditions for this system, which are shown in equations 5.7e and 5.7f, 
are obtained by substituting the boundary conditions in equation 5.2i into equations 5.7a 
and 5.7b.
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A22(0) = A2s2(0) 4- A2m2(0)
A32(d) = (rsA2s(d) + p(rs-rm) A2m(d))2 + rm2A2m2(d)
5.7e
-  reff2A22(d) 5.7f
and as will be discussed later, the effective reflectivity (reff), included in the last boundary 
condition, can be approximated as rs. These equations can now be solved to give the field 
variables Ap, A2, A3 and Ar as a function of distance through the material, as long as the 
assumptions in inequalities 5.7c and 5.7d are valid as will be shown to be the case later.
The problem that remains is to find the three constants ß, C2 and C3 that are required to 
evaluate the fraction of A2(d) that is single mode. Using the boundary conditions and 
equations 5.6a and 5.6b, two relationships between these three constants can be found.
The third equation necessary to evaluate these constants, can be obtained from a least 
variation technique. Initially a solution was attempted such that the two gratings which 
formed had proportional grating strengths. However, substituting equations 5.6a and 
5.6b into the expression for the multi-mode grating strength (equation 5.4a) gives:
C2 = A2m(°) ' ßA2s(°) 5.8a
C 3 “  (A 2m(0) - ß A 2s(0))(rm + P(rm ' rs)ß) + ß A 2 (d )ü  + Pß)(rm * rs) 5 .8b
gm(z) = ßgs(z) + A(z) 5.9a
where
A(z) = Ap(z)C2 + Ar(z)C3 5.9b
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Therefore, to make the initial assumption as realistic as possible, it is necessary to 
minimise A throughout the interaction volume. To achieve this the exact forms of Ap and 
A r as a function of distance are required. Since both Ap and Ar are monotonically 
decreasing functions of distance, a good approximate solution can be found by linearizing 
Ap and Ar. Using these simplified forms the magnitude of A is a minimum everywhere 
when:
A = 0 = (A (0) + Ap(d))£2 + (Ar(0) + Ar(d))C3 5 .10a
2 2
Rearranging this, the expression for C3 becomes:
C3 = - C2 (l+A p(d)) 5.10b
Ar(0)
Now the three variables ß, C2  and C3 can be found. If the situation arises where any of 
the three constants equals zero then the analysis becomes exact, as then A(z) = 0 for all z. 
In general they are all non zero and the solutions are only approximate. However, the 
approximation is reasonable in nearly all cases, because equations 5.8a and 5.10b show 
that C2  and C3 are of the order of the scatter field, e, and all the scatter fields in practice 
are < 10*2. Hence, in comparison to any other field throughout the crystal, with the 
exception of A2  at the z=0 boundary, C2  and C3 are very small which justifies the use of 
inequalities 5.7c and 5.7d. Another consequence of the small magnitude of C2  and C3, is 
that the quantity A, in equation 5.9b, is very nearly zero and, therefore, gm and gs, can 
be considered to vary proportionally. Figure 5.12 shows the comparison between the 
steady state multi-mode and single mode grating amplitudes for a typical set of 
parameters.
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Fig. 5.12. The variation o f grating strength with distance through the interaction 
volume, for the single mode grating (a) and the multimode grating (b), as predicted by the 
numerical model. The dots are a sampling o f the multimode grating strength multiplied by 
a constant (1.71) which was predicted by the steady state solutions. The parameters used 
in this case were yd = 3.0; a  = 0; em2 = 100 x 1 O'6; es2 = 1 x 10r6; rs2 = 0.8; rm2 = 0.7.
Figures 5.13a and 5.13b compares the approximate steady state solutions and the 
numerical model. As the results show the agreement is much better for the case of no 
absorption, but even with absorption the difference between the models is small. The 
advantage of developing steady-state solutions is that they can be used to predict the 
differential loss required to obtain a particular level of multi-mode radiation in the external
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Fig. 5.13. Multi-mode power (as a fraction of total power) as a function of multi-mode 
reflectivity, rm . Which shows the comparison between the steady state solutions (solid 
curves) and the solutions obtained from the numerical model (dots) after a large number 
of iterations had been performed. The parameters used in this case were yd =  3.5; £m2 =  
50 x 10'6; efl =  4 x 10~6; rs2 = 0.74. a) no absorption (a -  0.0); b) ad  =  0.165.
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resonator. Equations 5.8b and 5.10b can be rearranged to give the multi-mode 
reflectivity, rm, as a function of ß. Of particular interest is the situation when the multi- 
mode radiation is at a low level. In this case 0.1 < ß < 1 and the expression for rm can be 
approximated by equation 5.11:
rm(P) = rs( 1 * —£m- ) 5.11
ß A2(d)
Substituting realistic parameters (such as those listed in figure 5.9a) into this expression, 
it can be seen that to limit the multi-mode component of the output to only 10% of the 
total output, the multi-mode reflectivity has to be smaller than 98% of the single mode 
reflectivity. Therefore, the intensity of the multi-mode radiation in the external resonator 
drops off very rapidly as a function of differential loss. It is for this reason that the 
effective reflectivity given in equation 5.7f can be approximated by rs, because for ß > 
0.3, rs and rm differ by less than 2% and for ß < 0.3 any term containing ß can be 
neglected.
One important feature that this analysis demonstrates is that the multi-mode component of 
the output power can only be zero if the multi-mode scatter field, em, is zero. Thus, the 
fact that our experimental observations and model show a small but finite steady state 
multi-mode component in the output indicates the presence of a non zero seed power. 
Conversely this non zero scatter power implies that the multi-mode component of the 
output cannot be totally suppressed even if the multi-mode reflectivity is zero.
5.4.5 Summary
In this section a self starting SLPCM was described that has the radiation in its external 
resonator dynamically constrained to a single spatial mode. This was achieved by 
including a simple "transparent" mode selector within the resonator which introduced a
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small differential loss between the single and multi-mode oscillating components. A 
numerical model was developed which correctly predicts the observed transient and 
steady-state behaviour of this system. Mode selection occurs because the presence of a 
small differential loss results in competition between the different modes for pump beam 
power inside the photorefractive material, with the dominant mode being that 
experiencing the lowest loss. For the range of parameters applicable to our particular 
system (3<yd<4, 0.3< ordinary mirror reflectivity < 1, and £ < 10-2) a differential loss of 
only 5% is required to constrain more than half of the external resonator radiation to a 
single mode. In the steady state, competition causes the two gratings that are formed to 
have their grating strengths varying proportionally throughout the interaction volume. 
Steady-state solutions for the system were obtained by using the duality that exists 
between four wave mixing and two wave mixing.
5.5 Conclusion
The observed and predicted bistable behaviour of the SLPCM is a result of the phase 
conjugate reflectivity of the double phase conjugate mirror (which the SLPCM essentially 
is) being dependent on the boundary conditions of the FWM interaction. One 
consequence of this is that the phase conjugate reflectivity of the DPCM drops below 
unity if the ratio of the two input beams is not greater than a threshold value determined 
by the coupling strength and the boundary conditions. As a result it is found that the 
SLPCM will not self start unless the noise field in the cavity exceeds a threshold value. 
Unfortunately this threshold is not exceeded if the resonator is constrained to allow only a 
single mode to oscillate or in some instances if the resonator reflectivity is low. However 
these two conditions are both important requirements for the application discussed in this 
thesis.
Several techniques can be used to overcome the problems caused by the bistability of the 
SLPCM. One of these is to use a seed beam to initiate oscillations in a SLPCM with a 
single mode resonator. Alternatively the SLPCM could be set up to allow self starting,
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then after steady state had been reached, the number of oscillating modes can be reduced 
by gradually increasing the losses of the higher order modes. However both these 
techniques are limited in that they will not work if the output port of the SLPCM is 
inaccessible to an operator. Fortunately another technique is available that needs no 
interference by the operator. This approach allows the SLPCM to self start in conditions 
where competition exists between the single mode and multi-mode components of the 
resonator field. The competition can be made to favour the single mode field by 
introducing a mode selector into the resonator that reduces the resonator reflectivity for 
the multi-mode component but not for the single mode component. This results in the 
majority of the resonator power being switched dynamically from the multi-mode to the 
single mode oscillations.
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Chapter 6
Transfer of Single Mode Radiation 
Through Multi-Mode Fibres
6.1 Introduction
The preceding chapters gave a description of a system that could be used to transfer a 
large fraction of the power of a single mode laser beam through a phase aberrating object 
without loss of brightness. The basic idea behind the system is to use the phase conjugate 
producing properties of a photorefractive oscillator to cancel the phase distortions 
introduced into the field by the aberrating object. However the operation of this system 
has, so far, only been demonstrated when no phase distortion is present.
In this chapter the operation of the system will be demonstrated when a multi-mode 
optical fibre was used as the phase aberrating object. Two different geometries, which 
differ in the location of the fibre, will be discussed. In the first configuration the fibre 
was placed in the external resonator of the semilinear phase conjugate mirror (SLPCM). 
The ability of this system to transport optical power will be discussed and compared to 
the case when the fibre was removed. Any problems that the presence of the fibre 
introduces will also be discussed. One particular problem that was encountered was the 
inability of the system to self start due to the bistable behaviour of the SLPCM (chapter 
5) .
As a result of the self starting problem an alternative configuration was investigated. In 
this second configuration the fibre was removed from the resonator and placed between 
the laser and the SLPCM. Therefore, the fibre is used here simply to transfer the power 
from the laser to the SLPCM. This configuration of the SLPCM allowed the self starting 
problems of the SLPCM to be overcome. A description of this system will be given in
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this chapter as will its ability to transport single mode optical power through multi-mode 
fibres.
Of particular importance will be the ability of the system to operate with high power laser 
radiation (> kW). Hence the operation of this system under pulsed radiation was 
investigated with the results discussed in this chapter.
In the final section of this chapter the potential of the system to be used as a converter of 
narrow frequency band multi-mode fields to single mode fields will be summarised.
6.2 The Multi-Mode Fibre as an Intracavity Element of 
the SLPCM
6.2.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapters details were given of how 20% of the power contained in a 
single mode laser beam can be transferred through a SLPCM without changing the spatial 
profile of the beam. The system is unique as the output will not be affected if a purely 
phase aberrating object is placed in the external cavity of the SLPCM. This is because the 
pair of beams that propagate in the cavity are phase conjugates of another and therefore 
the effects of any phase distortion that is introduced into the cavity will be cancelled as 
discussed in section 2.2. As a result it is possible to place a multi-mode fibre into the 
external resonator of the SLPCM with no change in output power resulting from the 
phase distortion introduced by the fibre.
6.2.2 Experimental Realization of the System
Figure 6.1 shows a diagram of the experimental set up used to obtain single mode output 
from a multi-mode fibre. An argon ion laser which operated with multi-longitudinal 
modes at a wavelength of 514.5 nm, pumped the SLPCM with a beam which had a 
gaussian profile. A 30cm length of optical fibre with a 50 |im core diameter was placed in 
the external resonator of the SLPCM. After propagating only a few centimetres through
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this fibre the energy contained in the single mode input beam became distributed amongst 
the two thousand or so waveguide modes the fibre could support. A x 10 microscope 
objective was used to couple the radiation in and out of the fibre. As well as scrambling 
the spatial distribution of the field, the multi-mode fibre also scrambled its polarization. 
To ensure that the radiation that left the fibre and entered the B aT i03 crystal was always
extra-ordinarily polarized, a Wollaston prism was used to separate the resonator radiation 
into ordinary and extra-ordinary components and then the polarization of the ordinary 
polarized beam was rotated with a half wave plate. The two beams were then recombined 
by focussing them with a 25mm diameter, 120cm focal length convex lens onto the 
barium titanate (BaTi03) crystal. This polarization correction was necessary to ensure that 
the largest electro-optic coefficient of B aTi03 was utilised, as discussed in section 3.4.
The geometry of the four wave mixing interaction inside the photorefractive crystal was 
chosen according to the guide lines discussed in chapter 4 to provide optimum SLPCM 
output power. Specifically the input beam, which had the dimensions 0.5mm by 0.2mm 
(which is the horizontal beam diameter by the vertical beam diameter, defined at the e '2 
intensity points of the beam ), entered the crystal at an angle of 69° to the c axis of the 
BaTiC>3 crystal (as measured in the crystal). The resonator beam which entered the 
BaTiC>3 crystal through a face adjacent to the one that the input beam entered, made an 
angle of 20° to the c axis of the crystal (as measured in the crystal).
In this system feedback was provided by a 95% reflecting mirror with a radius of 
curvature of 5cm. In order to vary the resonator reflectivity a variable neutral density filter 
was placed inside the resonator as discussed in chapter 3. Figure 6.1 also shows a 
Faraday Rotator which was used to isolate the laser from back reflections from the 
SLPCM which might cause instabilities. This rotator was included only as a precaution 
and it was found that the laser output remained stable even when it was not included. 
Also shown in figure 6.1 is the positioning of the external seed beam that was used to 
initiate oscillations in the SLPCM. The seed beam entered the cavity via a beam splitter
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Figure 6.1. The experimental set up o f the system that transports single mode radiation 
through a multi-mode fibre which is an intra cavity element o f the SLPCM.
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(microscope slide) which had a reflectivity of 10% and a transmission of 90%. This 
arrangement provided a seed beam that had an intensity that was approximately 5% of the 
input beam intensity. The reason for the inclusion of this seed beam will be discussed in 
section 6.2.3.
Any of the techniques described in chapter 5 could be used to obtain a single mode output 
from this system. However the one that was used at the time of the measurements which 
are described below was that where the cavity modes were reduced by adjusting the mode 
selection after start up (section 5.3.3). With this technique the system starts up with a 
multi-mode output field and a single mode is selected by varying the separation between 
the end of the fibre and the ordinary mirror. Due to the larger divergence of the higher 
order modes eventually a separation between the fibre and the ordinary mirror is reached 
where only the fundamental mode has a low enough loss to oscillate.
With the experimental configuration shown in figure 6.1 the output power was measured 
as a function of the resonator reflectivity and the results are shown in figure 6.2. Note 
here that the output power has been corrected to include all the losses incurred at the 
neutral density filter and those that occur in the cavity of the SLPCM. This includes 
losses that occur in the fibre, waveplate and the microscope objective. The single pass 
transmission of all these elements was measured to be 72%. This, in addition to the 
losses that arise from the seed beam injecting beam splitter and the Fresnel reflection loss 
at the crystal, unfortunately limit the effective resonator reflectivity to a maximum of 
30%. This large loss was found to be mainly due to the reflection losses that occurred at 
all the optical elements as the absorption loss of the length of fibre used was calculated to 
be less than 1%. Consequently by antireflection coating all the optics the single pass 
transmission of the cavity would be able to be dramatically increased. Nevertheless the 
SLPCM operated with the same performance as obtained without the fibre in the 
resonator. Specifically around 20% of the single mode input power was dissipated by the
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losses in the external resonator of the SLPCM. Therefore, once the losses in the cavity 
are minimized, it would be possible to extract 20% of the single mode input power 
through the ordinary mirror of the SLPCM.
RESONATOR REFLECTIVITY
Figure 6.2. The output power as a function of resonator reflectivity. The squares 
indicate the observed output when the fibre is in the system while the dots indicate the 
output observed with the fibre removed. The solid line indicates the behaviour predicted 
by the one dimensional theoretical model for the following parameters; yd =  3.75; a  =  
0.55 mmr1; e2 = 2 x 10~5. Note: The maximum directly observed output (uncorrected for 
Fresnel losses) was 8%.
Figure 6.2 also shows the output power of the system as a function of the resonator 
reflectivity when the fibre and all its associated optics were removed from the cavity. 
Clearly the same maximum power can be achieved from the SLPCM whether the fibre 
was present or not. Hence, as expected, the phase distortion that was introduced into the
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radiation field propagating in the external cavity of the SLPCM by the multi-mode fibre, 
does not appear to effect the operation of the SLPCM.
Also shown in figure 6.2 is the theoretically predicted output power from the SLPCM. 
The behaviour of the SLPCM that is predicted by the model discussed in chapter 3 does 
not depend on whether the fibre is in the external resonator or not. This is because a one 
dimensional model has been used to analyse the system and consequently the spatial 
profile of all the beams involved in the FWM interaction are assumed to be plane waves 
(see section 2.4). Therefore in our analysis the spatial structure of the interacting fields is 
ignored. However due to the similarity of the behaviour observed when the fibre is in the 
system and when it is not, the plane wave analysis appears to be valid in this instance. 
Consequently the output powers that were predicted for the SLPCM using this analysis 
will also apply to the SLPCM with the fibre in the external resonator. As a result the fibre 
based delivery system described in this section could potentially transport up to 80-90% 
of the input power through a multi-mode fibre. These large output powers are possible if 
the absorption of the BaTiOß crystal could be reduced and the coupling strength increased 
as was discussed in section 3.3.
6.2.3 A Problem with the System
Although the SLPCM behaved as expected with the fibre in the external resonator, a 
major problem was encountered that prohibits the system, as is, from becoming a 
practical device. This was the inability of the SLPCM to self start when a tibre was 
placed in its external resonator.
It was found that the SLPCM would not self start, regardless of the reflectivity of the 
ordinary mirror. This problem arises due to the bistable nature of the SLPCM as was 
described in chapter 5. As discussed in section 5.2 if the level of the noise field in the 
external cavity of the SLPCM is below some threshold value oscillations cannot be 
initiated in the SLPCM. In the system shown in figure 6.1 this threshold was never
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exceeded because of the presence of all the optical components that were needed to couple 
the radiation into the fibre and to correct for the polarization scrambling. All these 
elements reduce the acceptance angle of the resonator and therefore reduce the noise field 
in the resonator. The level of the noise was reduced to such an extent that oscillations 
could not be initiated in the SLPCM unless external seeding was used to artificially 
increase the noise field (section 5.3). With this seed beam oscillations could be initiated in 
the SLPCM and once started the seed beam could be turned off with negligible change in 
the output power.
6.2.4 Conclusion
In this section a system was described that was used to obtain single mode output from a 
multi-mode fibre. With this system a transfer of 8% of the input power through the fibre 
was directly observed. However, another 15% of the input power is dissipated by 
Fresnel reflection losses in the external resonator of the SLPCM. Therefore, by using 
anti-reflection coated components, it is possible to transfer 23% of the input power 
through the multi-mode fibre with this system. The behaviour of the system was found to 
agree well with that predicted and the fibre that is present does not appear to effect the 
performance of the SLPCM.
One feature of the SLPCM that is undesirable is its inability to self start with the fibre 
placed inside the external cavity of the SLPCM. This problem was overcome by 
externally seeding the oscillations in the SLPCM. However in order to develop a practical 
device it is preferable to have a system that does not require seeding.
6.3 Pumping the SLPCM with the Output from a Multi- 
Mode Fibre 
6.3.1 Introduction
Due to the self starting problem that was encountered with the first configuration an 
alternative arrangement was investigated. Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show diagrams of the
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Figure 6.3. a. A schematic diagram of the system with the fibre as an intra cavity 
element of the SLPCM. b. A schematic diagram o f the system where the fibre is used to 
transport the pump beam to the SLPCM.
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two different configurations. In the first configuration the fibre is an intra cavity element 
and the laser provided a single mode beam to pump the SLPCM (as described in section 
6.2). In this arrangement the radiation that exits the fibre towards the BaTiÜ3 crystal, 
consists of many spatial modes. However, as will be discussed below, it is possible to 
pump a SLPCM with multi-mode radiation and have a single mode beam oscillating in the 
external resonator of the SLPCM. Therefore in the second configuration the fibre and all 
its associated optics, are placed between the laser and the SLPCM. This then leaves the 
external cavity of the SLPCM able to accept a larger fraction of the noise field and 
therefore allow the system to self start.
The roles of the two beams that enter the BaTiC>3 crystal in a SLPCM can be interchanged 
because the SLPCM is essentially a double phase conjugate mirror with one of the two 
input beams replaced by an ordinary mirror (see section 2.7). Since the double phase 
conjugate mirror is symmetric, in that it can provide gain for either one of its two input 
beams, it is possible to replace either input beam with an ordinary mirror to produce a 
SLPCM. Therefore either input beam of the double phase conjugate mirror can act as the 
pump beam of the SLPCM.
6.3.2 Experimental Realization of System
Figure 6.4 shows the experimental set-up of the second configuration that was used to 
extract a single mode output from a field that passed through a multi-mode fibre. Clearly 
all of the same components that were described in section 6.2.2 were used except now 
these components have been removed from the cavity of the SLPCM and placed in the 
input stage of the system. In this instance the multi-mode fibre which was used was 1.5m 
in length and had a core diameter of 50|im. The external cavity of the SLPCM consisted 
of a 90% reflectivity plane mirror and a 25mm diameter convex lens which had a focal 
length of 75mm. The lens was placed 140mm from the BaTiC>3 crystal while the mirror 
was 120mm from the lens. This arrangement ensured that enough fanned radiation was 
captured to initiate oscillations for all the resonator reflectivities investigated.
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Figure 6.4. The experimental set up of the system where the fibre is used to transport 
the pump radiation to the SLPCM. Note: The above focussing arrangement provided a 
beam spot size of 0.8mm (horizontal diameter) x 0.4mm (vertical diameter) at the crystal
input face.
In this system a single mode output was obtained by dynamically controlling the spatial 
modes in the external cavity of the SLPCM as discussed in section 5.3. This was 
achieved by placing a transparency into the resonator which allows single mode radiation 
to pass through it unaffected while attenuating all higher order modes. As a consequence 
the SLPCM could self start and still provide single mode output power.
Figure 6.5 shows the observed output power from the system as a function of resonator 
reflectivity. Effectively each measurement gives the amount of single mode power that 
exits the ordinary mirror as a fraction of the power that leaves the multi-mode Fibre. Note
RESONATOR REFLECTIVITY
Figure 6.5. The output power as a function of resonator reflectivity. The solid line 
indicates the behaviour predicted by the one dimensional theoretical model for the 
following parameters; yd =  3.75; a  =  0.55 mm'1; e2 = 2 x 10'5.
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here that the output was corrected to take into account the losses incurred at the variable 
neutral density filter which was used to simulate changing ordinary mirror reflectivity. 
This correction was performed in all cases except for the measurement at the resonator 
reflectivity of 17%. At this particular resonator reflectivity, an ordinary mirror which had 
a reflectivity of 27% for 514.5nm radiation was used. Consequently that measurement 
gives the actual amount of single mode power that was observed to be transmitted by the 
ordinary mirror.
Also shown in figure 6.5 is the behaviour predicted by the model described in section 
3.3. From this it can again be seen that the presence of the fibre does not alter the 
behaviour of the SLPCM and that there is very good agreement between the predicted and 
the observed behaviour.
An important feature of both configurations discussed in this chapter is that the length of 
fibre used can be arbitrarily long when cw pump radiation is used. For the configuration 
discussed in section 6.2 this is because the SLPCM is essentially a DPCM and as such 
the two beams that enter the photorefractive crystal are temporally incoherent with respect 
to one another. As a consequence the length of the external cavity of the SLPCM can be 
of arbitrary length. For the second configuration, which is discussed in section 6.3, the 
length of fibre does not have any influence on the SLPCM at all. This is because the fibre 
simply acts to transport the multi-mode radiation that pumps the SLPCM.
However when the SLPCM is pumped by pulsed radiation, restrictions will exist on the 
length of the external resonator of the SLPCM and, therefore, on the length of the fibre if 
placed in the resonator. These restrictions will arise whenever the pulse length is less than 
twice the length of external resonator of the SLPCM. This is because pulses of such 
lengths cannot overlap with themselves inside the BaTiOg crystal after a round trip of the 
resonator and as a consequence a FWM interaction cannot take place. This, therefore, 
limits the length of the fibre that can be used as an intra cavity element of the SLPCM to
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be less than half the pulse length. However the use of pulsed pump radiation places no 
restrictions on the length of fibre if it is used to transport the pump radiation to the 
SLPCM as is the case in the configuration discussed in section 6.3. The only restriction 
in this case is on the length of the external resonator of the SLPCM.
6.3.3 Pulsed Laser Sources
In section 6.2 and 6.3.2 the feasibility of transporting single mode radiation through 
multi-mode fibres was demonstrated. This was performed using a cw argon ion laser 
source which provided powers of the order of lOOmW. However at these low powers a 
single mode fibre could be used to transport single mode fields. The novelty of the 
system described in this thesis is in transporting optical powers that cannot be handled by 
single mode fibres, for example powers greater than 100W delivered in 20ns pulses [92].
To demonstrate the operation of the system at higher powers two pulsed laser sources 
were used. The first of these was a cw pumped, Q switched, frequency doubled Nd:YLF 
laser which provided 200ns pulses at a repetition rate of 2.5kHz, while the second source 
was a flash lamp pumped, Q switched, frequency doubled, Nd:YAG laser which 
provided 20ns pulses at a repetition rate of 30Hz. Both of these sources provided 532nm 
wavelength pulses which had approximately a gaussian spatial profile .
With the Nd:YLF source peak pulse powers of up to a kilowatt could be obtained. At 
powers up to 200 W the system described in this section behaved exactly the same as it 
did under cw radiation illumination. That is, at a resonator reflectivity of 17%, the single 
mode output power of the system was observed to be 22% of the input power to the 
photorefractive crystal. Peak pulse powers greater than 200 W were not used for fear of 
destroying the BaTi03 crystal due to the high average power of the laser (lOOmW 
average power for peak pulse powers of 200W).
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Most photorefractive phenomena observed under illumination with the Nd:YLF pulses 
was identical to that observed under illumination with cw radiation. Importantly the single 
mode selection technique described in section 5.4 operated identically for pulses as it had 
with cw radiation. Other phenomena such as the cat mirror could be aligned and operated 
with the same ease as it was under cw illumination (see section 4.2). A phase conjugate 
reflectivity of around 35% was observed from the cat mirror which is very similar to that 
observed when the argon ion laser was used as the laser source. All phenomena that were 
observed when the Nd:YLF laser was used appeared to be independent of the input 
power as had been the case with the argon ion laser.
The second pulsed source used was a Quantaray GCR1300-30 Nd:YAG laser which 
provided peak pulse powers up to 2MW. With this laser source and using the system 
described in section 6.3.2, 20% of the power contained in a multi-mode field that was 
obtained from the multi-mode fibre was converted into a single mode field for pulses with 
peak powers of up to lOkW. In this case a lm length of 0.6mm diameter multi-mode 
fibre had to be used because these pulse powers were found to damage the 50|im multi- 
mode fibre that had been used previously. For radiation with powers up to lOkW, all the 
phenomena observed was identical to that observed with the argon ion laser. However as 
the power was increased beyond lOkW the output power of the system became intensity 
dependent.
Figure 6.6 shows the observed output power as a function of input intensity in the 
BaTiOj crystal. Clearly as the input intensity inside the crystal increases the output power 
drops off dramatically. This behaviour arises because of the reduction in coupling 
strength of BaTiC^ that occurs when the intensity inside the crystal is increased as first 
explained by Barry et al in 1992 [4]. The model proposed in [4] has been used to explain 
the intensity dependence of the phase conjugate reflectivity of the cat mirror.
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Figure 6.6. The observed output power of the system as a function o f the input beam 
intensity.
Figure 6.7 shows an example of the observed phase conjugate reflectivity of a cat mirror 
as a function of the input intensity for our BaTiC>3 crystal. In this case a 2mm diameter 
extra-ordinary polarized beam entered the crystal at around 45° to the c axis of the crystal. 
As clearly shown in figure 6.7 the reflectivity of the cat mirror falls away as a function of 
input intensity in much the same way as the output power of the SLPCM behaved. In 
both these phase conjugate mirrors, the reduction in coupling strength causes the outputs 
from each mirror to be reduced until eventually the coupling strength is so small that the 
FWM interaction that occurs in each can no longer be supported.
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Figure 6.7. The phase conjugate reflectivity of a cat mirror as a function of the input 
beam intensity.
The intensity dependence of the coupling strength of BaTiOj is a result of the 
photocarrier competition that occurs in the material at high intensities. Charge transport 
occurs in BaTiOß due to the photoionization of holes into the valence band and of 
electrons into the conduction band. Each of these carriers then sets up a space charge field 
but the signs of the two fields will be opposite because of the opposite sign of the 
charges. The magnitude of the total space charge field is then given by the difference 
between the magnitudes of the two fields produced by the two carriers. Therefore the 
sign of the coupling constant is determined by the sign of the dominate charge carrier in 
the photorefractive material. In the case of our BaTiOj crystal the dominate charge 
carriers for intensities less than MW/cm2 are holes as discussed in section 3.4.1.
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As well as depending on many other properties, the magnitude of the total space charge 
field is proportional to the ratio of the density of empty charge traps to the density of 
filled charge traps. This ratio in turn depends on the density of the charge carriers that are 
present in the photorefractive material as shown in equations 6.1a and 6.1b.
N = N0 + nh - ne 6.1a
N* = Nd -N0 - nh + ne 6.1b
Here N is the density of empty traps; N* is the density of filled traps; nh is the density of 
holes; ne is the density of electrons; and Nd and N0 are constants.
Consequently as the charges are photoexcited the ratio of empty traps to filled traps must 
be intensity dependent. However at low intensities in BaTiC^ ( < MW/cm ) it is generally 
assumed (see Barry et al 1992 [4]) that the density of charge carriers (nh - ne) is much 
smaller than either the density of empty (N) or filled (N'*’) traps. As a result the ratio of 
the empty traps to filled traps is independent of the density of charge carriers and 
therefore behaves as if it were essentially independent of intensity at low intensities.
On the other hand for high intensities in BaTi03  ( ~ MW/cm2) the density of charge 
carriers becomes large enough to alter the ratio of the densities of the empty traps to filled 
traps. As a result the ratio becomes intensity dependent which in turn means that the 
magnitude of the space charge field is intensity dependent. One important manifestation 
of this intensity dependence is the change in sign of the coupling strength of hole 
dominated BaTi0 3 - The simplest way in which this change in sign can be observed is to 
monitor the transmission of the beams which are involved in a two wave mixing process. 
If the sign of the coupling strength can be made to change, then the beam that is amplified 
at low intensities, will be attenuated at high intensities.
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Using a simple two wave mixing arrangement the transmission of one of the beams was 
monitored as a function of total intensity inside the BaTiC^ crystal. In this arrangement a 
beam splitter was used to obtain two 2mm diameter beams of the same intensity which 
were then made to cross in the crystal after propagating through equal path lengths. The 
angle between the two ordinarily polarized beams was 30° in air and the crystal was 
orientated so that the normal of the grating formed by the two wave mixing process was 
parallel to the c axis.
With the arrangement described above the two beam coupling gain was monitored as a 
function of total intensity. The two beam coupling gain is defined to be the ratio of the 
transmission of the signal beam in the presence of the pump beam, to the transmission of 
the signal beam with the pump blocked. Equation 6.2 indicates the dependence of the two 
beam coupling gain on the coupling strength. Clearly from this equation the only way in 
which the two beam coupling gain can change from being greater than one to less than 
one is if the sign of the coupling strength changes.
yd) (yo)+i2(0))
——  = -7----------------------7- o.z
I2(d) ( l 2(0) + I1(0 )e rdJ
Here li(0) is the initial intensity of beam 1; 12(0) is the initial intensity of beam 2; 12(d) is
sfc
the transmitted intensity of beam 2 with beam 1 present; I2 (d) is the transmitted intensity 
of beam 2 in the absence of beam 1; and Td is the coupling strength of the photorefractive 
material.
Figure 6.8 shows the observed two beam coupling gain as a function of total intensity. 
This curve clearly shows the transition point where the signal beam changes from one 
that is amplified to one that amplifies. For the particular BaTiC>3 crystal used this 
transition occurs for an total intensity of around 5 MW/cm which is similar to the range
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of values that Barry et al 1992 [4] observed. From this figure it appears that the 
magnitude of the coupling strength is larger for intensities greater than 5 MW/cm than at 
low intensities. This is not the case as the low intensity measurements were effected by 
vibrations and by laser fluctuations (the laser was running at very low average powers ~ 
5mW). The result of these effects was to reduce the two beam coupling gain.
INTENSITY (MW/cmA2)
Figure 6.8. The two beam coupling gain as a function of the total intensity.
However the important point here is the transition from a positive coupling strength to a 
negative coupling strength. Therefore for the particular BaTi03  crystal used the charge 
transport process has gone from being hole dominated to becoming electron dominated.
6.3.4 Conclusion
By removing the fibre and all its associated optics from the external cavity of the SLPCM 
and placing them in the input stage, it was possible to convert around 20% of the output
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from a multi-mode fibre into a single mode field. This result was demonstrated for cw 
laser radiation, obtained from an argon ion laser, and for pulsed radiation obtained from a 
Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG laser sources. With the Nd:YAG source the system was able to 
transport around lOkW of power through the fibre. This demonstrates the novelty of this 
system as single mode fibres cannot transport powers of this magnitude. Larger powers 
could not be transported in the system due to the intensity dependence of the coupling 
strength of the BaTiÜ3 crystal used. However, with a different BaTiC^ crystal or a 
different photorefractive material, it may be possible to transport powers larger than 
l O k W .
6.4 Conversion of ulti-Mode Fields to Single Mode 
Fields with a SLPCM
Throughout this chapter a system has been discussed that can in effect transport single 
mode power through a multi-mode fibre. In this system a photorefractive oscillator was 
pumped by a multi-mode field while the system delivered a single mode output. With this 
system it was shown (section 6.3.3) that it was possible to convert 20% of the energy 
contained in roughly 400 000 spatial modes, to a single mode field. So clearly then the 
system is performing as a converter of multi-mode radiation to single mode radiation.
One possible application of this system is that of converting the output from a laser that 
has a multi-mode spatial output into a fundamental mode field. The problem with lasers 
that are constrained to allow only a single mode field to propagate is that it is very 
difficult to get an oscillating single mode field that has a large beam diameter without 
using unstable or gaussian mirror resonators. Generally, therefore, only a very small 
cross section of the gain medium is utilised single mode lasers. On the other hand lasers 
that can support multi-mode oscillating beams can utilise a much greater volume of the 
gain medium. As a result these lasers operate far more efficiently than single mode lasers, 
and can produce much greater powers.
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The question then is what restrictions are placed on the type of multi-mode field that can 
be converted into a single mode with the system discussed in this thesis. Obviously the 
photorefractive process will place restrictions on the types of fields that can be used to 
pump the SLPCM. Firstly the radiation must have a narrow frequency band. This 
constraint arises from the fact that the refractive index grating is formed by the 
interference pattern of two or more beams. So the bandwidth of the radiation must be 
small enough to ensure that the beams that write the grating are temporally coherent with 
respect to one another. In the case of the SLPCM the grating is produced by the 
interference of a beam with its own scatter. Therefore the minimum coherence length 
required is of the order of the interaction length, which in this case corresponds to a 
frequency bandwidth of around 10-100 GHz.
A second restriction is that the phase of the field does not vary with respect to time. This 
constraint arises from the slow response time of the BaTiC^ material which is of the order
of seconds if radiation with an average intensity between 0.2-0.4W/cm2 is used. 
Consequently if the phase of the input field varies more rapidly than of the order of hertz, 
then the photorefractive material cannot follow these variations. This was observed in the 
two fibre based geometries discussed in sections 6.2 and 6.3 where the output of the 
system would fall to zero if the fibre was moved too rapidly. What is meant by too 
rapidly here is that with the two ends of the fibre firmly fixed, the mid point of the fibre 
could not be moved faster than a few millimetres per second without the oscillations 
decaying to zero in the SLPCM.
If the criteria outlined above are satisfied by some multi-mode laser source, it should be 
possible to convert more than 80% of the laser output into the fundamental mode field by 
using the system discussed in this thesis. In some cases this may prove to be a more 
efficient process of obtaining a single mode field than by constraining the field inside the 
laser cavity to a single mode.
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6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter two configurations of a system that can be used to transport single mode 
fields through multi-mode fibres were discussed. Both these geometries are based on a 
particular type of photorefractive oscillator known as the SLPCM. With each 
configuration around 20% of the input power could be converted into a single mode field, 
which is equal to the output observed without the fibre in the system. Consequently the 
presence of the fibre does not effect the performance of the SLPCM.
The second configuration did not suffer from the self starting problem that was 
experienced by the first configuration. This problem arose because the fibre and all its 
associated optics, which were intra cavity elements in the SLPCM, reduced the level of 
the noise in the cavity to such an extent that oscillations could not be initiated in the 
SLPCM without the use of an external seed beam. In the second configuration the fibre 
and all its associated optics were placed in between the laser and the SLPCM which 
meant that the SLPCM was effectively pumped by a multi-mode field. With this geometry 
powers of the order of 10 kilowatts (20ns pulses) were transported through the fibre and 
converted into a single mode field. Powers of this magnitude cannot be transported 
through single mode fibres.
Finally the potential of using the system as an efficient method of obtaining single mode 
radiation from multi-mode lasers was discussed.
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Chapter 7 
Summary
In this thesis a photorefractive oscillator based system has been described which can 
convert multi-mode radiation into a single spatial mode. The photorefractive oscillator 
used in this system is one which is commonly referred to as the semilinear phase 
conjugate mirror (SLPCM). Essentially a SLPCM consists of a linear cavity formed 
between an ordinary mirror and a photorefractive material which in this case is barium 
titanate (BaTiC^). This oscillator is then pumped by a laser beam which enters the 
BaTiC>3 crystal. Usually this pump beam has a gaussian profile while the radiation in 
the cavity consists of many higher order modes. However because the SLPCM is 
essentially a double phase conjugate mirror the roles of the two fields that enter the 
BaTiOß crystal can be reversed. That is, the oscillator can be pumped with multi-mode 
radiation while the radiation in the cavity is a single mode field.
The pair of beams that propagate in the cavity of the SLPCM are always phase 
conjugates of one another. As a result any phase aberrating object that exists in the 
cavity will not introduce any diffraction losses. Therefore if the radiation at the ordinary 
mirror is constrained to a single mode, then any purely phase distorting object in the 
cavity will not effect either the spatial structure or the magnitude of the field at the 
ordinary mirror. Output can then be obtained from the system by making the ordinary 
mirror partially transmitting. This is one way in which a SLPCM can be used to 
transport single mode radiation through phase aberrating objects such as multi-mode 
fibres. An alternative approach is to simply pump the SLPCM with the output from the 
fibre and constrain the radiation in the cavity of the SLPCM to a single mode.
With these two configurations of the SLPCM it was demonstrated that 20% of the 
power transported through multi-mode fibres can be converted into a single mode field.
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This was demonstrated with two different multi-mode fibres one with a core diameter 
of 50|im and one with a 0.5mm diameter. This fibre based power delivery system was 
examined in both the cw (argon ion laser) and pulsed ( Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF) regimes 
with similar results and output powers exhibited in both. Of particular importance was 
the transportation of lOkW peak power pulses (20ns pulse duration) through the 0.5mm 
diameter fibre and the observation of 2kW pulses, which had a gaussian profile, at the 
output. This is novel because single mode fibres, which also transport single mode 
fields, cannot handle these high powers. This was demonstrated by the fact that the 
50jim multi-mode fibre was damaged when radiation with a peak power of lOkW was 
attempted to be coupled into it. However as the power was increased beyond lOkW the 
output power of the system began to fall. This is because the coupling strength of hole 
dominated BaTiC^ is reduced as the intensity is increased in the MW/cm2 regime. This 
intensity dependent behaviour is a result of the photocarrier competition.
A one dimensional model was used to analyse the behaviour of the system and it 
predicts that the output of 20% of the input power could be increased if several key 
properties of the photorefractive material are varied. Of these the coupling strength and 
absorption of BaTi03  were found to be the most important. If there was no absorption 
in the BaTi03  crystal (absorption coefficient of our particular BaTi03  crystal is 
0.055mm'1) the output power would double, while another factor of two increase could 
be achieved if the coupling strength could be increased from 3.5 to 5.0. With these 
changes the output would increase from 20% to around 80%.
As both the absorption and the coupling strength of BaTiÜ3 are wavelength dependent, 
it was possible to find the wavelength regime that provided the optimum output power 
for the particular BaTiC^ crystal used. For wavelengths less than 500nm the output 
power was observed to decrease as the wavelength was decreased due to the increasing 
absorption. On the other hand for wavelengths greater than 580nm the output power 
would decrease as the wavelength was increased because of the decreasing coupling
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strength. Both these trends were predicted by the one dimensional model used to 
analyse the SLPCM. Consequently the optimum wavelength for the operating the 
system discussed in this thesis with our particular BaTiC^ crystal is in the range 500- 
580nm.
The output power of the system was also effected by the geometry of the four wave 
mixing interaction in the BaTiC>3 crystal. This includes such factors as the angles that 
the beams enter the crystal, the size and shape of the input beam and where it enters the 
crystal. Larger output powers where observed when the input beam entered the crystal 
at angles that had small Fresnel reflection losses and large coupling strengths. The 
output power appeared to be more or less insensitive to the angle that the radiation from 
the cavity entered the crystal. The output power could also be increased if the beam 
diameter of the input beam was reduced and the shape of the input beam was elliptical, 
with the major axis horizontal. A complex three dimensional model is required to fully 
explain these observations but these effects appear to be only small perturbations to the 
behaviour predicted by the one dimensional model.
The one dimensional analysis was also used to confirm the bistable behaviour that was 
observed in the SLPCM. Of particular importance here is the bistable behaviour of the 
SLPCM output power as a function of resonator reflectivity. It was found that the 
output power would exhibit a bistability for a range of resonator reflectivities with the 
width of the bistable region determined by the fraction of the input beam initially 
scattered as it enters the photorefractive material that is captured by the SLPCM cavity. 
This bistable behaviour is of particular importance as it prohibited the SLPCM from 
self starting if a multi-mode fibre was placed in the SLPCM cavity. This occurred 
because all the optical components associated with the fibre reduced the amount of 
noise accepted by the cavity to such an extent that the SLPCM would not start unaided. 
In order to initiate oscillations in the SLPCM the level of noise in the cavity had to be 
artificially increased by using an external seed beam.
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Another consequence of the bistability is the inability of the SLPCM to self start if the 
radiation in the external cavity is constrained to a single mode as is desired in our 
application. This is again due to the SLPCM not accepting a large enough fraction of 
the input scatter. To overcome this problem a differential loss was introduced into the 
SLPCM cavity. This loss was such that the single mode field would propagate through 
the cavity unaffected while all higher order modes would be slightly attenuated 
(transmission of around 90%). However this small level of attenuation was insufficient 
to prohibit the SLPCM from self starting. So the system was observed to self start with 
multi-mode radiation propagating in the cavity but once oscillations had commenced 
competition would occur between the single mode component and all higher order 
modes for pump beam power. Ultimately the single mode component would dominate 
this battle because of its lower cavity loss, with the result that once steady state had 
been reached more than 90% of the cavity radiation would be single mode. This 
behaviour was successfully modelled both dynamically and in the steady state. 
Approximate steady state solutions were developed by analytically solving the one 
dimensional differential equations for the system. These solutions were obtained by the 
novel approach of interpreting four wave mixing in terms of two wave mixing.
As explained in this thesis, a duality exists between two wave mixing and four wave 
mixing because the mathematical form of the grating that is formed by the two 
processes is identical. Consequently for any four wave mixing process it is possible to 
find an equivalent two wave mixing process that produces exactly the same grating as 
the four wave mixing process. As a result each of the four wave mixing field variables 
can be expressed as a linear combination of the two field variables of the equivalent two 
wave mixing process.
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We report experiments on the use of a semilinear phase-conjugate mirror to transfer 
single-mode laser beams through distorting media. Calculations using a 1-D model show that 
in optimum circumstances, up to 90% of the input power can be transferred to the system 
output whilst experimentally 23% power transfer has been observed limited by the absorption 
and gain in our Barium Titanate crystal. We have also studied seeding the semilinear mirror 
with a separate beam as a means of starting its oscillation in conditions where high power 
transfer efficiency is required and investigated regions of bistability in the output which also 
occur in this regime.
1. Introduction
In a previous paper,1 we described a photorefractive oscillator containing a 
multimode optical fiber which was configured to emit single-mode radiation from its 
output end. The system consisted of a resonator containing the fiber with an 
ordinary mirror at the output which was used as a mode selector, and hence 
reflected only the lowest order, H En, mode efficiently back into the fiber. At the 
input end, a passive phase-conjugate mirror provided gain and coupled the laser 
radiation into the photorefractive oscillator. It was suggested that this arrangement 
would be a useful means of transporting high-power laser beams through multimode 
optical fibers without the usual loss of brightness that occurs in a single pass of such 
a fiber due to mode conversion.
The idea was originally demonstrated with a self-pumped 2IR PPCM made from 
Barium Titanate as the phase conjugator. This geometry required the beams within 
the photorefractive oscillator to be coherent with the incoming laser-pump beam 
necessitating the use of a single longitudinal and transverse mode CW Argon pump 
laser (coherence length, Lc~several meters) as the power source. The coherence 
requirement is undesirable since it would inevitably limit the type of laser that could 
be used as the power source and the physical length of the photorefractive resonator 
(< L C), and also meant that the system was sensitive to even small phase changes 
induced by mechanical disturbances.
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In this paper, we report an extension of this early work where we remove the 
mutual coherence requirement between the radiation from the pump laser and that 
in the photorefractive resonator by replacing the 2IR PPCM by a semilinear phase- 
conjugate mirror. The resonator containing the multimode fiber is then simply the 
feedback arm between the external mirror and the crystal. This geometry will 
operate with incoherent beams because the crystal essentially acts as a double-phase 
conjugate mirror (DPCM) for which the pump and resonator beams need not be 
temporally or spatially coherent (in fact, temporal coherence must be avoided in the 
DPCM to suppress the formation of gratings leading to other phase conjugators 
such as the 2IR PPCM).
We also investigate the effectiveness of the DPCM for coupling power from the 
pump laser to the photorefractive resonator, concentrating on the dependence of 
the output power as a function of the photorefractive gain TL; the “reflectivity” of 
the photorefractive rersonator; and the initial “seed” power fed into the resonator. 
In normal circumstances, seed radiation would be provided by beam fanning from 
the input laser beam. However, when the reflectivity of the photorefractive 
resonator is low, the power supplied by beam fanning alone can be too low to start 
the oscillation.2 We demonstrate that in these conditions a separate seed beam can 
be used to start the oscillation, and that there exists a range of parameters where the 
output from the photorefractive oscillator displays bistability as a function of the 
seed beam power and also of resonator reflectivity as predicted by the model 
calculations.2
2. Photorefractive Oscillators Using a Semilinear Mirror in the DPCM 
Geometry
The DPCM was first described by Weiss et al.3 and requires two mutually 
incoherent laser beams to approximately counter-propagate through a photo­
refractive material, such as Barium Titanate, which displays a large gain for two 
beam coupling. In Barium Titanate, e-polarized light propagating at an angle to the 
c-axis “fans” as power is preferentially transferred by two beam coupling from the 
input pump beam to scattered beams propagating at smaller angles to that axis. 
When the second beam of approximately the same intensity as the first, is injected 
antiparallel to the fan formed from the first beam, it will also undergo beam fanning 
with some of its fanned beams emerging at angles antiparallel to the input direction 
of the first beam. Since the two beams are incoherent (but with the same average 
frequency), each beam can erase the gratings responsible for beam fanning of the 
other. As a result, only a grating supported mutually by both beams can exist within 
the material. Such a grating has the property that diffraction of the first beam from 
it creates an output beam which is the phase conjugate of the second, and vice versa.
If the two beam intensities are unequal, the possibility exists for phase-conjugate 
gain of the weaker beam -  a precondition for the creation of a photorefractive 
oscillator. As a result, in high-gain materials, reflecting a portion of the fanned 
beam back into the crystal can result in oscillation between the DPCM and the
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external mirror with the standing beams in this oscillator being phase conjugates of 
each other. This geometry is also known as a semilinear phase-conjugate mirror, 
although in this paper we prefer to call it a DPCM photorefractive oscillator to 
emphasize its ability to conjugate incoherent beams.
Because the beams in the DPCM oscillator are phase conjugates of each other, 
the resonator can be configured appropriately to deliver single-mode radiation from 
the output end as described in Ref. 1. The power emitted is obviously a function of 
the output mirror reflectivity R , and the coupling strength of the photorefractive 
crystal TL, (L is the interaction length in the crystal). For large coupling strengths 
(TL > 10) and low reflectivities (R ~  10%), we have calculated that 90% of the input 
power could be coupled to the resonator output. As the reflectivity drops, however, 
a threshold condition becomes apparent when the power returned to the DPCM is 
insufficient to create the mutually reinforced grating, which is essential for 
oscillation. As a result, for a range of reflectivities, the output power is bistable and 
switching from the low-output to high-output state can be induced by increasing the 
power returned to the crystal by injecting a seed beam. Once oscillation is 
established, the seed beam can be switched off and the high-output state remains.
We have investigated seeding of this oscillator and, perhaps surprisingly, found 
that there does not appear to be any specific requirement of spatial or temporal 
coherence between the seed beam and the oscillating beams that build up in the 
resonator. In our experiments, seeding was used routinely to start an oscillator 
containing the multimode fiber since high losses in the resonator introduced by the 
fiber and its ancillary components meant that in most conditions, oscillation would 
not self-start.
In what follows, we describe the results of calculations which demonstrate the 
basic operating behavior of the DPCM photorefractive oscillator. We compare the 
predictions of the model with measurements of the power emitted from a DPCM 
oscillator, with and without the optical fiber as a function of reflectivity. We also 
investigate bistable regions of DPCM oscillator operation by varying the resonator 
reflectivity and the intensity of the seed beam.
3. DPCM Modeling
To study the behavior of the DPCM photorefractive oscillator we use the model 
for a semilinear mirror described by Cronin-Golomb et al. as extended by Belie and 
Lax.4 We consider the geometry of Fig. 1. The boundary conditions for the four 
interacting beams are as follows: I [o = I0; l 2 o — A / 2; / 3/,= ^ 2 l +  A /3; / 4L = 0, where 
R is the reflectivity of the photorefractive oscillator. These initial conditions permit 
the injection of seed beams into the system in the direction of either beam 2 or 
beam 3, or the generation of the seed beam by scattering off imperfections within 
the crystal in which case A /2 = £ /lo and A /3 = 0.
We consider the case of photorefractive four-wave mixing in materials such as 
Barium Titanate, and calculate the output power emitted from the resonator 
(1-R)I 2l (assuming that all the resonator loss occurs at the end mirror) as a
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Beam 2
Beam 1
Interaction region
Beam 3
Fig. 1. Geometry used in modeling the DPCM photorefractive oscillator. Beam I x is the input laser beam, 
12 and / 3 the phase-conjugate pair in the external resonator, and / 4 the phase conjugate of I v
function of R and the coupling strength TL. Additionally, we can include the effect 
of absorption within the photorefractive material, which is significant in our 
experiments using Barium Titanate, where the linear absorption coefficient was 
— 1.1 cm “ 1.
In Fig. 2, we plot the output power normalized to I 0 as a function of R and IT. In 
these calculations, we have set A / 3 = 0 and seeded the system with scattered laser 
light, hence A I 2 = eI \0 with e = 2'x 10 ~5. Notice that for moderate values of IT, 
there exists a threshold value of R , above which the resonator switches from a low to 
a high state. This behavior reflects the inherent bistability of the semilinear PCM as 
described by Mamaev and Zozulya.2 We have performed calculations of the grating 
strength as a function of distance in the crystal to help understand this thresholding 
behavior, and found that when the reflectivity is such that I 3L is below a critical 
level, the grating within the interaction volume in the crystal is only weakly 
perturbed from the condition when / 3L = 0. As I 2L increases, however, the coupling 
between I 2 and / 3 via the resonator arm provides the necessary positive feedback 
which results in a rapid increase in the grating amplitude, particularly near the input 
of the interaction region. There results what can be thought of as a stepwise 
increase in 7^, that is the seed intensity, which in turn causes a jump in and the 
output power. This reasoning immediately leads to the prediction that artificially 
“seeding” with a separate beam would also lead to switching which is also a 
consequence of the model.
For large, but realistic, coupling strengths (rL > 6), large fractions of the input 
laser power can be transferred to the output of the resonator with values 
approaching 90% being theoretically possible with high enough coupling strength.
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Fig. 2. Output power from the resonator normalized to the input power l lo as a function of end-mirror 
reflectivity and coupling coefficient TL for the case where the crystal absorption was neglected and 
e = 2 x 10 \  (a) YL = 6, (b) YL = 8, (c) YL = 10, (d) YL = 12. (Note for YL <6, oscillation will not occur 
without an increase in e.)
These values substantiate our view that this technique could be useful for 
transporting single-mode laser power down multimode optical fibers.
We verified the calculations in an experiment where a 5-mm3 Barium Titanate 
crystal was illuminated in air with~50-mW CW power on the 514-nm line of a 
multilongitudinal-mode Argon ion laser. The beam entered the crystal as an e-ray at 
about 70° to the c-axis, and through beam fanning, exited at around 20° to the c-axis 
through an adjacent face of the crystal. The input beam intensity was = 1.6 W/cm2. 
The emergent radiation was collected by a 7.5-cm focal length lens, and returned to 
the crystal by a mirror with 90% reflectivity. The output power from the resonator 
was monitored using a CW power meter and a neutral density filter wheel inserted 
between the crystal and mirror to vary the resonator loss (a more convenient 
procedure than changing the mirror reflectivity). The filter loss was lumped into an 
effective reflectivity for the output coupler, and the measured output power 
corrected appropriately to generate the data which are shown in Fig. 3, together 
with the values predicted using the 1-D model, both with and without crystal 
absorption being taken into account.
As is evident, the experimental data fitted the calculations very well, assuming 
that the coupling strength TL = 7.5 and £~2x  10“5. The maximum output power
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Fig. 3. Experimental measurements of normalized output power from the photorefractive resonator as a 
function of resonator reflectivity. The squares were obtained with the simple photorefractive oscillator 
whilst the triangles were obtained after a multimode optical Fiber was inserted into the oscillator (see Fig. 
4). The data is fitted to a curve calculated for TL = 7.5, e = 2 x 10 5 and a= 1.1 cm ’ 1 ((curve (a)]. Also 
shown in curve (b) is the case where a= 0 .
coupled from the system was about 23% the input laser power, but this value was 
severely reduced by absorption, as can be seen by comparison with the model 
predictions where absorption was absent. In that case, power-transfer efficiencies of 
up to 47% would have been expected for the same value of IX.
To test that similar results could be obtained when a multimode fiber was inserted 
into the resonator, we used the apparatus shown in Fig. 4. Here, a short length 
( — 30 cm) of Newport F-MSD optical fiber was added to the resonator, together 
with a Wollaston prism and waveplate necessary to correct for polarization 
scrambling in the fiber. The single-pass transmission of the optical system and the 
fiber was only 63.5%, which meant that oscillation could be achieved for only a 
limited range of “reflectivities” of the output mirror. Nevertheless, power-transfer 
efficiencies comparable with those obtained without the optical fiber were still 
obtained, although in these experiments, the fit with the theory was rather poorer. 
In general, it was necessary to seed the resonator containing the optical fiber with a 
separate beam injected into the fiber as shown in Fig. 3 before oscillation occurred.
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Once oscillation was established, the seed beam could be removed. Although the 
resonator was generally started with the output mirror in contact with the end of the 
optical fiber, once oscillation began, the mirror could be translated rapidly away 
from the end of the fiber to select the output beam to be a single lowest-order mode 
of the fiber as described in Ref. 1.
4. Bistability in the DPCM Photorefractive Oscillator
Mamaev and Zozula2 described bistabilities in the phase-conjugate reflectivity of 
the semilinear mirror as a function of coupling coefficient, also noting that the 
behavior was sensitive to the initial levels and I 3L . In our calculations, we have 
concentrated on this characteristic bistability as a function of reflectivity and / 3L, 
since we seeded the resonator in this direction in experiments involving the 
multimode fiber.
A typical example of the predicted bistable behavior as a function of resonator 
reflectivity is shown in Fig. 5 for the case where no external seeding was used,
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Fig. 5. Normalized output power from the resonator as a function of resonator reflectivity within the 
region where bistability is predicted. The solid curve represents the calculated bistable behavior for 
rL = 7.5, e = 2 x l 0 -5 and a = l . l  cm ’ 1. The vertical lines define the region where bistability was 
observed experimentally.
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rL = 7.5 and absorption of the interacting beams within the crystal was taken into 
account. For reflectivities around 20%, a transition occurs from the low-output 
stable branch of the reflectivity curve to the high-output upper stable branch. For 
R > 26%, only the upper solution exists whilst for R < 17.5%, only the lower solution 
is possible. For intermediate reflectivities, bistability is predicted. The experimental 
results compared favorably with the predictions, and the discrepancy between the 
positions of the up and down transitions can easily be removed by changing FL by a 
small amount.
Similar bistable behavior is expected for constant reflectivity as a function of 
seed-beam intensity. We investigated this behavior using the simple resonator 
(without the optical fiber), where we injected a seed beam via a partially reflecting 
mirror along the axis of the external resonator. The resonator reflectivity was 
chosen so that oscillation would not normally self-start (R~  23%). The intensity of 
the seed beam could be varied using a neutral density filter wheel. By increasing the
NORMALIZED SEED INTENSITY (% OF PUMP)
Fig. 6. Normalized output power from the resonator as a function of normalized seed beam intensity 
showing bistability for relative seed beam intensities around 0.5%. The solid curve was the calculated 
response for R = 23%, TL = 7.5 and a=  1.1 cm '. The experimental results were affected by the radius of 
the seed beam. The triangles were obtained for a seed-beam radius of 0.5 mm (e 2 intensity points); the 
circles for a radius of 0.75 mm; the pump beam was elliptical with horizontal and vertical radii of 0.88 mm 
and 0.25 mm, respectively.
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the seed-beam intensity, the output from the resonator could be switched from its 
low to high state. This occurred when the seed beam intensity exceeded— 0.25% of 
the input intensity as shown in Fig. 6. Subsequently, removing the seed beam left the 
resonator in the high-output state. The agreement with the model predictions for 
the switching threshold was remarkably good in this experiment, bearing in mind 
that the model assumes a plane-wave interaction, whereas in the experiments, 3-D 
effects become important. Some 3-D effects were apparent in the experiments and, 
for example, the exact position of the transition was found to be sensitive to the 
diameter of the seed beam (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, these data underline that the 
simple 1-D model used here will provide a good guide when defining the seeding 
level, or reflectivity necessary to ensure oscillation-important parameters if the 
oscillator is to be robust against external disturbances which might induce a 
transition from the high to low output states.
An interesting observation in our experiments on seeding was that there 
appeared no specific criteria on coherence between the seed and resonator beams 
for seeding to be effective, although it was noted that the output pattern from the 
resonator changed slightly as did the actual output power when the seed beam was 
removed. Qualitatively, this behavior may reflect the ability of a photorefractive 
resonator to support complex transverse-mode structures (images for example), and 
hence, any injected beam which fall within the range of permissible-mode patterns 
could be expected to seed the oscillation.
5. Conclusions
We have investigated the ability of DPCM photorefractive oscillator to transfer 
power from a multilongitudinal-mode laser to the output of a photorefractive 
oscillator as the basis for a system for transporting single-mode laser beams to the 
output of multimode optical fibers. We find experimentally that up to 23% of the 
input laser power could be delivered to the output of the photorefractive oscillator, 
using a Barium Titanate crystal in good agreement with the predictions of a simple 
1-D model. With improved materials (lower absorption loss and higher gain) 
power-transfer efficiencies of up to 90% are predicted for reflectivities of —10% for 
the photorefractive oscillator. For a range of reflectivities, the output from the 
photorefractive oscillator is expected to display bistability as a function of both 
reflectivity and the intensity of the seed beam fed into the crystal. We observed 
these characteristic bistabilities in agreement with the theory.
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We describe a technique that causes tire radiation within the external resonator of a self-starting, semilincar 
phase-conjugate mirror to collapse into a single spatial mode. We developed a model based on competition be­
tween gratings in one interaction volume to explain the observed dynamic behavior. The model showed that 
once the system reached the steady state, two gratings, whose amplitudes varied throughout space in proportion 
to one other, formed. As a result, we can obtain analytic solutions for the steady state by using an interpre­
tation of four-wave mixing in terms of two-wave mixing. This interpretation can be used in both the trans­
mission and the reflection geometries for real or complex coupling with no absorption.
INTRODUCTION
The semilinear phase-conjugate mirror (SLPCM) is one of 
the geometries most frequently used to produce phase- 
conjugate beams from photorefractive crystals such as 
barium ti tanate (BaTiCb).1'2 It has the advantage of being 
self-starting and easy to align because it uses a simple 
external resonator formed between the phase-conjugate 
mirror and an ordinary mirror. In spite of its simplicity, 
the system has been predicted to display quite complex 
behavior such as optical bistability, and this has been 
observed in a number of experiments/  5
Bistability arises because a threshold exists for oscilla­
tion of the SLPCM. Oscillation grows from a noise field 
produced when light scattered from the pump beam is re­
flected back into the crystal from the ordinary mirror. 
Both the phase-conjugate reflectivity and the field am ­
plitudes in the external resonator switch from a low to a 
high state as the intensity of this noise field is increased, 
fhe noise-field intensity is determined by the fraction of 
the pump radiation scattered into the external resonator, 
by the reflectivity of the end mirror of the resonator, and 
hv the solid angle subtended by the external resonator. 
In a material such as BaTiCb the pump beam is scattered 
anisotropicallv by the process of beam fanning,6 and the 
angular  spread of the fanned radiation is quite large 
(>30°) when it leaves the crystal. The self-start ing 
threshold will generally not be exceeded unless the reso­
nator intercepts this fanned radiation, thereby increasing 
the noise field; even then, if an attempt is made to con­
strain oscillation in the resonator to a single spatial mode, 
self-starting will not occur. Therefore the field in the ex­
ternal resonator of a SLPCM will normally be multimode 
for self-starting.
Although the mode distribution in the resonator is 
largely irrelevant when the SLPCM is used as a phase- 
conjugate mirror for the pump beam, we have a special 
interest in this mode distribution, since we are studying
0740-3224/93/050001 -08$05.00
the use of a SLPCM to convert spatially incoherent, multi- 
mode pump fields into a single-mode radiation localized 
within the resonator. This process has been discussed 
in a number of earlier publications'6,7 in which we applied 
the technique to convert the output from a multimode 
optical fiber back into a single spatial mode. We have 
shown that the conversion from a multimode pump beam 
to a single-mode output beam can be efficient (>70%) if 
the ordinary mirror reflectivity is low. Therefore we 
have the practical aim of using photorefractive oscillators 
as a type of incoherent-to-coherent optical converter. 
The spatially incoherent beam is used as the pump beam 
for a single-mode photorefractive oscillator with the 
single-mode output obtained by transmission through the 
partially reflecting end mirror of the external resonator 
of the SLPCM.
In this paper we describe a self-starting SLPCM that has 
the radiation in its resonator constrained to the lowest- 
order Hermite-Gaussian or fundamental mode by a t ran­
sient, competitive process in the photorefractive crystal. 
This is achieved by placing a mode-selecting device inside 
the resonator that permits the SLPCM to start up as a 
multimode oscillator but then forces the oscillation into 
the fundamental mode. The mode selector is simply a 
t ransparent  substrate with a small hole drilled through it. 
The hole diameter is chosen to that  the mode selector-has 
negligible loss for the fundamental mode, while it slightly 
a t tenuates  all higher-order modes. As a result of this 
differential  loss, a competition for pump power occurs 
among the modes that eventually allows the single mode 
to dominate.
Following a description of the experimental results, we 
describe a numerical model that predicts the evolution of 
both the multimode and the single-mode fields within the 
resonator. This model considers the field as having two 
components (multimode and single mode), each of which 
produces a corresponding grating. Because these grat ­
ings exist in a common interaction volume, they compete
© 1993 Optical Society of America
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F i r . 1 Experimental setup of the self-starting, mode-selecting 
SLPCM 6
for pump power. It is shown that  the small differential 
loss introduced by the mode selector causes the single­
mode g ia t ing  to dominate eventually. Some discussion of 
competi t ive effects already exists in the li terature,  and 
it has been shown recently, for example, that  such events 
can explain the evolution of conical rings that  have been 
observed in mutual ly pumped phase conjugators.8
In the final section of this paper we introduce steady- 
state analyt ic solutions to the model. Although such solu­
tions are approximate,  they show only a small deviation 
from the behavior predicted by the numerical  model. The 
basis of these solutions is that  the single-mode and the 
mul t imode  comp one n t s  produce s t e ady-s t a t e  g r a t ings  
whose ampl i tudes are proportional to one another  through­
out the interact ion region. Solutions can then be obtained 
by in terpre t ing  four-wave mixing (FWM) as a form of two- 
wave mixing (TWM). This interpretat ion is applicable in 
ei ther the t r ansmiss ion or the ref lection geometry.
EXPERIMENTS
Figure 1 shows the exper imental  setup of the SLPCM. A 
5 mm x  5 m X 5.5 mm crystal of BaTiOn was i l luminated 
by a low-power (<100 mW), cw argon-ion laser (514.5 nm) 
pump beam. The external  resonator,  comprising a 25-mm 
diameter ,  75-mm focal length convex lens with a plane 
mirror  (reflect ivi ty 90%) placed at the image plane of the 
crystal, was al igned at  ~30° to the pump beam in the di­
rection tha t  corresponded approximately to that  of max i­
mum beam fanning.  We used a t r ansp a r en t  plastic film 
with a 1 -mm-diameter  hole drilled through it as the mode 
selector. The film had a t ransmiss ion of ~94% for the 
mul t imode and =100% for the single-mode fields. We 
measured the single-mode power by spli t t ing off a fraction 
of the radiat ion t r ansmi t t ed  through the ordinary mirror  
and passing it through a small aper ture.  Simultaneously,  
we measured the mult imode power by passing the output 
through a sc reen that  blocked the single-mode component.
Without the mode selector the SLPCM would s t a r t  up 
with the radiat ion in the external  resonator  dist ributed 
among many  spatial modes, as shown in Fig. 2a. The 
number  of oscillating modes could be reduced by increas­
ing the dis t ance between the lens and the crystal,  but  if
this distance was made too large, oscillation no longer oc­
cur red because the solid angle subtended by the external  
resonator  was reduced to the point where too little of the 
scat tered laser power was collected and the threshold for 
oscillation was not exceeded. Even at the largest lens-  
crystal separation that permi t ted oscillations to build up. 
the output radiation was still highly multimode.
When the transparency was placed inside the resonator,  
the dynamics of the device changed dramatically. In i ­
tially mult imode oscillations would build up; however 
before the multimode radiation could reach its previous 
steady-state level, the power in the single-mode field began 
to grow rapidly. The growth of the single-mode power 
occur red at the expense of the mult imode field, which 
decayed as the single-mode robbed power from the pump 
beam. Finally a steady state  was reached in which the 
single mode contained the majority of the power in the 
resonator,  as shown in Fig. 2b. By overlaying several 
t r ansparencies  the differential  loss between the single­
mode and the multimode components could be increased. 
We found that  increasing the differential loss in this m a n ­
ner  caused the single-mode oscillations to s t a r t  earlier and
Fig. 2. Ordinary mirror output as captured by a CCD camera for 
the cases (a) without the mode selector in the cavity and (b) with 
the mode selector in the resonator.
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Fig 3. Observed evolution of the multimode (dots) and the single­
mode (squares) components of the resonator radiation. The pre­
dictions of the numerical model are indicated by the solid lines. 
The parameters used in this model were yd = 3.5; ad  = 0.165; 
e j  = 50 x 10"6, f,2 = 4 X 10"6; r„2 = 0.74; p = 0.283 [for a defi­
nition of parameters sec Eqs. (li) 1. The multimode reflectivity 
for each of the situations depicted in the diagrams is (a) rm2 =  
0 45; (b) r„,2 = 0 58; (c) r,„2 = 0.65; (d) r„,2 = 0.74 (first the system 
reached steady state with rml = 0.58).
resulted in a larger fraction of the steady-state power in 
the single mode. Figures 3a-3c show the evolution of the 
single-mode and the multimode powers for three different 
values of differential loss. We found that changing the 
ordinary mirror reflectivity between 30% and 90% did not 
produce any significant variation to the behavior outlined 
above. Notice that in all cases the total single-mode power 
equaled the total multimode power in the absence of the 
mode selector, and the growth of single-mode power oc­
curred only after the onset of the multimode oscillation.
In a different experiment the SLPCM was permitted to 
reach steady state before the mode selector was placed in­
side the resonator. In this case the output collapsed rap­
idly into a single spatial mode. Alternatively, when the 
transparency was removed after steady-state single-mode 
oscillations had been established, the single-mode field 
decayed and the multimode field grew to the level that it 
would have attained if the system had started without the 
mode selector. Figure 3d shows this behavior.
It is clear from these experiments that a transition from 
multimode to single-mode oscillation can be induced by 
a small differential loss between the fields inside the ex­
ternal resonator. However, the system is not bistable, in 
the sense that the differential loss must remain once the 
steady state is reached if the system is to maintain the 
same mode distribution.
THE MODEL
In this section we describe a numerical model for the in­
teraction within the phase-conjugate mirror that uses a 
plane-wave analysis and takes absorption into account.
We consider that both the multimode and the single-mode 
radiation are scattered in tiie same direction by two inde­
pendent gratings that exist in the same region of the crys­
tal and interact with the same pump beam. The geometry 
is sketched in Fig. 4. Even though the two components 
are temporally coherent, there is no direct coupling be­
tween them because they propagate in the same direction. 
If the two fields arc now considered as being created by 
two independent SLPCMs, only the multimode SLPCM 
satisfies the threshold condition and can self-start. In 
doing so, it, of course, generates a phase conjugate of its 
pump beam. However, as well as sharing a common pump 
beam, the two SLPCMs must also share the phase conju­
gate of the pump. Consequently, once oscillation of the 
multimode SLPCM starts, the condition for oscillation in 
the single-mode changes qualitatively because it essen­
tially sees a pair of counterpropagating pump beams and 
builds up in an ordinary four-wave mixing geometry, 
which, of course, has no threshold. Thus a second grating 
appears in the interaction region, and the two gratings 
compete for pump power. The stronger grating eventu­
ally diffracts the majority of the pump power because, as 
is demonstrated below, the relative amplitude of the two 
gratings is sensitive to the differential loss between the 
oscillating modes in the external resonator.
The grating strength in a SLPCM depends on the cou­
pling constant of the material, the ordinary mirror reflec­
tivity, and the seed power (the amount of pump beam 
scattered into the resonator). In the geometry discussed 
here the coupling constant is in the range 3 < yd  < 4 and 
is the same for both SLPCMs because the pump and oscil­
lating beams propagate in the same direction. The seed 
power depends on the particular crystal, and in our case, 
only small (10_4) seed powers are used. Hence the only 
controllable factors that can be used to vary the grating 
strengths are the reflectivities of the single-mode and the 
multimode fields. With the inclusion of the mode selector 
the multimode SLPCM has, in effect, a lower reflectivity, 
and by varying this effective reflectivity we can control 
the amount of power contained in the multimode field.
DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM
We have used an iterative evolving grat ing approach'8010 " 
to model the dynamics of this system, the equations for 
which are shown below;
Interaction Region
M i r r o r  wi th  Ref lcc t i ' i t )  r . f o r  \>. 
a n d  Reflec tivi ty r * f o r  \z *
Fig. 4. Diagram of the interaction showing the geometry of the 
beams involved.
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As mentioned above, there is no direct coupling between 
the mult imode and the single-mode fields; however, the 
two are l inked by the means of the total intensity /0. The 
boundary condit ions for this system are
/yO) = 1, / \ 2in(0) = ( J , ( 0 ) ,  Ar,(0) = e,A„(0),
Arid)  =  0 , A3„,(d) =  rmA 2r,,id),
Ai,(d)  =  r \ A 2' id)  + p(r, -  r„)A2m( d ) . ( 1 i )
The last boundary condition describes bootstrapping of the 
single-mode ref lect ivi ty to the mul t imode reflectivity.  
This bootst rapping arises because the mult imode grat ing 
requires all of its const i tuent  modes to be ref lected by a 
mirror of ref lect ivi ty r,„ to sustain itself. However, the 
single-mode componen t  of the mul t imode radiat ion is 
una t tenua ted  and is reflected by a mirror  of reflectivity 
/•,, thereby creat ing a residual field. 'Phis residual field 
then e n h a n ce s  the single-mode re f l ec ted  beam.  The 
quant i ty p describes the fraction of the mult imode radia­
tion that  is single mode.
'Phis system of equations is solved iteratively to yield 
the evolution of the single-mode and the mult imode fields 
m the oscillator.  Figures 3a-3d show the evolution of 
these fields for various parameter  values. An est imate for 
the pa ramete r  p was obtained by measuring the fraction of 
radiation tha t  is t r ansmit ted  through the t ransparency 
(see Fig. 1) tha t  also passes through the pin hole before 
oscillations begin in the SLPCM. However, in order to 
obtain bet t e r  ag reement  between exper iment  and model 
we used a value approximately twice this est imate.  The 
model, like the experiments,  demonstrates the trend that  
increasing the differential loss causes a more rapid turn 
on of the single-mode radiation. As well as predicting the 
t r ansient  behavior of the system, the model also gives r ea ­
sonable ag reement  with the observed steady-state behav­
ior, par t i cularly in showing the trend that  increasing the 
differential  loss increases the fraction of the power in the 
single-mode component  in the steady state.
More impor tan t ,  the model agrees with the observed 
behavior in the case where the differential  loss is zero
(i.e., when there is no mode selector). For this case the 
model predicts that  all modes receive an equal share of the 
diffracted pump power, and as the single mode is only one 
of a large number of modes tha t  compose the multimode 
radiation,  it will receive a negligible amount  of the total 
power. Another  important  a rea of agreement  between 
the model and the observed behavior occurs for the case 
when the differential loss was removed after  the steady 
state had been reached (Fig. 3d) Th is  result  deserves 
par t i cular  mention because as an al ternat ive model that  is 
based on the interaction of one pump beam with two sepa­
rated grat ings it could be used to explain the switching of 
power between two physically separated SLPCMs." In 
that  par t i cular  model, once switching occurred,  there was 
no way to switch the power back again.  However, as 
Fig. 3d indicates, in the system described in this paper 
the power can be switched at will between the multimode 
and the single-mode SLPCMs simply by adding or by re ­
moving the mode selector. Th is  reversibili ty is a con­
sequence of the fact that,  in the present  case, the two 
grat ings  exist in one region; i.e., they are not physically 
separated.
The quant i ty  r  in Eqs. (Ig) and (lh) is an intensity- 
dependent  t ime constant  character is t i c of the photorefrac- 
tive response of the ma ter ia l .12 For all the cases shown in 
Figs. 3a-3d we used the same input power, so it was appro­
priate to use the same t ime cons tant  in the various s imu­
lations. This gave satisfactory results when comparing 
simulat ions of the growth of single-mode power in the 
presence of different  differential  loss (Tugs. 3a-3c).  How­
ever, to obtain good agreement  between the theoretical 
and the observed behavior for the case where the t r a n s ­
parency was removed af ter  steady state had been reached 
(Fig. 3d), it was necessary to decrease the time constant  
by a factor of 2 below' its previous value.
The  effect of bootstrapping the single-mode mirror  r e ­
f lectivity to the mult imode ref lect ivi ty is not critical to 
the predicted mode-selecting behavior.  Similar  behavior 
occurs without bootstrapping,  except when the turn on of 
the single-mode field is delayed and the t ime taken to 
reach the steady state is increased.  Figure 5 shows a typi ­
cal behavior of the system with and without  bootstrapping.
0 . 0  0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6  0 . 8  1.0
TIME (arb. units)
Fig 5. Theoretically predicted evolution of the multimode and 
the single-mode components with (solid lines) and without (dashed 
lines) bootstrapping. The parameters used in this model were 
yd = 3.75; a = 0.0; em2 = 20 X lCTfi, e,2 = 1 X 10'*, r,2 = 
0.7; r,„2 = 0.6
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Steady-state solutions of Eqs. (la) — (Ih) are needed to de­
termine how much single-mode power can be obtained as a 
function of differential loss. Unfor tunately the complex­
ity of the differential equations makes it unlikely that  ex­
act  solutions can be found directly. However, by linking 
FVVM and TWM processes and making use of the solutions 
of an equivalent TWM system, it has proved possible to 
find approximate solutions for the system described here.
FOUR-WAVE MIXING: A TWO-WAVE
MIXING INTERPRETATION
During a wave mixing process a photorefractive material,  
such as bar ium titanate,  has no way of telling how many 
beams are involved or the way in which they combine. All 
the material  knows is the resul t ant  grat ing formed by the 
beams. Therefore,  if a grat ing produced by a FWM pro­
cess has the same form as a grat ing produced by a TWM 
process, then from the grat ing alone it is impossible to 
determine which process produced the grating.  Conse­
quently, for any FWM process there will exist a TWM pro­
cess tha t  produces exactly the same grating.  We shall 
show that  this is indeed the case by considering the equa­
tions for the standard transmission geometry four-wave
m ix e r 12 for the idealized si tuation in which 
absorption and the coupling constant  is real, 
si tuat ion we can write
there is no 
In such a
d A1 y
— = -  — (A 1 A 2 + A 3 A 4) A 2,
dz In
(2a)
d A > y , ,
— = — (A 1A 2 + A  3 A  A A 1,
dz In
(2b)
d A3 y
— -  = “ (A , A2 + A 3 A4)A4,
dz In
(2c)
— = — — (A (A 2 9" A 3 A 4) A 3,
dz In
(2d)
where A 1, A2, A3, and A4 represent  the field ampli tudes of 
the four beams involved in this FWM process and all other 
symbols have their previous significance.  These equations 
yield four constants of integration:
A ,2 + A22 = K x , (3a)
A32 + A42 =  k 2, (3b)
/\ 1A 4 + A  2 A  3 =  E 1, 
/\ 1A 3 — A 2 A 4 =  /?2 •
(3c)
(3d)
When we use these constants,  it is possible to express the 
field amplitudes At  and A< as a linear combinat ion of the 
other  two field amplitudes, A  i and A2:
(E \ A 2 + E 2 A i ), (4a)
—  ( E\ A\  — E 2 A 2). 
A,
(4b)
Consequently the grating s t r ength  can then be expressed
solely in terms of A, and A 2.
~ { A \ A 2 + 
I o
A 3 A ) y
/o /G 2
x [A,A2( £ , 2 -  E 22 + K x2) + E XE 2 ( A X2 -  A22) ] . (5 )
However, the field ampli tudes IIx and II2 given by Eqs ((hi) 
and (6b),
B\ — ( Q \ A 2 + Q2A)).
E 1
(6a)
B 2 — —  (Q2 A2 — Qi A ,),
E 1
(6b)
produce exactly the same grat ing if ( ^  and Q2 arc given by 
Eqs. (7a) and (7b):
Q2 -  Q 2 = E 2 -  E f  + A.V, (7a)
Q\ Q2 = — E \ E 2 . (7 b)
By simple subst i tut ion it can be seen that  B x 
the following differential equations:
and B 2 satisfy
d B x r
-T-- = — B xB 2 B 2, dz K 2
(8a)
d ß 2 r  o o n
j  ~ „  B x B 2 B \ , 
dz K 3
(8b)
where
K 3 -  ß , 2 + B 22 =  —-(Q,2 + Q22) ,
A i
r  K3
(8c)
(8d)
These are, however, the well-known expressions for TWM 
in the t r ans mi ss i on  geo m et r y . 13 Simple ma th em at i c s  
shows tha t  for any FWM process (that is any K x, K'2,and 
E\)  there exist real values for Q, and Q2, which means that  
the equations can be solved uniquely. Therefore we can 
express each of the FWM field variables as a l inear combi­
nation of the two TWM field variables.
A,(2) = D(1£ , (z )  + D i2 B 2(z ), i E {1, 4}, (9 )
where U,x and D i2 are constants.  Although the t r ea tmen t  
given above considered the case of a purely real coupling 
constant  y, the analysis is, in fact, also valid in the more 
general situation where the coupling constant  is complex 
Fur thermore,  when we use a similar approach, solutions 
to the FWM equations in the reflection geometry in terms 
of TWM solutions in the  reflection geometry can be found 
also Thus  in the ideal case where there is no absorption 
it is possible to express any FWM process in t erms of an 
equivalent TWM process.
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We not use this duality between TWM and FWM pro­
cesses to clarify a complicated FWM behavior by relating 
it to a TWM situation. In part icular,  the relationship be­
tween the various field amplitudes involved in the FWM 
process discussed in the first par t  of this paper is far from 
obvious, and no clear solution presents itself. However, 
the s imi lar  TWM situation in which one pump beam (Ar) 
supplies energy to two signal beams ( ,  and A2) in one 
interact ion volume is, by comparison,  relatively s t ra ight ­
forward to solve and easy to understand.
The differential equations for such a TWM process are 
given below:
d A r y .
dz
= ~ —Ap{A\A\  + A 2 A 2),
/n
(10a)
d A i y
dz
= A r A i A r , (10b)
d At y
— = — Ap A 2 A n . (10c)
dz /„
In this si tuation it is obvious from Eqs. (10a) — (10c), that  
the rat io of the two signal field ampli tudes is a constant  
throughout  the interaction volume. This must  be the case, 
since the rate of change with respect  to distance for both 
signals depends on the same variable,  the pump beam 
intensity, which means that  the ratio of the two grat ing 
s t rengths  is also constant  throughout  the interaction vol­
ume. Thus in the TWM case the interact ion of one pump 
beam with two noninteract ing signal beams leads to the 
formation of two gratings with ampli tudes that  are propor­
tional to one another  throughout  the interaction volume. 
Therefore,  in the analogous FWM process, where one pump 
beam supplies energy to two noninteract ing SLPCM’s, the 
formation of two gratings will be such that  their  grat ing 
s t r eng ths  are also proportional to one another  throughout  
the interact ion volume.
STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS
In the steady state the differential equations that  describe 
the var ia t ion of the field variables as a function of dis­
tance are those given as Eqs. ( la)- ( lg) ,  with the two time-
ndependent  grating st rengths given by
y
gn, =  —(ApA 2in + A r A  ),
1 it
(11a)
>5 II > + > ( l ib)
As is explained in the previous section,  those solutions that  
lead to two grat ings’ being formed such that  the ratio of 
the g ra t ing  strengths is constant  will be sought.
g M )  = ßg. (z) .  (12)
Subst i tut ion of this expression into the differential equa­
tions leads to the following relat ionships between the field 
amplitudes:
where C2, /3, and C3 are constants.  The differential equa­
tions will be reduced to the standard FWM equations in 
four variables {Ap, A2, A 3, and A r) by the subst i tut ions
A22 = A,,2 + A2,„2 = A2s2( 1 + /32), (14a)
A32 = A3s2 + A3m2 = A3,2(l + /32), (14b)
when
A222(l + ß 2) »  ß A22C2,C22, (14c)
A 32 (1 + ß  ) »  ß A  32 C3, C ß . (14 d )
We obtain the boundary conditions for this system, which 
are shown in Eqs. (14e) and (14f ). by substitution of the 
boundary conditions in Eqs. (li) into Eqs. (14a) and (14b).
A22(0) = A2,2(0) + A2,„2(0), (14e)
A32(ri) = (r, A2,(cZ) + p(r, -  r„,) A2,„(c/)]2 + r„,2A2„,2(cO
= rcrf2A22(cO, (14f)
and,  as is discussed below, the effective reflectivity (rcff), 
included in the last boundary condition, can be approxi­
mated as r,. We now can solve these equations to give the 
field variables A p, A2, A3, and A r as functions of distance 
through the material,  as long as the assumptions in in­
equalit ies (14c) and (14d) are valid, as is shown to be the 
case below.
The problem that  r emains  is for us to find the three  
constants ß, C2, and C3 tha t  are required to evaluate the 
fraction of A 2(d) t ha t  is single mode. When we use the 
boundary conditions and Eqs. (13a) and (13b), two rela­
tionships among these three  constants can be found.
C2 = A2„,(0) -  ß A 2(0) (15a)
C3 = IA2m(0) -  ß A 2s(0)][rm + p{rm -  rßß) 
ß A M
+ (1 + ^ 2)1.2a  + pß)(rni -  r,).  (15b)
We can obtain the thi rd equation necessary to evaluate 
these constants from a least variation technique. Initially 
we at tempted to find a solution in which the two grat ings 
tha t  formed had proportional  grat ing strengths.  I lowever, 
by subst i tut ing Eqs. (13a) and (13b) into the expression for 
the mult imode grat ing s t r ength [Eq. (11a)! we find that
g,.,(z) =  ßg<(z)  +  A ( z ) .  ( Hi n t
where
A(z) = A p{z )C2 + A r(z)C2 . 116b)
Therefore,  to make the initial assumption as realistic as 
possible, it is necessary to minimize A throughout the in­
teraction volume. To achieve this, the exact forms of A r 
and A r as functions of distance are required. Since both 
A p and A r are monotomcally decreasing functions of dis­
tance,  we can find a good approximate solution by l inear ­
izing A p and A r. When we use these simplified forms, the 
magni tude of A is a min imum everywhere when
C Q
A = 0 = [ Ap(0) + A„(cO] y  + [Ar(0) + A r{d)] • (17a)
A,„,(z) = ß A 2,(z)  + C2 , 
A1„,(z) = ß A3,(z) + C3 ,
(13a)
(13b)
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DISTANCE
Fig. 6 Variation of g ra ting strength with distance through 
the  I n to m e t  inn volu rnc, for (a) the si nglc- inode grating and (b) the 
multimode grating, as predicted by the numerical model. The 
dots arc a sampling of the multimode grating strength multiplied 
by a constant (1.71), which was predicted by the steady-state solu­
tions. The parameters used in this case were yd = 3.0, a = 0; 
e j  = 100 x  10"h, e , 2 = 1 X 10'“ , r , 2 = 0.8; r,„2 = 0.7.
0.30  0.40  0.50  0.60  0.70
MULTIMODE REFLECTIVITY
0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70
MULTIMODE REFLECTIVITY
Fig. 7 Comparison between the steady-state solutions (solid 
curves) and the solutions obtained from the numerical model 
(dots) after we performed a large number of iterations. The pa­
rameters used in this case were y d  =  3.5; e,„2 =  50 X 10 r>; 
e,2 =  4 X 1 0 ' r>; r , 2 =  0.74: (a) no absorp tion (a  =  0.0);
(b) a d  =  0.165.
By rea r ra n g in g  th is  we f in d  th a t  the expression for C’3 
becomes
C2
Cl = ~ X lo )[1 + A ' ( d ) ] - (17b)
Now we can f ind the three variables ß , C2, and C3. I f  a 
s i tua t ion  arises in which any o f  three constants equals 
zero, then the analysis  becomes exact, since then A(z) = 0 
for all z. In general they are all nonzero, and the solu­
t ions are only approximate. However, the approx im at ion  
is reasonable in nearly all cases, because Eqs. (15a) and 
(17b) show tha t  C 2 and C3 are of the order o f  the seed 
f ie ld  e, and all the seed f ie lds in p rac t ice  are  < 1 0 ' 2 
Hence, in comparison w i th  any other f ie ld th roughou t the 
crystal,  w i th  the exception of A 2 at the 2 = 0  boundary, C2 
and C3 are small,  ju s t i fy in g  the use o f  inequa l i t ies  (14c) 
and (14d). A no the r  consequence of the small magnitude 
o f  C2 and C3 is tha t  the quan t i ty  A, in Eq. (16b), is nearly 
zero, and therefore g m and g, can he considered to vary 
proportionally.
F igure  6 shows the comparison between the steady-state 
m u lt im ode and the single-mode gra tings amplitudes for a 
typ ica l set o f  parameters. Figures 7a and 7b compared 
the approximate steady-state solutions and the numerica l 
model. As the results show, the agreement is much bette r 
for the case o f  no absorption, but even w i th  absorption, 
the difference between the models is small.
The advantage o f  developing steady-state solut ions is 
th a t  they can be used to p red ic t  the d i f f e r e n t ia l  loss 
required to obtain a p a r t ic u la r  level o f  m u l t im ode  rad ia­
t ion in the ex te rna l resonator. We can rearrange equa­
tions (15b) and (17b) to give the m ult im ode r e f le c t iv i t y  rm 
as a func t ion  o f  ß. O f  p a r t icu la r  in terest is the s i tua t ion  
in which the m u l t im ode  rad ia tion is at a low level. In this  
case 0.1 <  ß  <  1, and wc can approximate the expression 
for r,„ by Eq. (18):
r-<ß,- r( l -Md>)- a8>
S u b s t i tu t ing  rea l is t ic  parameters (such as those listed in 
Fig. 3a) in to th is  expression, we can see th a t  to l im i t  the 
m u lt im ode  component o f  the output to on ly  10% of the 
tota l output, the m u l t im ode  re f le c t iv i ty  has to be smaller 
than 98% of the single-mode re f lec t iv i ty .  There fo re  the 
in tens i ty  of the m u l t im ode  rad ia tion in the ex te rna l reso­
nator drops o f f  rap id ly  as a function o f  d i f fe re n t ia l  loss. 
I t  is for th is  reason tha t  the effective re f le c t i v i t y  given in 
Eq. ( I 4 f )  can be approx im ated by r s, because, for ß  >  0.3, 
r, and rm d i f fe r  by less than 2% and, for ß  <  0.3, any te rm  
con ta in ing  ß  can be neglected.
Otic im p o r tan t  fea ture tha t  this analysis demonstrates 
is tha t  the m u l t im ode  component o f  the ou tp u t  power can 
only be zero i f  the m u l t im ode  seed power e,„ is zero. Thus 
the fact tha t  ou r  expe r im en ta l observations and model 
show a small hut f in i te  steady-state m u l t im ode  component 
in the ou tput  ind ica tes the presence o f  a nonzero seed 
power. Conversely th is  nonzero seed power implies tha t  
the m u lt im ode component o f  the ou tpu t  canno t be sup­
pressed to ta l ly  even i f  the mult im ode r e f le c t i v i t y  is zero.
CONCLUSION
We described a s e l f -s ta r t in g  SLP CM  th a t  has the rad ia ­
t ion  in its ex te rna l resonator dynam ica l ly  constra ined to 
a single spatia l mode. T h is  was achieved by inc lud ing 
a s imple t ra n s p a re n t  mode selector w i t h in  the resona­
tor tha t  in troduced a small d i f fe re n t ia l  loss between the
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s ing le-m ode and  the m u l t im o d e  oscilla ting components .  
We developed a n u m erica l  model th a t  correctly  p red ic ts  
the  observed t r a n s ie n t  and  steady-state  behavior of th is  
system. Mode selection occurs  because the p resence  of a 
sm all d if fe ren t ia l  loss re su l ts  in competit ion be tw een  the 
d i f fe re n t  modes for p um p beam power inside the photo- 
re f rac t ive  m ateria l ,  w ith  the  do m in an t  mode being th a t  
ex per ienc ing  the  lowest loss. For the range of p a ra m e te r s  
applicab le  to ou r  p a r t i c u l a r  system (3 < yd  < 4, 0.3 < 
o rd in a ry  m ir ro r  re f lec t iv i ty  <  1, and e <  10~2) a d i f fe re n ­
tial loss of only 5% is n ecessa ry  to constra in  more th an  
ha lf  of th e  ex te rna l re so n a to r  radiation to a single mode. 
In the steady s tate, com petit ion  causes the two g ra t in g s  
th a t  a re  formed to have th e i r  g ra t in g  s t re n g th s  vary in g  
propor tional ly  th ro u g h o u t  the  in teraction  volume. We ob­
ta in ed  s tead y -s ta te  so lu tions  for the sys tem  by d e m o n ­
s t r a t i n g  t h a t  the FWM field am plitudes can be expressed  
as a l in ea r  combination  of solutions obtained for TW M .
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CTuK28 Efficient conversion of spa­
tially incoherent laser fields to single­
mode beams using a photorefractive 
oscillator
Esa jaatinen, Barry Luther-Davies, Laser 
Physics Centre, Research School of Physical 
Sciences & Engineering, Australian National 
University, Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia
We report experiments where we use a 
photorefractive oscillator (PRO) to convert 
incoherent optical fields produced when a 
laser beam passes through a multimode 
optical fiber back into a single-mode 
beam. We show it is theoretically possi­
ble for >80% of the input power to be 
delivered in the form of a single mode 
beam coupled through a low reflection 
mirror at the output of the PRO. In our 
experiments where a cw-pumped 
Q-switched frequency-doubled Nd:YAG 
laser pumped a barium titanate crystal as 
the phase conjugator at the input to the 
PRO, >25% output was achieved. This 
value is limited bv crystal absorption (1.1 
cm '), and the available photorefractive 
gain. It is shown that only small im­
provements in both quantities are re­
quired to achieve output powers >50% of 
the input. Even in the current experi­
ments, however, the brightness at the 
PRO output is 2-3 orders of magnitude 
higher than that at the multimode fiber 
output.
The output power from the PRO is a 
bistable function of the output mirror 
reflectivity (Fig. 1) as well as the power 
initially scattered into the PRO from the 
barium titanate crystal. This bistability 
prevents buildup of the PRO when using 
the low mirror reflectivities required to 
obtain large output powers especially 
when a conventional mode selecting aper­
ture is used to restrict PRO oscillation to a 
TEMoo mode. The problem of starting the 
oscillation in these conditions is overcome 
by cutting the mode-selecting aperture 
into a transparent film. In such condi­
tions oscillation initially starts as a diver­
gent multimode field passing through 
film around the outside of the aperture. 
The differential loss between this initial 
multimode field and the TEM,n mode 
which passes through the aperture in the 
film, however, rapidly results in competi­
tion that causes the output beam to col­
lapse into a single mode. The output 
power in unaffected by this 
transformation.
We discuss the limitations and possible 
uses of this scheme.
RESONATOR REFLECTIVITY
CTuK28 Fig. 1 Fraction of the input 
laser power coupled from the PRO is plot­
ted as a function of the ordinary mirror 
reflectivity at the output of the PRO. The 
solid lines represent the predicted behav­
ior based on a plane wave approximation.
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Single Mode Output from Multimode Fibres Using a 
Semilinear Phase Conjugate Mirror
E. Jaatinen 
B. Luther-Davies
Laser Physics Centre, Research School of Physical Sciences and Eng 
Australian National University, Canberra ACT
We report experiments on the use of a semilinear phase conjugate mirror to transfer single mode laser 
beams through multimode fibres. Calculations using a 1-D model show that In optimum conditions up to 
90% of the Input power can be transferred to the system output whilst experimentally 23% power transfer 
has been observed. This being limited by absorption and gain in our Barium Tltanate crystal. Methods to 
Improve the transfer efficiency are discussed as is the feasibility of using this device to obtain single mode 
radiation from a laser diode array.
Introduction
Only multi-mode optical fibres can handle high power (>1kW) laser 
radiation. Unfortunately the output beam from such a fibre has much lower 
brightness than the input laser beam due to mode conversion which occurs as 
the beam passes down the fibre. Recently, however, it has been shown that 
optical phase conjugation using a Barium Titanate crystal can be used to 
unscramble mode conversion in a multi-mode optical fibre and reconstruct the 
high coherence single mode beam at the output end [1], This makes it possible, in 
effect, to transfer single mode radiation through a multimode fibre.
Experiment and Results
Here we report on two configurations which we have used to obtain single 
mode output . The first is shown in figure 1, and is similar to that described in [1], 
The basic idea is to place the fibre inside a resonator bounded by an ordinary 
mirror and a phase conjugate mirror (PCM). Radiation is coupled from this 
resonator through the ordinary mirror. The PCM provides gain within the 
resonator and makes the counterpropagating waves phase conjugates of one 
another. This means that if the wave entering the fibre from the ordinary mirror 
side is a single mode, then after reflection from the PCM the beam returned to the 
ordinary mirror will also be a single mode. Single mode light is selected at the 
ordinary mirror by careful choice of fibre-mirror separation and mirror curvature so 
that only single mode radiation is efficiently reflected back into the fibre [1],
In comparison with the system described in [1], the present arrangement 
does not require the radiation in the resonator to be temporally coherent with the 
incoming laser light. The geometry presented here, therefore, can operate with an 
arbitrarily long optical fibre and is useful in transferring single mode radiation 
over large distances.
A second advantage is that improved transfer efficiency is possible using 
this geometry. A simple 1 D analysis [2], demonstrates that it is possible to transfer 
up to 90% of the input power through a fibre whilst still maintaining single mode 
output. Figure 2 shows some theoretical calculations of the output power as a 
function of resonator reflectivity for various values of PCM gain (all for the ideal 
case of no within the PCM absorption). Experimentally we have observed 23%
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power transfer (see figure 3), which is still an order of magnitude larger than that 
reported in [1]. The major limitations on the transfer efficiency are the limited PCM 
gain and strong absorption in the crystal. The gain and absorption of the PCM are 
fixed by the properties of the particular crystal which is available. The bulk 
absorption, however, is strongly wavelength dependent, and the observed 
maximum power transfer of 23% was obtained using radiation from a CW argon 
laser at 515nm, which is in the region of high absorption (see figure 4). It is 
anticipated that at wavelengths in the near infrared, that the transfer efficiency 
could be larger due to the reduced absorption losses.
Oscillation in the resonator builds up from noise produced when some of 
the laser light is scattered into the resonator off inhomogeneities in the crystal. A 
problem is encountered when a high transmission mirror is used to obtain high 
transfer efficiency because the output power exhibits bistability as a function of 
the fraction of the scattered power returned to crystal. There is no primary way of 
varying this power except by increasing the acceptance angle of the resonator 
(which precludes single mode operation) or reducing the output m irror 
transmission (which reduces the power transfer efficiency). In the most interesting 
range of parameters it has been found that the oscillation never grows from its 
low level. This can be overcome by seeding the oscillation in the cavity with a 
separate beam [3]. However seeding is not always practical, so an alternative 
configuration has been investigated.
In the alternative configuration the laser radiation propagates down the 
fibre before it enters the crystal (see figure 5). This leaves the resonator free of 
extra lossy elements (such as the optical fibre) which reduce the fraction of the 
scattered power returned to the crystal. The result is that oscillation builds up 
even with mirror transmissions larger than those required for maximum power 
transfer. Since the PCM does not require its pump beam to be spatially coherent, 
the power transfer efficiencies are unaffected by this change in the geometry. 
However, a fundamental difference does exist between the two configurations, 
since, in the first, the PCM is correcting the distortions caused by the fibre, while 
in the second the fibre is simply supplying the pump radiation to the crystal to 
support single mode oscilla tion in a separate resonator. The second 
configuration can be thought of as a spatially incoherent to coherent optical 
converter.
This converter could possibly be adapted to obtain single mode radiation 
from a laser diode array. The setup of the system would be similar to that shown 
in figure 5. However, for this application, the output of the array would be 
focussed into the PCM, supplying the pump radiation. Due to the similarity of this 
proposed device and to that depicted in figure 5, it should be possible to obtain 
high transfer efficiencies of the incoherent array output to a single mode beam.
Discussion
This report outlines two systems that can transfer single mode radiation 
through long lengths of multimode optical fibre. These devices have been 
observed to deliver of the order of 20% of the input radiation and higher 
efficiencies seem possible. One of the systems acts as a spatially incoherent to 
coherent converter, which could be modified to obtain single mode output from a 
laser diode array.
279
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